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Abstract 

In 1540, Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici and his wife Eleonora di Toledo moved from the 

Medici palace on the Via Larga into the Palazzo Vecchio, the former seat of the Florentine 

republican government. As part of the ducal couple’s efforts to fashion their public identity, they 

embarked on an extensive new decorative program, which included entire walls, ceilings, and 

tapestries ornamented with grotesques. When Cosimo’s son and heir, Francesco I, married 

Giovanna d’Austria and then ruled years later with his second wife Bianca Cappello, they 

commissioned more grotesques for the palace. Though they are used throughout the seat of 

Florentine politics, the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio have been largely unstudied. 

According to sixteenth-century sources, artists had the license to follow their whims and 

fancies when they executed grotesques. The central question of this study is why these patrons 

would have commissioned so many works in which they were expected to relinquish control of 

the project to the artists, especially in spaces in which their self-fashioning was paramount. 

Cosimo was, after all, well-known for his rigid control over even minute political and cultural 

affairs. Particularly revealing are the texts of Giorgio Vasari, who both championed the status of 

the artist and tirelessly promoted the interests of his patrons, and the grotesques executed by 

Marco da Faenza under Vasari’s supervision. These works suggest that certain themes and 

guidelines were dictated to the artists, but that within the given parameters a great deal of 

freedom, whimsy, and humour were welcome, complementing the values held by sixteenth-

century Italian courts. These themes and the degree of license permitted varied according to the 

location of the grotesques as well as the gender of the intended viewers.  The rich cultural 

connotations of the style and the capriciousness with which imagery could be manipulated 

produced a range of all’antica painting that could be elevated or base, religious or secular, serious 

or playful. In every case, with their rhetoric of freedom, grotesques created the impression that 

the Medici cultivated free expression and established a Golden Age in which liberty reigned. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: The Medici Ducal Family and the Grotesques of the 

Palazzo Vecchio 

On 6 January 1537, Alessandro de’ Medici was assassinated by his distant cousin 

Lorenzino in the hopes of ridding the city of tyranny and succeeding him as duke of Florence. 

Though Alessandro was indeed despised, Lorenzino lacked support and was forced to flee the 

city with his brother. The Florentine Senate was intensely divided on what course of action to 

take in the wake of these events. In fear of violence from the popolo and of the possibility of an 

invasion by the imperial troops of Charles V, within a few days the Senate decided to appoint 

Cosimo I de’ Medici as the new head of state. Cosimo was the son of Giovanni delle Bande Nere, 

a descendant from a secondary branch of the family, and his mother, Maria Salviati, was the 

granddaughter of Lorenzo il Magnifico. Yet more important to their decision was the assumption 

that the seventeen year-old would be easy to control due to his youth and inexperience. To their 

dismay, Cosimo did not passively submit to the restrictions they tried to impose upon him and 

proved to be a stronger leader than everyone expected. After an astonishing victory in August 

against the Florentine exiles in the Battle of Montemurlo, the emperor awarded him the title of 

duke.
1
 

As part of an effort to solidify his authority in this new and surely precarious position, 

Cosimo began carefully to craft his public image. In 1540, Cosimo and his new wife Eleonora di 

                                                      

1
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Toledo moved from the Medici palace on the Via Larga to the Palazzo della Signoria, known 

today as the Palazzo Vecchio.
2
 First built at the end of the thirteenth century, this palace was 

originally constructed to house the republican government of Florence.
3
 By moving into the 

palace that had been the centre of Florentine politics for centuries, the duke was declaring that his 

court was the legitimate Florentine government.
4
 Nevertheless, changes to the building were 

necessary. Some of the renovations were done out of practical necessity, as certain areas of the 

palace needed to fulfill new functions, and other alterations were executed to make the space 

more efficient, comfortable and modern. These architectural renovations were accompanied by 

dramatic decorative changes that served to construct the public identity of the ducal court. The 

Medici left some of the earlier decorations intact in order to suggest a renewal rather than an 

usurpation of the old government, but overall, the new art was an enormous contrast to the 

heavily gilded and often religious ornamentation of the previous centuries.
5
  

Arguably, Cosimo was more concerned about the new decorative program than the 

functionality of the palace, an attitude demonstrated by the duke’s response to Vasari’s 

suggestion in 1560 that he rebuild the old staircase designed by Cronaca leading from the 

                                                      

2
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courtyard to the Sala Grande.
 6
 It had been so steep that Jacopo Pitti, in his unpublished Apologia 

dei Capucci, said that “when the citizens wanted to come and argue with the government, they 

should get out of breath on the stairs, and by the time they reached the top, be quite incapable of 

ventilating their grievances.”
7
 In spite of the inconvenience of the structure, Cosimo’s response 

was initially dismissive.
8
 Vasari eventually got his way and the Scala Piana was built, but it 

appears that it was not a priority for the duke himself.
9
  

A form of classical ornament, called grottesche (grotesques), was central to some of the 

earliest artistic projects commissioned for the palace, and over the following decades grotesques 

continued to be a major part of the ongoing renovations. In some areas of the building, which are 

still visible today, entire walls and ceilings are covered with them, and in other rooms where 

narrative scenes are the main focus instead, grotesques ornament the frames of the paintings, the 

beams of the ceilings, and the deep sills of the windows. Even some of the lavish tapestries that 

were made to be hung in the Palazzo Vecchio were covered with fanciful grotesque designs. 

These grotesque tapestries were among the earliest produced in the Florentine arazzeria (tapestry 
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workshop), which Cosimo I established in 1545 to set his court on par with the luxury of other 

European rulers.
10

 

When the term “grotesque” is used today, it generally denotes something deformed, ugly 

or abject; the historian of modern art Frances S. Connelly defines the grotesque as “the inverse of 

beauty.”
11

 The modern meaning of the word has its root in the hybrid monsters and bizarre masks 

that are standard components of Renaissance grotesques, but during the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries, “grottesche” was used more narrowly to refer to a specific ornamental style, which 

was, as a whole, actually quite graceful and beautiful.
12

 Together with the monsters and the 

strange masks, which rarely appear frightful or threatening, are fecund garlands strung between 

objects and creatures, and weightless birds fly across the picture plane. Idealized classical figures 

of men and women, sometimes nude and sometimes clothed in flowing drapery or regal armour, 

balance effortlessly on delicate flowers, or appear as statues beneath floating tempietti and 

porticos. Chubby putti pull on animals’ tails, chase each other, or interact playfully with other 

objects, creatures, and figures. All of these inventions were incorporated into surface-affirming 

compositions of lovely, delightful, and fantastic elements. 

Grotesques became popular in Italy at the end of the fifteenth century after subterranean 

caverns decorated with these marvels of the imagination were discovered beneath the Baths of 

Trajan in Rome. Not originally underground, these chambers were part of the Esquiline wing of 

the Roman emperor Nero’s lavish and extensive palatial complex, known as the Domus Aurea 

(ca. 64-68 CE).
13

 The emperor was widely detested by his fellow Romans, in part because of his 
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self-aggrandizing extravagance, but also because of his cruelty and other vices. Consequently, 

after his death the Domus Aurea was filled in with rubble and was used as the foundation for the 

monumental baths. As the ground level rose in Rome, the Domus Aurea was buried and 

forgotten.
14

  

Though initially ignorant of the true origins of these mysterious caves, artists and 

antiquarians eagerly explored them by torchlight and sketched the paintings with enthusiasm.
15

 At 

first mistaking these tunnels to be ancient Roman grottoes, people used the term grottesche to 

describe the fanciful style of painting found within them, a word that first appears in the English 

lexicon in 1561 as “crotescques” after the French adaptation of the term.
16

 Even though some 

other examples of this ornamentation were known previously, the paintings in the Domus Aurea 

had been protected from the elements and were in far better condition. For this reason, they 

created an unprecedented impact on those who saw them, and artists immediately began 

incorporating similar designs in their own work.
17

  

After their rediscovery in Rome, the popularity of grotesques quickly spread across Italy. 

Filippino Lippi and Domenico Ghirlandaio, both Florentines, were part of the first group of artists 

to explore the buried Domus Aurea, having been called to Rome to work on the Sistine Chapel.
18

 

                                                                                                                                                              

University Press, 2008), 31; Larry F. Ball, The Domus Aurea and the Roman Architectural Revolution 
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Princeton University Press, 1982), 27. 
16

 Vasari-Milanesi, VI, 551; Cellini, The Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini, 39–42; Dacos, La découverte 
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“Grotesques,” in The History of Decorative Arts: The Renaissance and Mannerism in Europe, ed. Alain 

Charles Gruber, trans. John Goodman (New York: Abbeville Press, 1994), 195–196; D. Gary Miller, 

English Lexicogenesis (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 134. 
17

 Dacos, La découverte de la Domus Aurea et la formation des grotesques a la Renaissance, 4; Gruber, 

“Grotesques,” 198. 
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 Dacos, La découverte de la Domus Aurea et la formation des grotesques a la Renaissance, 61. Copies of 
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Once they returned to Florence, they used the ancient Roman ruins as inspiration in their 

paintings in the church of Santa Maria Novella. In Domenico Ghirlandaio’s Birth of the Virgin in 

the Cappella Maggiore of the church (ca. 1485-90), grotesque patterns, based on his sketches of 

the Domus Aurea, ornament pilasters and panels on the far wall, effectively establishing 

grotesques as the backdrop for the sacred domestic scene (Fig. 1.1).
19

 Filippino Lippi’s paintings 

in the nearby Strozzi Chapel similarly use grotesques to ornament the fictive architecture and 

objects, including the pilasters framing St. Phillip Driving the Demon from the Temple (ca. 1497-

1500) and Mars’ pedestal within the main image (Fig. 1.2).
20

  

In 1502, not long after Filippino Lippi finished his work on the Strozzi Chapel, Piero 

Soderini was made Gonfalonier of Justice for Life, necessitating a permanent move into the 

Palazzo Vecchio and the construction of living quarters in the palace that could accommodate his 

wife.
21

  For his new private apartment, Vasari tells us that Soderini hired Morto da Feltre to paint 

it with grotesques in 1503, the first grotesques within the Palazzo Vecchio.  Unfortunately these 

do not survive today. In fact, they were already in a deplorable state when Vasari was writing the 

first edition of Le vite de' piu eccellenti pittori scultori ed architettori (1550).
22

  

Nicolai Rubinstein suggests that Soderini’s move into the palace may have served as a 

model for Cosimo’s change of residence in 1540; perhaps the time he spent in Soderini’s old 

quarters likewise inspired the numerous grotesque projects that he commissioned for his own 

renovations to the palace.
23

 Grotesques were a key component of the decorative program of the 

Palazzo Vecchio from the earliest phases of these renovations. In Eleonora’s quarters, Ridolfo del 

Ghirlandaio covered the vaults of the duchess’s audience room, the Camera Verde, with 

                                                                                                                                                              

Skizzenbuch aus der Werkstatt Domenico Ghirlandaios, unter mitwirkung von Christian Hülsen und Adolf 

Michaelis, 2 vols. (Soest: Davaco Publishers, 1975). Dacos notes the influence of the sketches in this 

notebook on Florentine art, particularly in manuscript illuminations. 
19
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20

 Ibid., 70–71. 
21

 Rubinstein, Palazzo Vecchio, 43. 
22

 Vasari, V, 204. Edelstein, “The Camera Verde,” 61-2. 
23
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grotesques from 1540 to 1542, and in 1545 (or shortly thereafter) Francesco Salviati was 

commissioned to paint the ceiling of her small scrittoio in a similar manner (Fig. 1.3 and 1.4).
24

 

Around the same time, the court artist Francesco Ubertini, known as Bachiacca, worked on 

several projects that combined his greatest skills, that is, depicting nature and creating grotesques, 

the grandest of which was a series of ten grotesque tapestries for the Sala delle Udienze filled 

with naturalistic depictions of birds, fish, insects and other animals (Fig. 1.5).  

Throughout the rest of Cosimo’s reign, the duke continued to commission large areas of 

grotesques in the palace. After Vasari became capomaestro of the palace in 1555, his assistant 

Marco da Faenza executed grotesques throughout the Quartiere di Leone X and the Quartiere 

degli Elementi. For the celebration of Francesco de’ Medici and Giovanna d’Austria’s nuptials in 

1565, a new wave of projects were executed with great speed, and grotesques were a major 

component of many of these as well. After Francesco succeeded Cosimo, only small, private 

areas of the palace were left to decorate. In the few commissions executed for the new grand duke 

and his second wife, Bianca Cappello, grotesques were used once again, above all in Bianca’s 

work room, the ceiling of which was painted by Tommaso del Verrocchio in 1582 (Fig. 6). The 

privacy of this little Stanza da Lavoro allowed for the most erotic and playful grotesques of the 

palace to be painted. 

Clearly, the renovations of the Palazzo Vecchio were dramatic and extensive. In a story 

told by Vasari, at the end of Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio’s life, he returned to the Palazzo Vecchio, 

curious to see the new art that had been produced to ornament the palace. One day while the duke 

was away, Ridolfo was brought to the palace in a chair, as he was crippled by gout at this point, 

to dine and explore the rooms. According to Vasari, the palace was unrecognizable to the old man 

because the transformation was so drastic. In response, he stated, “I die happy because I will be 

                                                      

24
 The ceiling of Eleonora’s scrittoio was painted by Salviati, according to Vasari, after he finished the Sala 

delle Udienze and at the same time as a salotto (likely the salotto in Eleonora’s quarters), which occurred in 

1545. There are no other surviving documents to help us date the work with more specificity. Vasari-

Milanesi, VII, 27; Allegri and Cecchi, Palazzo Vecchio e i Medici, 48. 
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able to bring news to our artists there that I have seen the dead resurrected, the ugly made 

beautiful, and the old rejuvenated.”
25

 Of course, as Vasari was himself responsible for much of 

the renovations in the palace, this anecdote serves in part to trumpet the author’s own 

achievements; nonetheless, it suggests the radical reimagining of the Palazzo Vecchio during the 

mid-sixteenth century. Alongside the narrative scenes, portraits, and city views, grotesques were a 

key part of the dramatic transformation of the palace from a somber and austere building into a 

more lively and playful environment that catered to “modern” sixteenth-century tastes. 

Given that the move to the Palazzo Vecchio was a strategic and symbolic political act, 

and that the other artworks that Cosimo and Eleonora commissioned at this time were devoted to 

establishing Medici authority in Florence, the enthusiasm with which the ducal family 

incorporated grotesques into the decorative scheme of the palace suggests that this type of 

ornamentation had a strong propagandistic value for them. As Stephen Greenblatt points out in 

Renaissance Self-Fashioning (1980), the sixteenth century was a time of preoccupation with the 

idea of self-fashioning, of artfully creating a malleable public persona for oneself rooted in the 

ideologies and institutions of the time.
26

 Greenblatt’s analysis focuses on literature in England, 

but the conscious creation of an outward self was a practice that was popular across professions 

and throughout Europe.
27

 The importance of grotesques in Medici self-fashioning seems 

particularly evident given that the duke and duchess chose to ornament their audience rooms in 

this manner, spaces where the presentation of themselves and their power was paramount.  

Other works in the Palazzo Vecchio were interpreted by Vasari himself in his dialogue I 

Ragionamenti, but not so with the grotesques. Most of the rooms he discusses in this text abound 

with grotesques, and the others, at the very least, include them in one area or another. Yet Vasari 
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un brutto divenir bello, ed un vecchio ringiovenito.” Vasari-Milanesi, VI, 546.  
26

 Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago; London: The 

University of Chicago Press, 2005), 2; 7. 
27

 John Martin, “Inventing Sincerity, Refashioning Prudence: The Discovery of the Individual in 

Renaissance Europe,” The American Historical Review 102, no. 5 (1997): 1322. 
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provides very little explanation of this ornamentation, giving the excuse that there is too much 

material and too little time to address it.
28

 Subject to the whims of artists and not representing 

historical or mythological narratives, grotesques are not easy to relay in narrative form.  

This study addresses this interpretative gap, exploring the tension between the artistic 

license that defined grotesques for many writers during the early and mid-sixteenth century, an 

overview of which will be discussed in Chapter 2, and the importance of grotesque ornamentation 

for the patrons. Why would an authoritarian ruler such as Cosimo I de’ Medici, who used the 

visual arts to craft his public image, so enthusiastically adopt a style of art that forced him to 

relinquish some of his control over the imagery to the whims and fancies of the artists? This 

question is especially pertinent given the degree of control that he exercised in the rest of the 

program of the Palazzo Vecchio; Vasari not only worked together with learned advisors such as 

Cosimo Bartoli, Vincenzo Borghini and Giovanni Battista Adriani, but the duke himself was 

always closely consulted and did not hesitate to make changes to their plans.
29

  

Symbols of, and allusions to, Medici power are ubiquitous in the grotesques, but the 

artists had the freedom to depict them in seemingly endless clever and playful variations. The 

style as a whole, regardless of the specific imagery used, evoked a history of ancient imperial 

Roman art as well as early sixteenth-century papal patronage, thereby establishing important 

associations between Cosimo and illustrious men of the past. This is not to say that the imagery 

was unimportant; indeed, the imagery selected for different locations in the palace reveals that 

choices were made based on gender and decorum. The grotesques in the spaces made for, or 

celebrating, Medici women are often designed with themes of nature, fecundity and abundance in 

mind. Even these are not uniform, though, as the theme of sexuality is treated differently 

depending on the privacy of the space. Additionally, the formal properties of grotesques, namely 

                                                      

28
 Vasari-Milanesi, VIII, 121. 

29
 Patricia Lee Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 200; 

Jonathan Davies, Culture and Power: Tuscany and Its Universities 1537-1609 (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 15. 
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their hybrid and metamorphosing forms, arguably had devotional importance, an issue that will 

be addressed in my discussion of the grotesques in the palace’s chapels. 

Filling entire walls, ceilings, and tapestries, grotesques are often central to the decorative 

program of the Palazzo Vecchio and to the self-fashioning of the Medici ducal family. Where 

grotesques ornament friezes and frames, they continue to play an important role contextualizing 

and nuancing the central images.
30

 In the more private, peripheral rooms, their marginality allows 

for a greater degree of playfulness. Throughout the palace, the artistic license involved in creating 

grotesques made them a fertile ground for negotiating the relationship between art and power in a 

time and place of both the rising status of the artist and increasingly autocratic government.  

  

                                                      

30
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Figure 1.1. Domenico Ghirlandaio. Detail of the Birth of the Virgin. Cappella Maggiore, Santa 

Maria Novella, Florence. Ca. 1485-90. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Filippino Lippi. St. Philip Driving the Demon from the Temple. Strozzi Chapel, Santa 

Maria Novella, Florence. Ca. 1497-1500. 
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Figure 1.3. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Camera Verde. 1540-1542. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Francesco Salviati. Ceiling of the Scrittoio di Eleonora. Ca. 1545. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 1.5. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Nicolas Karcher. Grotesque Spalliera with an 

Eel in a Globe of Water. Ca. 1546-1553. 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 
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Chapter 2 

Imagination and Meaning: A Literature Review 

From Ancient Disapproval to Renaissance Ambivalence 

One of the chief difficulties in making generalizations about the significance of 

grotesques in the Renaissance is that sixteenth-century writers expressed divergent views on the 

subject. Their views were often based on the accounts of grotesques by ancient Roman authors, 

though not always in agreement with them. In his Ten Books of Architecture, Vitruvius 

disapprovingly wrote that: 

A picture is, in fact, a representation of a thing which really exists or which can exist…. 

But those subjects which were copied from actual realities are scorned in these days of 

bad taste. We now have fresco paintings of monstrosities, rather than truthful 

representations of definite things. For instance, reeds are put in the place of columns, 

fluted appendages with curly leaves and volutes, instead of pediments, candelabra 

supporting representations of shrines, and on top of their pediments numerous tender 

stalks and volutes growing up from the roots and having human figures senselessly seated 

upon them; sometimes stalks having only half-length figures, some with human heads, 

others with the heads of animals. Such things do not exist and cannot exist and never 

have existed. Hence, it is the new taste that has caused bad judges of poor art to prevail 

over true artistic excellence. For how is it possible that a reed should really support a 

roof, or a candelabrum a pediment with its ornaments, or that such a slender, flexible 

thing as a stalk should support a figure perched upon it, or that roots and stalks should 

produce now flowers and now half-length figures? …The fact is that pictures which are 

unlike reality ought not to be approved.
31

 

 

The irrational paintings that Vitruvius disparages, though evidently popular among his 

contemporaries, do not live up to the standard of verisimilitude that he required from good 

painting.  

 Grotesques, though of course not so named yet, are used in the introduction to Horace’s 

Ars Poetica too as an analogy for the license of poets. After describing the bizarre hybrid forms 

that painters create, he writes that “painters and poets alike have/ Always been freely allowed to 
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 Vitruvius, The Ten Books on Architecture, trans. Morris Hickey Morgan (New York: Dover Publications, 
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create at the promptings of fancy!”
32

 This positive endorsement of artistic freedom is tempered by 

the limits he places on this license, saying that the incongruous forms found in grotesques are 

beyond what is acceptable: license is “not for the joining of savage and gentle, however, and not 

so / Serpents may couple with birds and the lamb be the mate of the tiger.”
33

 For Horace, such 

imagery is ridiculous and resembles the dreams of sick men. In other words, grotesques are 

soundly outside the limits of artistic decorum.
34

 

Like these ancient sources, many Renaissance writers discuss the irrational imagery of 

grotesques and stress the licence of the artist, though in a more positive light; for them, the 

images in grotesques are the product of the whims and fantasies of their creators. This is the case 

in a surviving contract from 1502, which stipulates that Pinturicchio paint the ceiling of the 

Piccolomini Library in Siena with “those fantasies … that today are called grotesques.”
35

 

Sebastiano Serlio likewise characterized grotesques as products of artistic license in his treatise 

on architecture, Regole generale di architettura sopra le cinque maniere de gli edifici cioè 

Thoscano, Dorico, Ionico, Corinthio, et Composito (1537). In his somewhat lengthy list of 

possible subjects for grotesques, he emphasizes the artist’s prerogative to choose whatever he 

likes: 

  [Grotesques] turn out well and advantageous due to the license one has to depict whatever 

one likes, such as foliage, fronds, flowers, animals, birds, figures of any kind, mixed 

animals and foliage, sometimes separated in different attitudes; they depicted drapery 

held by these figures or sometimes attached to other things, and in these things they paint 

whatever pleases them. Sometimes one can make a figurine like a cameo, or another 

object in a similar material, some tempietto or other architecture one can mix with these, 

which all could be depicted in the sky or as a colourful painting, or of stucco, or 

                                                      

32
 Horace, “The Art of Poetry,” in The Complete Works of Horace, trans. Charles E. Passage (New York: 

Frederick Ungar Publishing Co, 1983), 359–360, lines 9–10. 
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 Ibid., 360, lines 12–13. 
34

 Ibid., 360, lines 5–7. 
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 The full statment says: “Item sia tenuto et debba lauorare la volta de essa Libraria con quelle fantasie, 

colori et spartimenti che più vaga, più bella et vistosa iudicarà, di buoni, fini et recipienti colori, a la forgia 

et disegni che hoggi chiamano grottesche, con li campi variati, come più belli et più vaghi saranno stimati.” 

(And he is retained and must work on the vault of the Library with those fantasies, colours, and 

compartments that he will judge most lovely, beautiful and pleasing, of good, fine, and standard colours, in 

the form and designs that today are called grotesques, with varied fields, such that they will be regarded as 

more beautiful and more lovely). The contract is transcribed in Vasari-Milanesi, III, 519. 
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monochrome, according to the will of the painter, and these are without any reproof, 

since they were used by the good ancients...
36

 

 

When painting grotesques after the admirable model of the ancients, the artist is at liberty to 

depict anything he pleases, from animals to architecture, straightforward or hybrid, stucco or 

painted.  

 Writing in 1548, Francisco de Hollanda engaged directly with Horace’s text in Da 

pintura antigua. In this dialogue, none other than Michelangelo defends grotesques against those 

who “misunderstand” the passage in The Art of Poetry. He says, “For that verse in no way 

defames painters; on the contrary, it praises them and speaks in their favor, since it says that poets 

and painters have the power to dare, I mean dare to do what is true for them.”
37

 Although he does 

list some things that would indeed appear false, such as an old man’s features on the face of a 

child, ultimately Michelangelo speaks in favour of the bizarre and impossible creations in 

grotesques: 

…if, in order better to maintain the decorum of a place and time, he should change some 

limbs (in grotesque work, which otherwise would lack grace and be very false) or part of 

something into another genus, such as changing a griffin or a stag into a dolphin from the 

middle down, or from there up into a figure that looks well there, putting wings in place 

of arms and cutting off the arms if wings look better: the limb that he alters, whether it is 

that of a lion or a horse or a bird, will be most perfect, being that of a genus to which it 

belongs. This, even though it may appear false, can only be called a good invention and 

monstrous.
38

  

 

According to Michelangelo, or rather De Hollanda, it is not just that such monstrous inventions 

are at times the most decorous choice, but they also serve to delight the viewer: 

                                                      

36
 “Le quai cose [grottesche] tornano molto bene e commode per la licenzia che s’ha di far ciò che si vuole, 

come sariano fogliami, frondi, fiori, animali, uccelli, figure di qualunque sorte, mescolate però con animali 
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vol. 3 (Milano; Napoli: R. Ricciardi, 1971), 2624–2625. 
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And reason is more enhanced when some monstrosity is introduced into the painting (for 

variety and relaxation for the senses and an object for mortal eyes, which sometimes like 

to see what they have never before seen or believed could exist) rather than the usual 

figures (however admirable) of men or beasts. And from this, insatiable human desire 

assumed license to find a building with its columns and windows and doors more tedious 

at times than another fictively composed of false grotesquerie, which has columns formed 

of putti emerging from flower buds, with architraves and cornices of myrtle boughs, and 

portals of reeds and other things, which seem quite impossible and beyond reason, all of 

which can even be very great if done by one who knows.
39

 

 

In this account, seeing new things, even novelties that do not really exist, pleasurably stimulates 

the senses and the mind, and relieves tedium. Even though the text asserts that people who 

believe that Horace condemned grotesques misunderstand him, De Hollanda’s account seems to 

be instead a willful misunderstanding and elaboration of the text in order to celebrate an extended 

arena for artistic license that, though not unlimited, includes grotesques. 

Giorgio Vasari articulated similar views in his technical introduction to The Lives of the 

Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors and Architects (1550/1568). Vasari described grotesques as: 

… a kind of free and comical painting, made by the ancients to ornament high empty 

spaces where nothing else was suitable. For this, they created monsters deformed by the 

eccentricity of nature and by the whim and fancy of artists, who make these things 

without any rule, attaching to the thinnest thread a weight that it cannot hold, to a horse 

legs of leaves, to a man the legs of a crane, and infinite other follies and nonsense; and 

the person with the strangest imagination is the one that was held to be the most talented. 

Afterwards they were well-ordered, and for friezes and compartments had a beautiful 

effect….And in truth, they have a beautiful grace.
40

  

 

Vasari, like Serlio, viewed grotesque compositions as the free invention of artists, without any 

prescribed programmatic meaning. His description of the bizarre imagery is reminiscent of 

Vitruvius’s text, though without the same wholesale disapproval; like De Hollanda, he draws 
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40
 “Le grottesche sono una specie di pittura licenziosa e ridicola molto, fatte dagl'antichi per ornamenti di 
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from the ancient source, without accepting the entirely negative opinion. Within a well-ordered 

composition, Vasari admits, the strange images can be quite beautiful. 

 Other sixteenth-century writers make grotesques sound like modern Rorschach tests. In 

1549, Anton Francesco Doni wrote that grotesques are like the images of landscapes, castles, 

animals, faces and other fantastic things that we project onto clouds or stains,
41

 and a few decades 

later in 1587 Giovanni Battista Armenini echoed this sentiment, arguing that grotesques originate 

from the fantastic and delightful images that form in our minds when looking closely at holes or 

stains on a previously white wall.
42

 For these writers, grotesques are fantastic and nonsensical 

images that originate in the minds of the artists based on random suggestions and stimuli. 

Conversely, later sixteenth-century writers considered grotesques to be loaded with 

hidden or erudite meanings, such as Pirro Ligorio, who explains in his unpublished manuscript, 

Libro dell’antichità (written during the 1570s), that grotesques were symbolic and were made 

with a certain mystery.
43

 Giovan Paolo Lomazzo also regarded grotesques as a language of 

symbols; in Trattato dell’arte della pittura, scoltura et architettura (1584), he explains that they 

are like the hieroglyphs of the ancient Egyptians, which express an idea through a different 

image, much like emblems of his own day.
44

 In fact, Lomazzo wrote that “there is no way more 

agreeable to designate or show whatever concept one likes than through grotesques” because the 

artist can depict “all that one can find or imagine.”
45

 Because of the freedom to create unusual 
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juxtapositions and hybrid beings, imagery could be combined in grotesques to suggest 

innumerable different meanings to the viewer in the same way that iconography is manipulated in 

allegories and emblems. 

These attitudes emerge out of a culture in which hieroglyphs were understood to be 

interpretable symbols, but in which those interpretations remained inscrutable. This largely stems 

from Horapollo’s fifth-century “dictionary” of hieroglyphs, the primary source of information in 

the Renaissance about the ancient Egyptian script. The text was written at a time when the true 

meaning of the images was already lost, so his interpretations are for the most part erroneous. The 

inaccurate interpretations obscured rather than clarified the meaning of actual ancient 

inscriptions, as did the presence of hieroglyphs not mentioned by Horapollo as well as the utter 

absence in ancient artefacts of many of the hieroglyphs interpreted by him.
46

 The result was a 

language cloaked “in veils of enigma and unintelligibility,” that many believed was only 

accessible to an elite few.
47

 Grotesques likewise included identifiable figures and emblems 

together with bizarre creations that in theory could be interpretable signs, but which do not have 

any conventional meanings associated with them. The complex strings of images lacked an 

obvious coherent meaning, but the few interpretable images within them seemed to promise that 

there was a code to decipher. 

The attitudes of these writers coincide with the Counter Reformation and its championing 

of didacticism, although as Cristina Acidini Luchinat points out, the association between 

hieroglyphs, emblems and grotesques appears as early as the late fifteenth century, manifested in 

the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1499).
48

 Most of the “hieroglyphs” in illustrations of the 

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili are not authentic Egyptian symbols, but rather evocative and 

                                                                                                                                                              

ucelli, sassi, monti, fiumi, campi, cieli, tempeste, saette, tuoni, frondi, fiori, frutti, lucerne, candelieri 
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mysterious tables of disparate objects, much like the incongruous objects and figures found side 

by side in panels of grotesques.
49

 By the late sixteenth century, however, hieroglyphs were 

adapted from Pierio Valeriano’s Hieroglyphica (1556) and Jean Cousin’s edition of Horapollo’s 

book on hieroglyphs (1543/51), as well as symbolic images from Andrea Alciati’s Emblematum 

liber, in the Monastery of San Giovanni Evangelista in Parma for a grotesque-covered library 

ceiling (Fig. 2.1).
50

  

Yet another stream of Renaissance thought about grotesques was voiced by Daniele 

Barbaro. In 1556, in his commentary on Vitruvius, he called grotesques “the dreams of painting” 

(“sogni della pittura”) and compared them to the monstrous products of sophistry, arguing that 

they fail to represent truth and instead present an impossible patchwork that falsely appears to be 

real.
51

 Cardinal Gabriele Paleotti also condemned grotesques, especially in churches, in his 

Discorso intorno alle imagini sacre e profane (1582) calling their impossible monsters “things of 

dreams and falsehood” that originated in the ancient subterranean caves dedicated to infernal 

gods, blood sacrifices, and other horrors.
52

 Paleotti advocated instead for an artistic style 

characterized by verisimilitude, in accordance with Counter Reformation values of realism and 

clarity. These authors evaluate the imaginative inventions in grotesques as an affront to truth, and 

therefore consider them morally problematic. For them, the question of meaning is entirely literal. 

Therefore, if the represented figures and creatures do not correspond to nature, they are 

considered deceptive. 
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Modern Scholarship on Grotesques 

Although most modern authors discuss this range of sixteenth-century opinions on 

grotesques, sympathy towards one approach usually emerges in their research. The first serious 

examination of the grotesque in the twentieth century was Wolfgang Kayser’s Das Groteske: 

seine Gestaltung in Malerei und Dichtung (1957), in which his main objective was to consider the 

etymology of the word grotesque and document the way the evolving concept was expressed in 

art and literature.
53

 Like Barbaro and Paleotti before him, Kayser believed that grotesques are 

essentially subversive and sinister, as they undermine everything familiar, logical, and natural.
54

 

The Russian philosopher and literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin criticized Kayser’s point of view in 

Rabelais and His World (1965), arguing that the grotesque in art and literature is not dark and 

terrifying, but rather “gay and bright.”
55

 For Bakhtin, the grotesque is still subversive, but for him 

this subversion is freeing rather than sinister. In his view, the grotesque body and carnival 

laughter serve to overcome and liberate us from everything frightening and oppressive. Although 

that often includes the oppressiveness of the ruling class or official culture, it is a laughter that 

was embraced by all classes of people, and he analyzes its role in high literature of the 

Renaissance.
56

 Bakhtin’s definition of the grotesque is much broader than the ornamental 

grotesque, but he does explain that the ornamental grotesque has a share in this carnival culture, 

stating that it was “a fragment of the immense world of grotesque imagery which existed 

throughout all stages of antiquity and continued in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.”
57

 

 Nicole Dacos, in her foundational book La découverte de la Domus Aurea et la formation 

des grotesques à la Renaissance (1969), subscribes primarily to the views expressed by Vasari 
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and Serlio instead. Her understanding of grotesques is that they are examples of invention and 

caprice without much further meaning. She writes, “Even when they are accompanied by 

inscriptions or symbols, they are only, for the most part, superimposed upon the rhythm dictated 

by caprice.”
58

 Based on this interpretation, her study therefore does not focus on decoding 

iconography or the subversive power of grotesques, but rather identifies and describes the rooms 

in Nero’s palace that were unearthed during the Renaissance, notes the other buildings that 

likewise contained examples of Roman grotesques at the time, and explores the development of 

the grotesque genre during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.  

In 1982, another general study on the grotesque appeared by Geoffrey Galt Harpham, 

titled On the Grotesque: Strategies of Contradiction in Art and Literature. In his book, Harpham 

asserts that a universal definition of the grotesque is elusive, and the qualities attributed to the 

grotesque over the centuries are different, even contradictory, encompassing everything from “the 

decadent, the baroque, the metaphysical, the absurd, the surreal, the primitive; irony, satire, 

caricature, parody; the Feast of Fools, Carnival, the Dance of Death – all tributary ideas funneling 

into a center at once infinitely accessible and infinitely obscure.”
59

 What any given culture 

defines as the grotesque, therefore, varies, but it always coincides with whatever falls outside of 

established categories and whatever eludes being expressed through language. The grotesque is in 

the intervals, or “the thing left over.”
60

  

Any study of the grotesque must deal with the etymological origins of the word in the 

Renaissance, and Harpham’s book is no different. Yet his analysis of grottesche is somewhat 

disappointing. His definition promises a fruitful discussion of the genre, but his perception of 

Renaissance grotesques is too simplistic. According to Harpham, for Renaissance artists and 
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viewers, grotesques were pure design and nothing more; the semiotic ambivalence detested later 

by Ruskin was “not immediately apparent to those who saw in the new style simply a more 

sophisticated form of ornament.”
61

 Fortunately, his treatment of individual examples, though few, 

is more nuanced, such as his discussion of the interplay between centre and margins in relation to 

Pinturicchio’s grotesques around the images of sibyls in the choir vault of Santa Maria del Popolo 

in Rome.
62

 

Instead of looking for some unifying principle that can be applied to any piece of art or 

literature that has been described as grotesque, Cristina Acidini Luchinat, in a work also 

published in 1982, focused instead on articulating the variable opinions on grotesques. Her article 

“La grottesca” in Storia dell’arte italiana examined the changing characteristics, opinions, and 

cultural associations of grotesques from the fifteenth century to the nineteenth century, while also 

keenly noting regional differences. This yielded a more nuanced understanding of Renaissance 

grotesques. The cycles of grotesques in the Palazzo Vecchio make it into this survey, giving her 

the opportunity to note Vasari’s mostly positive appraisal of the genre in his Vite, thereby 

establishing a place for grotesques within the European art system for centuries.
63

 In La 

Grottesque (1988), André Chastel further explores the diversity of sixteenth-century opinions and 

quarrels about the grotesque, noting that Renaissance authors found the term “grotesque” an 

inadequate name for this category of painting, but that there was no agreement on alternative 

labels.
64

 His goal was to look for underlying patterns in the midst of this confusion. He 

contributed some important new insights into the logic of the genre, among which is the idea that 

grotesques represent the antithesis of perspectival representation in their planar composition, 

impossible forms, and defiance of gravity.
65

 Luca Signorelli’s paintings in the Orvieto Cathedral 
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of people illusionistically peering out of circular windows in the midst of flat grotesque designs, 

such as Empedocles Leaning out to Behold the End of the World (Fig. 2.2), epitomize this 

contrast. 

 The next major study on this topic appeared in 1997, when Philippe Morel published Les 

Grotesques: Les figures de l’imaginaire dans la peinture italienne de la fin de la Renaissance, a 

book that elaborated upon the social and cultural functions of this ornamentation. Looking 

primarily at Italian imagery from the second half of the sixteenth century, he drew connections 

between grotesques and the discourses surrounding other phenomena such as hieroglyphs, 

collecting, and monsters.
66

 Moreover, Morel considers specific iconography that reinforces the 

broader functions and associations of the genre, and he also compiled an image “vocabulary” and 

“syntax” typical of grotesques.
67

 Although he only devotes a small amount of attention 

specifically to the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio, many of the themes that he examines shed 

light on their function within the Florentine ducal palace.  

 A few years later, Robin O’Bryan completed her dissertation “The Grotesque in Medici 

Taste and Patronage” in which she explores the grotesque commissions of the Medici popes Leo 

X and Clement VII in view of determining their cultural and political significance for the pontiffs. 

She not only examines the grotesque painting and stuccowork in Rome and Florence, but also 

devotes two chapters to the study of Michelangelo’s architectural style, which Vasari designated 

as “alla grottesca” in his Lives.
68

 Her study, however, stops short of assessing the mid to late 

sixteenth-century grotesques executed under the patronage of the Medici dukes and duchesses in 

the Palazzo Vecchio. 

In recent years, two more surveys of the grotesque have emerged. Alessandra Zamperini 

published her beautifully-illustrated book on grotesques in 2007, Le grottesche: Il sogno della 
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pittura nella decorazione parietale, which was quickly translated into French and English.
69

 She 

examines the changing characteristics of the ornamental style from ancient Rome to the 

nineteenth century, situating these variations in their historical contexts. Frances S. Connelly 

published another study in 2012, The Grotesque in Western Art and Culture: The Image at Play, 

which treats the ornamental grotesque as only one manifestation of a broader category of images 

and objects. Like Harpham, Connelly theorizes about the essential qualities that make things 

“grotesque” in spite of their diverse aesthetics and the various (even contradictory) responses they 

evoke. Central to her understanding of the term is the idea that something grotesque ruptures the 

boundaries of what we know and opens up a liminal space of play, a Spielraum.
70

 Focusing on art 

from 1500 to the present, her book consists of thematic essays on improvisation, subversion, 

trauma, and revelation.  

 

Studies of the Grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio 

Only a small number of modern scholars have focused their attention directly on the 

grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio. Taking an artist-centred approach, Alessandro Cecchi’s 

“Pratica, fierezza, e terribilità nelle grottesche di Marco da Faenza in Palazzo Vecchio a Firenze” 

(1977) discusses the artistic qualities that Vasari attributes to Marco da Faenza, and sketches his 

early years and training in Rome. Cecchi also provides details about records of payment that have 

been discovered in the archives and the expertise of those responsible for the decorative works in 

the Palazzo, noting how Marco compares to his fellow artists.
71

 Other studies engage in a 

contextual interpretation of small sections of the grotesque imagery. Focusing on the patronage of 

Eleonora in “The Camera Verde: A Public Centre for the Duchess of Florence in the Palazzo 
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Vecchio” (2003), Bruce Edelstein analyzes the grotesques on the ceiling of the duchess’s 

audience room, concluding that they contributed to a public image “that balanced her newly 

acquired Florentine persona as Cosimo’s consort with her important, natal Hispano-Neapolitan 

one.”
72

 Edelstein also analyzes the iconography of the grotesques in Eleonora’s scrittoio as part 

of his 2004 essay, "La Fecundissima Signora Duchessa: The Courtly Persona of Eleonora di 

Toledo and the Iconography of Abundance," situating the imagery on the ceiling within the 

context of other courtly commissions that celebrate the personal fertility and successful 

agricultural management of the duchess.
73

  

Though Bachiacca is generally not a widely known artist, his grotesques have received 

somewhat more attention than the others. In 1963, Mercedes Viale Ferrero discussed Bachiacca’s 

grotesque spalliere (i.e. tapestries designated for the lower section of the walls) in Arazzi italiani 

del Cinquecento, placing them within their historical and broader European context by identifying 

the important precedents for them in the tapestries commissioned by Pope Leo X from Raphael’s 

workshop and the popularity of tapestries woven with grotesques in Flanders.
74

 She also analyzed 

their compositions, noting that in spite of their appearance of irrationality, the arrangement of 

animals and other elements was carefully calculated in a play of spatial illusion.
75

 Candace 

Adelson wrote catalogue entries on the grotesque spalliere designed by Bachiacca for the 

exhibition Palazzo Vecchio: committenza e collezionismo medicei 1537-1610 in 1980, at which 

time the extant tapestries made for the palace were hung in their originally intended locations.
76

 

In the same year, she published a more thorough analysis of the tapestries in her article 
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“Bachiacca, Salviati, and the Decoration of the Sala dell’Udienza.” Here, she discusses the details 

of their commission, an overview of their imagery and a reconstruction of their placement in the 

Sala delle Udienze. She also addresses their compositional relationship to Salviati’s frescoes and 

the earlier fifteenth-century decoration in the room and identifies the primary artistic models used 

by these two artists. Adelson further developed her analysis of these tapestries in the eighth 

chapter of her 1990 dissertation on the tapestry production at Cosimo’s court, strongly 

emphasizing the unity of the program of the Sala delle Udienze.
77

  

Robert La France, in his monograph on Bachiacca (2008), similarly analyzes the artist’s 

grotesque spalliere, but he goes further in interpreting their imagery in light of Edelstein’s 

research on the art executed for Eleonora in the Palazzo Vecchio.
78

 La France also talks about 

Bachiacca’s grotesques on the Terrazzo della Duchessa and in Cosimo’s Scrittoio al 

Mezzanino.
79

  His discussion of the Scrittoio al Mezzanino focuses on Cosimo’s interest in 

natural history and builds on earlier studies by Francesco Vossilla and Maria Adele Signorini of 

the representations of plants and animals in the small room, both published in Mitteilungen des 

Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz in 1993.
80

  

Many of the grotesques of the palace have not been discussed; scholars writing about the 

Palazzo Vecchio mostly focus on the narratives, allegories and portraits in the palace instead. 

Sometimes they even purposefully crop grotesques out of their images, as if they are unnecessary 

distractions, such as in the book Painting, Sculpture and Architecture in Palazzo Vecchio of 

Florence (1997) by Ugo Muccini. On page 78, for example, Muccini has reproduced little oval 

scenes from the Sala di Cosimo I against a white background, even though in reality, they are at 
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the centre of fields of grotesques. To be fair to Muccini, he does not exclude grotesques from all 

of the illustrations in his books; sometimes grotesque ceilings or walls are reproduced in clear 

images. Yet, images such as those on page 78 are symptomatic of his attitude, and the attitude of 

many other writers, towards the grotesques of the palace: he views them simply as relatively 

unimportant ornaments and refrains from writing about them with any depth. 

 

Vasari and the Grotesques of Marco da Faenza 

Surely, the earliest Renaissance sources are paramount for understanding the grotesques 

of the Palazzo Vecchio. Serlio’s treatise on architecture was published merely three years before 

Cosimo and Eleonora moved to the Palazzo Vecchio and began their renovations. Even more 

important for understanding the Florentine examples is Vasari’s viewpoint because of his direct 

involvement in the ornamentation of the palace from 1555 to 1572. Based on Vasari’s general 

description of grotesques, one would expect to find, at least in the grotesques produced by his 

workshop, inventive whims and fantasies arranged in an ordered and beautiful way. The artist in 

Vasari’s workshop primarily responsible for executing grotesques was Marco da Faenza, whose 

work is indeed arranged in balanced, harmonious and often symmetrical compositions, but it has 

been criticized for its lack of imagination compared to other grotesques, such as the wildly 

inventive ornamentation in the Castello Tapperelli in Lagnasco or the Castello di Torrechiara near 

Parma (Fig. 2.3). I imagine Philippe Morel yawning as he wrote, “Although Vasari presented him 

as the most important specialist of grotesques in his generation, as well as praised his pratica, 

fierezza e terribilità, his works were universally quite conventional and his repertoire rather 

limited.”
81
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Statements such as Morel’s elide the inventive richness of the grotesques of the palace. 

Masks, for example, are certainly a staple of grotesque ornamentation, but Marco da Faenza 

executes creative variations on this standard element. On the bumps of a man’s cleft chin in the 

Sala di Clemente VII, he added nipples, humorously transforming them into breasts (Fig. 2.4).
82

 

In his depiction of another mask in the Sala di Cosimo I, Marco turned the eye sockets forty-five 

degrees, giving a thoroughly bizarre and even unsettling countenance to the satyr’s horned face, 

which contains hard and exaggerated features like those of an old man, but which is ornamented 

with a beard that morphs into delicate petals beneath his wide toothless grin (Fig. 2.5). Another 

mask of an elderly man in the Sala di Giove appears to be caught in such a great wind that not 

only does his beard blow fiercely to one side, but so does his tongue (Fig. 2.6). These are just a 

few examples of Marco da Faenza's playful inventiveness, even when depicting a conventional 

motif used commonly in grotesques.  

Evidently, Marco da Faenza’s reliance on standard grotesque imagery and Vasari’s praise 

do not stand in contradiction with one another. Though Vasari’s comments characterize ancient 

grotesques as bursting with the most bizarre creations that the imagination can produce, he seems 

to give his approval only to the modern grotesques that were more standardized and controlled 

(“regolate”). These limitations do not preclude the exercise of the imagination but suggest certain 

parameters within which artists could be creative. Indeed, Morel identifies these boundaries in his 

dismissive comment. Working within the parameters of a standard vocabulary of mostly classical 

motifs, the artist was welcome to be as inventive as he could be. Though more subtle, the results 

are often delightfully playful.  
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 This balance between convention and creativity yielded ornamentation that was 

simultaneously unified and visually interesting. It was also extremely practical. By only making 

small changes to a prescribed set of conventional figures and objects, the artist could work faster 

and more efficiently while maintaining the appearance of a complex, detailed, and diverse 

composition. Quick and efficient work was certainly valued by Vasari, whose own output was 

prodigious. Although there are certainly cases in which Marco da Faenza showcases more 

inventiveness in his primary subject matter, the freedom and whimsy of the artist does not always 

result in the most bizarre imagery; in many cases, he uses this freedom to employ the most 

appropriate conventional imagery for the space in efficient, repeating, but varied patterns.  

These are not the only parameters that become obvious when examining the grotesques 

of the Palazzo Vecchio. The grotesques do not consist of rigorous iconographic programs, but 

loose themes are usually apparent in them. For example, allegories of Fame, Victory, Hope and 

Faith are found throughout the grotesques on the ceiling of the staircase connecting the Sala di 

Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi (Fig. 2.7). Variations of and references to the family stemma 

and imprese of Cosimo I can be found in these grotesques too. These elements all serve to 

celebrate the virtue and power of the Medici.  

It is not impossible that Marco da Faenza and the artists responsible for the other 

grotesques of the palace made these thematic choices themselves, but it is more likely that they 

were given some guidelines. We have evidence that this was true in the case of the Villa Madama 

in Rome, where grotesques fill the vaults of the loggia (Fig. 2.8). Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, 

later Pope Clement VII, wrote to the supervisor of the project, Bishop Mario Maffei: 

In regards to the stories or tales that please me, I prefer varied subjects; nevertheless I do 

not care if they are spread out and continuous. Above all, I want them to be familiar 

things that do not need added inscriptions like the painter who wrote ‘this is a horse’. The 

Ovidian subjects of which you wrote to me suit my taste, however see to pick the 

beautiful ones, which I leave up to you. As I said, I do not want obscure things, but those 
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that are varied and select. There are enough Old Testament subjects in the loggia of Our 

Lord.
83

  

 

For the Villa Madama, the cardinal provided guidance in terms of the imagery as well as the 

overall style and atmosphere that he desired. However, it should also be noted that he did not 

identify or presumably care about the specific images that Giulio Romano and Giovanni da Udine 

were to use; it seems that the artists were free to invent whatever they liked within the extremely 

general guidelines provided.  

The extant preparatory drawings for the paintings of the Palazzo Vecchio likewise 

support the hypothesis that a general theme or type of atmosphere was requested from the artist, 

who then freely integrated elements appropriate to the particular space with other standard 

grotesque imagery. One of the most ingenious ways that Marco departed from Vasari’s drawings 

was in the Sala di Giovanni delle Bande Nere, which is dedicated to the celebration of Cosimo’s 

father’s military career. Vasari’s careful plan of the ceiling, today conserved in the Louvre, 

reveals that the empty spaces leading from the corners to the central image were meant to be 

airily decorated with grotesques, just like the columns of grotesques on the other ceilings in the 

Quartiere di Leone X. In these empty spaces Vasari drew figures perched on ovals, which in turn 

enclose nude figures, and a tangle of armour and weapons hang below (Fig. 2.9). In the final 

work, however, Marco filled the entire space available with the trophies of war that initially only 

comprised a small portion of Vasari’s grotesque design, and then covered these shields, helmets 

and other loot with grotesque masks in the manner of contemporary ceremonial armour (Fig. 

2.10). In other words, he effects a reversal: he still filled these corner spaces with grotesques, and 

is therefore consistent with the other rooms and Vasari’s original design, but instead of painting 
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grotesques filled with objects, he fills the space with objects covered in grotesques. In the Sala di 

Giovanni delle Bande Nere, he cleverly uses the conventions of armour design to make the space 

allotted for grotesques more suitable to the military theme of the room. 

While Marco da Faenza’s departures from Vasari’s drawings suggest that Marco had a 

great deal of freedom to paint what he wished within the parameters of the theme of each room, 

in some cases it seems likely that the incorporation of a single key image, or a small number of 

images, was required. In Vasari’s preparatory drawing for the ceiling of the Sala di Cosimo il 

Vecchio, a Medici stemma is sketched within the space dedicated to grotesques at the top of two 

of the columns pointing inwards from the corners, and, in analogous positions at the top of the 

other two, we find the Medici emblem of the falcon and diamond. Following this arrangement 

closely, though not perfectly, in the final project, all four columns of grotesques are capped with 

the same coat of arms, and the falcon emblems have been moved to the edge of the ceiling. The 

rest of Marco da Faenza’s columns of grotesques are significantly different than Vasari’s 

drawing, suggesting that while the family emblems may have been mandated, overall Marco still 

had broad artistic license. 

It should be noted, in contrast, that the grotesque frames executed by Leonardo 

Ricciarelli, Giovanni di Tommaso Boscoli, as well as other assistants around the outer images on 

the ceiling of the Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio are remarkably similar to Vasari’s drawing (Fig. 2.11 

and 2.12). A close examination of the frame around Brunelleschi and Ghiberti Presenting a 

Model of the Church of San Lorenzo to Cosimo reveals identical stucco masks and dolphins 

flanking a central putto at the top, the same masks and swirling tendrils at the sides, and a 

matching round space for a portrait at the bottom. Moreover, in each corner, a square space 

projects from the thin frame. Marco da Faenza has added some extra flourishes, namely the 

painted masks in the corner projections of the frame, but the stuccowork itself is surprisingly 

faithful to Vasari’s sketch of the grotesques. The sections in which these assistants followed 
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Vasari’s drawing are among the least playful and imaginative of the Palazzo Vecchio’s 

grotesques, probably copied out of convenience. The difference in sophistication between these 

grotesques and the nearby paintings of Marco da Faenza is inescapable.  

 Marco da Faenza’s own preparatory drawings for his grotesques demonstrate the degree 

of planning that went into his imagery. In triangular compartments in the corners of the ceiling in 

the Sala di Cerere, Marco painted images of Roman gods in roundels surrounded by grotesques. 

In a drawing now in the Louvre (Fig. 2.13), his sketch of Jove throwing a lightning bolt is nearly 

identical to the final painting (Fig. 2.14), suggesting that either he was given specific directives in 

terms of what the subject should be for this section and perhaps how it should look, or that he 

himself had a firm vision for the key images within the composition. Notably, however, all of the 

surrounding grotesques, and even the shape of the compartment, has changed in the final 

painting.  

This drawing also indicates that Marco da Faenza kept the theme of the room in mind 

when planning his grotesques and considered including symbolically relevant imagery in them. 

Beneath Jove in this drawing, a woman squeezes milk from her breasts, a typical mode of 

representing goddesses of the Earth such as Ceres. This was the pose that Ammannati adopted for 

the statue of Ceres that he executed for his Juno Fountain, though in her case real water emerged 

from her breasts (Fig. 2.15), and Ammannati used the pose again years later for his bronze 

statuette of Ops for Francesco I’s Studiolo.
84

 Although ultimately this woman was not included in 

the final painting, the sketch suggests that Marco made efforts to choose appropriate thematic 

imagery for his grotesques. 

Vasari only briefly discusses the life and career of Marco da Faenza, as he was still living 

and working in 1568, but the terminology he uses to describe the artist sheds additional light on 
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how Vasari understood grotesques and the artists who excelled at them. He gives Marco da 

Faenza high praise in Primaticcio’s biography: 

…very rare among the other men of Romagna, Marco da Faenza (who is known by this 

name and no others), is masterful [pratico] in executing frescos, bold [fiero], resolute 

[risoluto], and of a terrible force [terribile], especially in the practice and style of making 

grotesques, not having any equal, nor anyone that could add to his perfection.
85

 

 

In another passage, located in Vasari’s description of the wedding apparato of Francesco I and 

Giovanna d’Austria, he describes Marco da Faenza as “someone with a beautiful and graceful 

style in painting, ingenious [di bello ingegno] and judicious [giudiciosa].”
86

  

The quality of terribilità stands out in particular, a word that implies that the artist has 

intensity, grandeur, inventiveness and virtuosity. Above all, terribilità is the quality that sets an 

artist apart as a great painter; in the words of David Summers, it is “the mark of the rarest 

genius.”
87

 In fact, as Alessandro Cecchi and Cristina Acidini Luchinat have pointed out, the 

genius with whom the term is most closely associated is Michelangelo, especially in relation to 

his work in the Sistine Chapel.
88

 Vasari tells us that on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, 

Michelangelo painted, “with very beautiful judgment and genius [ingegno], God making the sun 

and the moon while supported by many putti, shown with very terrible force [molto terribile] 

through the foreshortening of the arms and the legs.”
89

 In this case, the excerpt implies an 

awesome technical ability, though in other sections of Michelangelo’s biography, Vasari implies 
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much loftier artistic achievements.
90

 Regarding The Last Judgment, Vasari writes that, “…the 

multitude of figures, the terrible force [terribilità] and the grandeur of the work are indescribable, 

being full of all possible human passions, all marvelously expressed.”
91

 Vasari goes on to say, 

“He who is judicious, and in painting has understanding, sees the terrible force [terribilità] of art, 

and in those figures catches a glimpse of their thoughts and emotions, as have never been painted 

by anyone other than him.”
92

 Terribilità is the term Vasari uses repeatedly to identify the 

powerful effect and high style of Michelangelo and his works. 

The small, often monstrous, and sometimes irreverent forms of grotesques appear 

antithetical to Michelangelo’s idealized heroic nudes that Vasari considers the pinnacle of artistic 

achievement. In terms of the Palazzo Vecchio, Henk Th. van Veen even made a distinction 

between the heroic, Michelangelesque work in the Sala Grande and the grotesque-filled 

Raphaelesque Quartieri (The Quartiere di Leone X and the Quartiere degli Elementi).
93

 Yet 

according to Vasari, Lomazzo, and others, the qualities that Michelangelo possessed that made 

his work so successful and lively are many of the same qualities that were present in artists who 

had mastered the art of grotesques, including Marco da Faenza. The word fiero, another adjective 

used to describe Marco da Faenza, and another one that he shares with Michelangelo, is 

connected to the idea of the divine furor of poets. It denotes the improvisations of the inspired 

artist whose work is consequently characterized by a spark of life or soul that is shown through 

movement, variety, and above all, invention.
94

 This furor, according to Lomazzo, is something 
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absolutely essential for the successful execution of grotesques. He states that some artists may be 

good at figures, but fail at grotesques because they lack this quality, a quality necessary for the 

inventions inherent in the ornamental style.
95

 Like terribilità, fierezza cannot be learned, and is 

another attribute of the genius.
96

 Grotesques were fundamentally works of invention, and 

“therefore Vasari saw in them a clear trace of the creative act, impetuous and scorching.”
97

 

Vasari used similar terms to describe Giovanni da Udine, the writer’s most exemplary 

artist of grotesques. Describing the reaction of Florentine artists to Giovanni’s stuccowork and 

painting in the Medici Palace on the Via Larga, he wrote: 

…even though these [grotesques] pleased the painters who were in Florence, as they were 

executed with boldness [fierezza] and marvelous mastery [pratica maravigliosa], and full 

of terribly forceful [terribile] and capricious [capricciose] inventions, they did not praise 

them unreservedly, not having made up their minds, since they were used to their own 

laboured style and to doing everything by working from life, nor did they set themselves 

to imitate them, perhaps not having enough courage.”
98

  

 

The words fierezza and terribilità reappear to characterize the work of this other master of 

grotesques. As Alessandro Cecchi has also pointed out, this passage echoes Vasari’s 

characterization of the second and third period of artists.
99

 Vasari wrote that the second period of 

artists copied nature diligently, but their work was harsh and dry, whereas the next group of 

artists possessed an inspired grace that enabled them to move beyond the slavish copying of 
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nature.
100

 In this formulation, Giovanni da Udine, breaking free from the constraints of strict 

naturalism through his inspired grotesque inventions, paints with the grace of the third generation, 

and those Florentine artists who value verisimilitude instead of invention lack that essential spark. 

Vasari characterizes Michelangelo’s architectural work in the sacristy of San Lorenzo as 

inspiring praiseworthy fantastic works by others “in the grotesque style rather than with reason or 

rule in their ornamentation,” and using a similar, but more extreme, method for the Laurentian 

library.
101

 Vasari, having been mentored by Michelangelo and therefore being intimately 

acquainted with his architectural style and methodology,
102

 describes the older artist’s 

architecture as composite, implying that he reorganizes and reassembles parts into an entirely 

unconventional new creation.
103

 This artistic methodology is related to the concept of terribilità, 

an idea based on the ancient Roman concept deinotes. As Summers explains, the classical 

exemplar of deinotes was “Cicero’s Demosthenes,… the orator who freely combines, recombines 

and transcends the three styles [of rhetoric], using the styles themselves as elements in a larger, 

grander and more unified super style, eloquence of the highest sort.”
104

 Deinotes, and hence 

terribilità, refer in part to a specific creative methodology, a methodology that begins by pulling 

things apart and recombining their essential elements into original, and greater, creations.  

 It is a creative methodology that Vasari uses consistently to describe the best work of the 

third generation of artists. In the preface to the third section of his Vite, Vasari provides a formula 

for achieving the most beautiful figures, which involves copying the most pleasing parts of real 

figures and reassembling these members into a new invented figure, one impossibly and 

unnaturally lovely.
105

 Based on Zeuxis’s exemplary method of painting a beautiful figure for the 
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temple of Lucina at Croton, in 1435 Alberti had recommended the same thing in his treatise De 

Pictura.
106

 Although the final product of such an action would not appear to resemble the 

ornamental grotesques of the period, the methodology of recombining parts ingeniously to create 

something not found in nature is the same.
107

  

The parallel is even more obvious in the biography of Leonardo da Vinci, where Vasari 

describes Leonardo’s process of creating a horrifying image on a buckler. Gathering an array of 

animals, including bats, lizards, and locusts, he literally dismembers them and recombines their 

parts into a monstrous creature. After painting this frightful hybrid on the buckler, he tested its 

effect on his father Piero, who, seeing it in a darkened room, reacted by backing away from it in 

horror. After recovering from his initial impression, Piero recognized it as an artistic marvel.
108

 

Although the final product of Leonardo’s work was not decorative grotesques, the monster he 

painted was produced in the same way as the hybrid creatures most characteristic of grotesques, 

with parts of several creatures reassembled into a new, imaginative creation. This, for Vasari, was 

proof of his ingenuity and exemplified his hybridizing methodology, which is consistent with his 

use of the term alla grottesca to describe Michelangelo’s architectural style. 

Grotesques and alla grottesca works, then, are closely associated with the qualities that 

define the third maniera of Renaissance art because, in the very nature of the ornamental style, 

they must move beyond the laboured imitation of nature. The fantasy of grotesques, we are told, 

frees artists from the constraints of reason and rule, and in the biography of Michelangelo, alla 

grottesca becomes synonymous with this liberating effect. For Vasari, reason and rule cannot be 

wholly abandoned though; they must still temper the inspired inventions of grotesques for them to 

be truly beautiful. It is in the work of Marco da Faenza that Vasari saw this ideal balance. Vasari 
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praised painters of grotesques for their fierce freedom of invention, and it was in this way that 

these tiny graceful figures could embody the same terribilità as Michelangelo's giants.  
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Images 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Giovanni Antonio Paganino and Ercole Pio. Grotesques with Andrea Alciati’s emblem 

“Human Knowledge is but Foolishness to God” at the centre. Bay XV of the Library in the 

Monastery of San Giovanni Evangelista, Parma. 1573-1575. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Luca Signorelli. Empedocles Leaning Out to Behold the End of the World. San Brizio 

Chapel, Orvieto Cathedral. 1499-1504.  
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Figure 2.3. Cesare Baglione and Giovanni Antonio Paganino. Detail of the grotesques in the 

Salone degli Acrobati. Castello di Torrechiara. 1580-1584. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Marco da Faenza and Giovanni Stradano. Grotesque mask in the Sala di Clemente 

VII. 1556-1562. 
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Figure 2.5. Marco da Faenza. Grotesque mask. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-1559. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Marco da Faenza. Grotesque mask in the Sala di Giove. 1555-1556. 
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Figure 2.7. Marco da Faenza. Fame. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli 

Elementi. 1556-1558. 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Giovanni da Udine and Giulio Romano. Vault of the loggia of the Villa Madama, 

Rome. 1521. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 2.9. Giorgio Vasari. Preparatory drawing of the ceiling of the Sala di Giovanni delle 

Bande Nere.  
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Figure 2.10. Marco da Faenza. Arms and war trophies. Detail of the ceiling of the Sala di 

Giovanni delle Bande Nere. Ca. 1556-1559. 
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Figure 2.11. Giorgio Vasari. Preparatory drawing for the ceiling of the Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio.  

 

 

Figure 2.12. Giorgio Vasari. Brunelleschi and Ghiberti Presenting a Model of the Church of San 

Lorenzo to Cosimo il Vecchio. Stucco grotesque frame by Leonardo Ricciarelli, Giovanni di 

Tommaso Boscoli and other assistants according to Vasari’s design. Painted grotesques by Marco 

da Faenza. Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 2.13. Marco da Faenza. Preparatory drawing for the Sala di Cerere.  

 

 

Figure 2.14. Marco da Faenza. Jove. Sala di Cerere. 1555-1556. 
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Figure 2.15. Reconstruction of Bartolomeo Ammannati’s Juno Fountain (1555-1563) in the 

Museo Nazionale del Bargello. Photo: Author. 
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Chapter 3 

Playing with the Medici Balls: Symbols of Virtue and Power in the 

Grotesques of the Ducal Palace 

Most of the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio predate the late-sixteenth century writers 

who compared grotesques to ancient hieroglyphs. Yet, even a cursory examination of the 

grotesques of the ducal palace reveals that the ornamentation is in fact embedded with symbols. 

Personal and family devices as well as flattering allegorical figures often float among the cheerful 

putti and dancing satyrs, sometimes framed and sometimes fully integrated into the depthless 

pictorial world of grotesques. This is not to say that they were intended to be read as enigmatic 

hieroglyphs about Medici greatness. On their own, certainly, these symbols convey messages of 

power, virtue and family honour. Integrated into grotesques, these same meanings would have 

been called to mind, particularly when they are represented in a straightforward manner; 

however, it is often in the implementation of these symbols that we find Marco da Faenza and the 

other court artists exploiting their artistic license in its most impressive and amusing forms. These 

symbols are frequently altered by adding figures, pulling them apart, or reorganizing the parts in 

inventive and witty ways, bringing delight to the viewer. Even when such images seem irreverent, 

they convey more subtle messages about the intellectual culture of the Medici ducal court. 

 

The Medici Stemma 

 The Medici coat of arms is predictably one of the most commonly used symbolic devices 

in the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio. It consists of six palle (balls) arranged roughly in a 

circle, oval or inverted triangle against a gold background. Five of these palle are red and the 

sixth, situated at the apex of the formation, is a blue ball decorated with three golden lilies. 

Exactly these palle are represented along one wall of the Sala di Lorenzo il Magnifico, where 

four women each stand at the centre of a circle of six balls, all characteristically red except for the 

blue one that balances on each of their heads (Fig. 3.1). Marco da Faenza plays at depicting the 
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coat of arms as if it consisted of balls that occupy real space and respond to the real laws of 

nature. All of the balls in each formation are tied together with string, like beads on a necklace 

that is grossly out of proportion with the women. The upper two red balls in each instance are 

held in the raised hands of the figures, and the next two balls just hang from the strings at the 

women’s sides. The final red ball in each arrangement rests beneath their feet. Yet, Marco 

simultaneously undermines the illusion that these balls occupy real space by depicting them 

against a depthless white background that provides no hint of an actual location. The suggestion 

of weight and gravity is also undermined by the fact that these women and objects are supported 

by nothing more than delicate blossoms and tendrils, much like one of the examples of impossible 

images in Vitruvius’s ancient condemnation of grotesques.
109

 These would not only be incapable 

of supporting their weight, but are themselves impossibly floating, supported by nothing at all. 

Marco first makes the typically geometric crest appear to occupy real space, and then undermines 

that same illusion through the conventions of grotesque compositions.  

Amid the grotesques on the ceiling of the staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the 

Sala degli Elementi, the Medici stemma is once again imagined as a three dimensional 

arrangement of balls that are subject to the laws of gravity. In a painting attributed to Vasari in 

the centre of the second length of the vault float three winged putti precariously holding and 

balancing the balls from the Medici coat of arms (Fig. 3.2).
 110

 Instead of conveying dignity and 

stability, something a coat of arms ought to do, the putti humorously struggle to keep all of the 

balls afloat. Their arms look too small to grasp securely the big red palle, and instead of inserting 

a fourth putto below, Marco da Faenza painted two of them awkwardly trying to hold the bottom 

ball together between their shins. The putto on the left even has his foot in the groin of the putto 
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on the right as he tries to assist his companion with his other foot, making a pun on the word 

“balls,” one that works in both English and Italian; in a letter from 1530, for example, the bishop 

of Nocera wrote, “The Medici ‘had the balls’(palle) to make the Florentines’ testicles hurt […] if 

the citizens could not accept a sweeter yoke.”
 111

 Far from an austere coat of arms, the crest is 

represented with a bawdy pun and looks ready to collapse through the clumsiness of these winged 

children. 

The wit of the artist is also demonstrated in this instance through the background of the 

image. The putti are depicted flying in a sky in which the clouds are dark and stormy along the 

edges, rosy as they move inwards and upwards, and fill the center of the image with a sunny 

golden glow. These colours imitate a sunrise or sunset, while also standing in for the golden 

shield on which the Medici palle typically reside. The clever use of colour in the depiction of the 

sky thus completes the Medici coat of arms. 

The Medici balls similarly look like the toys of putti at the bottom of the same staircase, 

where two boys jointly hold a blue ball with lilies above a red Medici ball (Fig. 3.3). Two red 

swirls on each side of this tondo stand in for the other four red balls, visually completing the 

stemma. In fact, this semiotic play extends further down the arch. On each side of the arch, the 

base of a flower looks like another Medici ball, above which four red swirls (counting again the 

two mentioned on each side of the tondo) again take the place of the other four red palle in the 

crest. The tondo itself, with its distinctive blue frame, stands in for the final blue ball. Across the 

whole arch a total of three overlapping crests are depicted.  

Single palle are incorporated into the decoration of the staircase in several other areas. 

Allegories of Fame and Victory hold out red Medici balls with one hand while they blow their 

trumpets or hold their palms with the other in the spandrels around the circular vault at the 

summit of the staircase (Fig. 3.4). In yet another compartment of the staircase, a little boy and his 
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mother make an offering of a red Medici palla to a seated figure (Fig. 3.5). Images such as these 

abound not only in the grotesques of the staircase, but throughout the palace. In the Courtyard of 

Michelozzo, red palle float between figures or are held in their hands (Fig 3.6). Likewise, dancing 

or jumping putti and other figures hold up red and blue balls along the walls of the chamber 

between the Terrazzo di Giunone and the Sala di Ercole (Fig. 3.7); one of these putti is even 

depicted in a tondo with a golden background, like the crest itself (Fig. 3.8). 

Perhaps the most subtle reference to the Medici stemma can be found in the grotesques in 

the Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. Two phytomorphs, located in one corner of the room, 

have their tendrils curled up into little balls (Fig. 3.9). This is not particularly unusual, but in this 

case five of these balls are red and one is blue just like the Medici palle. The small detail 

surprises and delights the viewer with the clever and creative integration of the Medici motif into 

the otherwise typical grotesque figures.  

All of the examples discussed above are the work of Marco da Faenza and Vasari, but 

other artists also incorporated the red Medici balls into the grotesques of the palace. Above one of 

the windows in the Sala delle Udienze, Domenico Romano added little red balls to every second 

point of his scalloped frame, and the circular garland in the centre is filled in with red, as if it too 

were one of the palle (Fig. 3.10). Even the fruit on this garland resembles red balls from a 

distance. In the same room, Domenico also incorporated the Medici palle into the grotesques on 

the trompe l’oeil tapestry above the doorway to the adjacent chapel, flanking Francesco Salviati’s 

image of The Sacrifice of Isaac (Fig. 3.11). At the top of each side of this panel, six red balls 

appear to recede towards a grotesque face that devours the fictive drapery that acts as their 

backdrop; the balls diminish in size, suggesting an increase in distance between them and the 

viewer, as if they too are getting sucked into the ravenous mouth. At the bottom of this “tapestry,” 

sphinxes guard red palle as well, each with one paw protectively on top of a ball. Domenico 
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punctuates these grotesques with Medici palle in clever and varied ways much like Marco da 

Faenza would do a decade later. 

 

The Capricorn Impresa 

The grotesques of the ducal palace also include manipulated Medici imprese. Imprese are 

simple, though sometimes bizarre, images paired with concise mottos, although the two were not 

always represented together. Conveying a personal message about oneself and one’s values, they 

functioned as a kind of “symbolic portrait.”
112

 Their personal nature distinguished them from 

emblems, which have universal messages, as well as family crests, which are communal and 

inherited.
113

  

Cosimo I had three of these imprese. All of them can be found in the grotesques of the 

palace, but the one used most frequently is his Capricorn device, a goat with the tail of a fish. 

Paolo Giovio provides an explanation of this device in his Dialogo dell’ imprese, a text written in 

Florence during the summer of 1551 and dedicated to the duke when it was first published in 

Rome in 1555.
114

 Giovio identifies its accompanying motto as FIDEM FATE VIRTVTE 

SEGVEMVR, meaning, “Through virtue, I will follow that which my horoscope promises” (Fig. 

3.12).
115

 The promise of Cosimo’s horoscope referred to here is that he was destined to rule 
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Florence, because Capricorn was his ascendant just as it was for Emperor Augustus and Charles 

V.
 116

 Of these two emperors, it is the parallel between Augustus and Cosimo that is of primary 

importance; the fact that both Cosimo’s victory at Montemurlo and Augustus’s victory over Marc 

Antony and Cleopatra took place during the month of August served as proof of their parallel 

destinies.
117

 More than just propaganda, the stars were widely believed to reveal God’s will, and 

astrology was a way to discern this; indeed, it was considered irresponsible to ignore what God 

revealed through the stars.
118

 The genuine belief that Capricorn was the ascendant of illustrious 

rulers—that God conveys his will through this visible sign—made it a powerful symbol for 

Cosimo. 

Near the image of the Medici palle held up by three putti amidst the golden clouds, the 

Capricorn impresa is humorously painted on the ceiling of the staircase connecting the Sala di 

Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi (Fig. 3.13). Exploiting the astrological sign’s position in the 

sky and the potential to plummet from such a height, putti are depicted holding onto the hybrid 

creature to prevent themselves from falling. However, the implied danger proves false. The boy 

grasping the capricorn’s tail is barely hovering above a soft carpet of clouds on which his 

buttocks, hand and foot securely rest, creating a funny incongruity between the perceived danger 

and the actual safety of his situation. In a much smaller example in the Sala di Ester, the 

relationship between the boy and the capricorn is reversed. Instead of a putto wrapping his arm 

around the celestial creature to stay afloat, Cosimo’s Capricorn impresa wraps itself tightly 

around the young boy, who looks smothered in its unwelcome embrace as he is carried away 

across a red expanse of space (Fig. 3.14). 
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Not all of the Capricorn imprese in the palace’s grotesques are represented in such 

humorous ways. The hybrid goat often appears simply floating in front of a flat background, as it 

does throughout the Courtyard of Michelozzo (Fig. 3.15), or is sometimes isolated in its own 

compartment, such as on the vault of the passage between the Sala Grande and the Sala dei 

Dugento (Fig. 3.16). Yet, being a hybrid creature, the Capricorn shared a visual and intellectual 

logic with grotesques, as did the bizarre juxtapositions in other imprese, making it easy to 

integrate seamlessly the two types of imagery without making alterations.
119

 Moreover, like 

grotesques, the origins of imprese were thought to be ancient Roman, making the two types of 

images seem even more closely related. In fact in Gabriello Simeoni’s 1559 edition of Paolo 

Giovio’s Dialogo dell’ imprese militari et amorose, the imprese are illustrated within grotesque 

panels, further linking these two symbolic languages (Fig. 3.17).
120

 It is therefore not surprising 

that in many cases, imprese are frequently integrated into the grotesques of the palace in their 

complete, unaltered forms. 

Imprese were often featured in courtly games and erudite conversation. In Baldassare 

Castiglione’s Il cortegiano (1528), the author lists the invention of imprese among the typical 

entertainments at the court of Urbino alongside dancing, listening to music, exchanges of 

witticisms and “ingenious games.”
121

 Devising an impresa was not the only intellectual challenge; 

trying to interpret an impresa in flattering and clever ways was part of the appeal as well, and 

often only other intellectuals would have the knowledge necessary to understand their nuances. 

Even when the official interpretation was known, the act of explaining its meaning to the 

uninitiated, which again usually fell to the letterati, was an intellectual ritual essential to the 

function of imprese.
122
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To a certain extent, Vasari engages with the Capricorn impresa in this way in his 

Ragionamenti, when he provides a series of flattering interpretations for the seven stars that 

sometimes accompany the Capricorn. Vasari says these symbolize the seven gifts of the Holy 

Spirit, as well as the four cardinal and three theological virtues.
123

 Vasari further states that 

“Towards these stars also incline the seven planets, which are supporters of the seven liberal arts 

in which His Excellency takes such delight.”
124

 Vasari’s account of this one detail betrays the 

fluidity of meaning of imprese as well as demonstrates the consequent exercises in flattering 

interpretation that sometimes took place in courtly circles. 

It is significant that the meaning of the Capricorn impresa could be so malleable even 

when its core official meaning was well-known thanks to the published explanation of Giovio. 

Henk Th. van Veen has noted that even the official meaning of the Capricorn impresa shifted 

over time. Early in Cosimo’s reign, when the duke was establishing his authority and legitimacy, 

it was primarily used to assert Cosimo’s destiny to hold power in Florence. After the duke was 

well established in his position, it then became a sign of his virtue as a ruler and the prosperity 

that he brought to Florence. This shift in meaning was signaled by the use of a different motto, 

OB CIVES SERVATOS, also with Augustan origins, meaning “citizens having been saved” with 

an image of the Capricorn on the arch of Civil Virtue in the wedding apparato of Francesco and 

Giovanna in 1565.
125

  Surely, the impresa’s message that he was the destined ruler of Florence 

never disappeared; the fact that Vasari’s explanation of the parallel destinies and characters of 

Cosimo and Augustus was part of his description of the same apparato clearly demonstrates its 
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continued importance for the duke. Nonetheless, this primary meaning was overlaid with the 

message that Cosimo possessed the Augustan virtues of good government and prosperity.  

A shift in meaning is signaled by a change in an impresa’s motto, but within the 

grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio there is not a single instance of an inscription accompanying 

the Capricorn images.
126

 As Giovio points out in his Dialogo dell’ imprese, this made an impresa 

vulnerable to any number of interpretations, which might betray the owner of the device. Warning 

against this “defect”, Giovio recounts the story of Charles de Bourbon, whose impresa of a deer 

with wings, though beautiful, had no accompanying motto. It was supposed to signify that 

running with his natural speed was not enough, but rather that he would fly into any dangerous 

situation. However, because it had no motto, it was mockingly misinterpreted by a French 

gentleman named Motta Augrugno who said to Pope Clement after the defeat of the French at 

Pavia that in spite of Bourbon’s betrayal of his king and his country, he should be somewhat 

excused, because he warned them in advance of his intention to fly to Borgogna through his 

impresa.
127

 The inclusion of Cosimo’s Capricorn impresa throughout the grotesques without any 

motto made the duke similarly vulnerable to multiple interpretations.  

Although Giovio presents multivalence as dangerous, multiple interpretations were not 

necessarily negative; as exemplified by Vasari's explanation of the stars of Ariadne, the 

interpretation of imprese often took the form of flattery. So, while the putti hanging off capricorns 

are overtly humorous and therefore potentially deflate the grandeur of the image, the novel 

interactions between the Capricorn impresa and other images in the grotesques also provide the 

opportunity for a different kind of play on the part of the viewer: the challenge of devising 

interpretations of the imagery. In one of the capitals of the Udienza of the Sala Grande, two putti 
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emerge from the mouths of snakes, a motif borrowed from the Visconti-Sforza coat of arms, 

referring to Giovanni delle Bande Nere’s mother Caterina Sforza Riario.
128

 The heraldic device is 

not a straightforward representation, though, as putti hold tightly onto the horns of a capricorn 

(Fig. 3.18). What is the combination of emblems to mean? Alciati explains that the imagery on 

the coat of arms is based on the coinage of Alexander the Great, symbolizing his divine lineage 

from Jupiter, who seduced Alexander’s mother while disguised as a snake.
129

 With this 

explanation in mind, the imagery could be interpreted to mean that Cosimo reaches up from his 

own divinely ordained birth to accept his destined reign. Other connotations of the snake, apart 

from the Sforza emblem, are numerous. In this example, perhaps we can imagine the snakes 

represent temptation, especially as the nude man and woman entwined with the snakes are 

reminiscent of Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden, and the Capricorn, standing in for Cosimo 

and his fated rule, therefore acts in this scenario as the salvation of the people of Florence. 

Without inscriptions, abstracted symbols that do not follow any set iconographical tradition are 

ambiguous.
130

 It is the challenge of interpretation rather than discovering a predetermined 

meaning that made grotesques into a sort of courtly game or intellectual exercise. 

 

The “Festina Lente” Impresa 

Like the Capricorn, Cosimo’s second impresa also connected the duke to Augustus, but 

instead of primarily communicating their parallel destinies, it shows their likeness in character 

and virtue. Suetonius tells us that Augustus’s “view was that nothing so little became a great 

leader as haste and rashness” and that “Often he would proclaim the following: ‘Make haste 

slowly!’; ‘A safe commander’s better than a bold one’, and ‘Whatever is done well is done with 
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speed enough.’”
131

 Augustus conveyed his prudent yet bold character in an emblem that 

juxtaposed images of a slow crab and a quick butterfly accompanied by the motto “Festina Lente” 

(“Make Haste Slowly”) (Fig. 3.17). Emperor Titus used the “Festina Lente” motto as well, but 

instead of a crab with a butterfly, his device was composed of a dolphin and an anchor, the same 

one that would be used later by the publisher Aldus Manutius in Venice (Fig. 3.19).
132

 Like Titus, 

Cosimo I adopted the same motto but employed a new composition of fast and slow: his impresa 

is composed of a turtle with a sail on its back. The ancient values expressed by this paradoxical 

device are clearly articulated by Vasari, who explains that it “demonstrates that with the 

deliberate nature of this animal and the speed with which boats are driven by sail through the 

waters of the sea of difficulties, His Excellency, who is always moderate, will succeed with good 

fortune in all the ventures of his government.”
133

 

Like the Capricorn impresa and the Medici stemma, the turtle with a sail is visualized in 

diverse and creative ways in the palace’s grotesques. Together with these other symbols, the 

“Festina Lente” impresa appears in the staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli 

Elementi, occupying another one of the six large compartments in the grotesques (Fig. 3.20). 

Likewise represented in the sky, a winged putto serenely flies with a turtle on his back, while 

another putto rides on top of the creature holding a sail. As paradoxical as simultaneously acting 

slowly and quickly, the turtle’s large and presumably heavy body, heavier still with the added 

weight of the extra putto on its back, appears strangely light as the sail enables the turtle and putti 

to soar through the air.  

This impresa appears twice in the Sala di Ester, where the turtle with a sail is represented 

like a toy pulled by a string in the hands of a putto, who stands beside an incomplete Medici crest 
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(Fig. 3.21).
134

 This same impresa, no longer a plaything, is actually almost as large as the boy in a 

panel in another corner of the ceiling (Fig. 3.22). This child dangles precariously from the turtle 

as they float across the depthless space. The wingless putto grabs at a flimsy leaf, and his toe rests 

on a thin tendril, as if to regain some control as he looks down towards what would be the ground 

in a more perspectival scene. 

 In the grotesques in Francesco’s studiolo, this impresa makes another appearance. 

Beneath the painting of Fire, a row of women and putti are arranged in pairs so they appear to be 

mothers with their children. This is explicitly the case with the breastfeeding pair, beside which is 

another woman and child engaged with Cosimo’s “Festina Lente” impresa. The little boy sits 

backwards on the turtle and reaches up to grab the sail that the woman is holding (Fig. 3.23). This 

illustration of the impresa humorously, or subversively, makes the “father” appear conspicuously 

absent from Francesco’s father’s own personal device. Or, rather, he is not absent exactly, but 

instead is represented symbolically, creating a gendered distinction between naturalistic 

representation and symbolic representation. The putto’s ineffective effort to reach the sail also 

creates a visual separation between the symbols of speed and slowness in the device, in contrast 

to the impresa’s central message that these qualities are supposed to be paradoxically united.  

Represented again in a large framed image amidst panels of grotesques in the chamber 

between the Sala di Ercole and the Terrazzo di Giunone, an enormous turtle stubbornly stands in 

the middle of a stream while five putti work hard to move the animal forward (Fig. 3.24). One 

stands proudly on its back with the billowing sail of the impresa, but he is the only boy who looks 

pleased with himself. The other four do all they can to get the animal to budge: the putto standing 

in front of the turtle has tied a rope around its neck and is trying to pull it forward, and another 

one is bent over at the rear of the turtle in order to push it. Yet another winged boy prods it with a 

stick, and the arms of the last putto awkwardly encircle its enormous shell in an attempt to grasp 
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it. There is humour in the degree of their effort to move the resolute creature, especially 

considering the small size of the body of water that it needs to cross, but more seriously this 

image also suggests that no pressure or urging will induce the duke to abandon his prudent nature 

for the sake of speed. 

The prominence of the “Festina Lente” impresa in this room was perhaps also a witty 

comment about the location of the room itself. The frustrated efforts of the little boys in the 

impresa are an amusing contrast to the central image in the adjacent room, in which the 

prodigiously strong infant Hercules kills the snakes sent by Juno (Fig. 3.25). The wind filling the 

sail of the device also looks ahead to the theme of the Terrazzo di Giunone, Juno being the 

goddess of the Air. The device highlights the transition of the viewer from one area of the palace 

to the next by referencing elements of the decorative program of both. Moreover, the figures in 

the device are in motion themselves, again like the viewer who is moving from one room to the 

next.  

In the corner of the room between the Terrazzo di Giunone and the Sala di Ercole, a 

second adaptation of Cosimo’s “Festina Lente” impresa is represented, this time integrated with 

the Medici palle and other figures (Fig. 3.26). In this image, the turtle’s sail is replaced by three 

figures balancing precariously on its back, each of them with barely enough room to stand. Not 

only do the figures look unstable, as they cling to each other for support, but the turtle is itself 

balancing on four red Medici balls. Moreover, the entire unsteady ensemble is stacked on a two-

wheeled-chariot, a vehicle appropriate for the social status implied by the coat of arms and the 

impresa, but one that does not provide a stable base for the figures. Even worse, this chariot is 

presumably moving forward, as we see the feet of the two goats harnessed to the chariot (possibly 

a reference to Cosimo’s Capricorn impresa) lift off the ground as if to take a step. Instead of the 

qualities of prudence and constancy in moving forward that the Festina Lente impresa conveys, 

the emblem has the appearance of utter instability. Moreover, it is the Medici coat of arms itself 
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that is a major cause of that instability. A family crest is supposed to denote the status and virtue 

of a noble family over generations; the symbol itself stays the same, literally a picture of 

constancy even as the generations change. Yet, here the Medici balls undermine the stability of 

Cosimo’s own impresa.  

Though this imagery seems to contradict the political purpose of these emblems, 

Castiglione’s discussion of laughter helps to clarify the place of images like these in the 

grotesques. In the dialogue of Il cortegiano, one of the interlocutors, Bernardo Dovizi, comments 

on what constitutes humor, which he values as the defining element that elevates humankind 

above other animals and “exalts a man’s spirit.”
135

 He explains: 

Now the location and, as it were, the source of the ridiculous is to be found in a kind of 

deformity; for we laugh only at things that contain some elements of incongruity and 

seem disagreeable though they are not really so. I know no way of explaining it 

otherwise; but if you think about it, you will realize that invariably what causes laughter 

is something that is incongruous and yet not really unpleasing.
136

 

 

Incongruity is precisely what characterizes these inventive emblems. Their playfulness and even 

apparent subversiveness is incongruous with the typical, sombre representations of those same 

emblems, as well as incongruous with the narrative paintings and portraits that otherwise cover 

the walls of the palace, which convey messages of the family’s honour, virtue, legitimate right to 

rule, and longstanding history of prestigious leadership. The precariously balanced, manhandled 

imprese, through their very silliness, can exalt the spirit through laughter.  

Still, the image may also function on another level, since these symbols are subject to the 

same interpretative play as the Capricorn impresa. Although the stack of figures and objects 

appears unstable, they do not tumble down. Like an acrobat who has perfected his or her craft, 

this could be interpreted to mean that even in the most difficult circumstances, the Medici are 

able to maintain stability. When there is instability, there is a greater need for prudence, and the 
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Medici do not let everything fall into disarray. The putto at the back of the chariot, after all, is 

preventing it from tipping forward under the weight of the putto sitting on the front of the chariot; 

the instability is being visibly managed. This ostensibly humorous image had the potential to be 

interpreted in a far more flattering way. 

Many more painted and stucco examples of the “Festina Lente” impresa are located in 

the Apartments of Eleonora, the Udienza of the Sala Grande, as well as other rooms of the ducal 

palace. Like the hybrid Capricorn, integrating the strange combination of turtle and sail was 

effortless within the fantastical hybrids in grotesques. Incorporating Cosimo’s turtle and sail 

impresa into the ornamentation was also an effective way to reinforce the device’s meaning 

through its juxtaposition with the masks that abound in the grotesques. In his article “Inventing 

Sincerity, Refashioning Prudence: The Discovery of the Individual in Renaissance Europe” 

(1997), John Martin explains that “prudence,” which in the Medieval period was understood as a 

virtue that involved a necessary suppression or control over one’s passions in order to accomplish 

good works, was reconceptualized in the Renaissance.
137

 By the sixteenth century, the caution 

and self-control of a prudent person was no longer oriented towards one’s moral responsibilities, 

but rather towards one’s own benefit, or in the case of a ruler, the benefit of one’s kingdom.
138

 

Removed from the ethical sphere, Prudence became closely associated with calculated speech and 

action that hid one’s inner feelings, thoughts and motives.  

Dissimulation was often discussed in positive terms, as it was in Castiglione’s Il 

cortegiano when Federico Fregoso argued that “in everything he does our courtier must be 

cautious, and he must always act and speak with prudence.”
 139

 Federico later elaborated, “let him 

consider well whatever he says or does, the place where he does it, in whose presence, its timing, 

why he is doing it, his own age, his profession, the end he is aiming at, and the means that are 
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suitable; and so, bearing all these points in mind, let him prepare himself discreetly for all he 

wishes to do or say.”
140

 This kind of self-conscious and performative behavior was not always 

met with approval, though. Michel de Montaigne, for example, detested the act of dissimulation 

while acknowledging that it was “among the most notable qualities of this century.”
141

 Notably, 

he likened it to wearing a mask multiple times in his essays.
142

 The masks in the grotesques, then, 

could convey the prudent, i.e. calculated, speech and behavior that was considered proper, for 

better or for worse, for life at court.  

 

The “Dvabvs” Impresa 

The paradox of the motto “Festina Lente” and its classical origin also gave the device a 

certain prestige: it embodied the intellectual nature of imprese. Although imprese were supposed 

to be personal expressions of oneself and one’s values, official imprese were usually created for 

the patron by letterati, who incorporated erudite references and complex layers of meaning, or 

were invented as a part of a contest of wits.  Cosimo’s third impresa was even more of a mental 

challenge. It consists of two three-pronged anchors crossed and usually tied together with the 

motto “Dvabvs” (“By these two”).
143

 As Claudia Rousseau explains, the meaning of this impresa 

was enigmatic even to Cosimo’s contemporaries.
144

 Demonstrating the intellectual challenges and 

conversations that imprese fostered, the interlocutors of Lodovico Domenichi’s Ragionamento, 

published with Giovio’s dialogue, make an attempt at interpreting it, though they disclose their 

uncertainty. First Lodovico proposes that the anchors could represent the two forces that have 

secured Cosimo in his current happy state, which he identifies as the favor of Charles V and the 
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fortresses in Cosimo’s territory. Pompeo dalla Barba counters with a different interpretation, 

arguing that the anchors symbolize the love of Cosimo’s subjects and his fear of God.
145

 The 

“Festina Lente” impresa was at least widely understood by his peers; the “Dvabvs” anchors were 

left unexplained, even by Vasari. Although this left them open to misinterpretation, it meant that 

they would be a sustained challenge and topic of conversation among learned courtiers, who 

could use the impresa to demonstrate their own ingenuity while flattering the duke. 

Cosimo would surely have been pleased with either of these interpretations regardless of 

whether it was the original meaning, which, at least in the case of the first one, we can say with 

certainty that it was not. The three-pronged anchors first appear on a medal made in 1537 or 1538 

and Cosimo did not gain control of the fortresses mentioned by Lodovico until 1543. There are no 

definitive objections to the second interpretation, but other modern explanations have more 

support. The device’s conspicuous use throughout Cosimo and Eleonora’s wedding decorations, 

where the unity between Cosimo I and his namesake Cosimo il Vecchio was a central theme, 

gives credence to Janet Cox-Rearick’s suggestion that it originally referred to the two Cosimos of 

the family.
146

 Although it was invented a year or two earlier than the wedding, its prolific use in 

the apparato would likely have suggested an additional or alternative meaning to their guests as 

well: the uniting of Cosimo and Eleonora in marriage. In Giambattista Gelli’s song written and 

performed for the occasion, the “firm roots” of the new couple are described as he compares the 

first Cosimo to the second.
147

 Perhaps he alludes to a double meaning of the anchors at this event, 

with the roots of the couple evoking an image of steadfastness similar to the anchors, while also 

referring to the unity of the two Cosimos.  
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Claudia Rousseau provides an alternative and complex interpretation of the “Dvabvs” 

impresa, in which she concludes that it represents “the two streams of Medici descendants 

brought to a fixed and unified point in Cosimo I, the bearer of the impresa.”
148

 Her lengthy 

explanation, while plausible, effectively demonstrates how a relatively simple message could 

have inspired deeper contemplation and/or exposition by the intellectual elite, whether or not the 

impresa originated from these occult ideas.  

Additionally, the device’s meaning could be related to Cosimo’s “Festina Lente” 

impresa, since the same motto was illustrated by others with the image of a dolphin with an 

anchor, including in Ammannati’s Juno Fountain for the Sala Grande (Fig. 3.27), in which the 

anchor indicates prudence. This connection between the two imprese is strengthened by the fact 

that the tied anchors and the turtle with a sail are frequently paired when they appear in the 

grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio. In the Scrittoio di Calliope, these two devices fill the four oval 

compartments in the frieze around the room (Fig. 3.28 and Fig. 3.29); even though there are also 

capricorns in the grotesque frieze, it is only these two imprese that are illustrated in analogous 

oval compartments. Similarly, in the Sala di Ester, two putti each hold out an impresa on either 

side of the Medici stemma, again the turtle with a sail and two anchors tied together (Fig. 3.21).
149

 

If this impresa does reflect the character of the duke, then it is also possible that the three-pronged 

anchors, as opposed to the two-pronged version that appears in the dolphin and anchor impresa, 

symbolizes the three theological virtues, which appear repeatedly in the iconography of the 

palace, including in the Medici device of the ring with three ostrich feathers. Although perhaps 

just a coincidence, the total number of prongs also mirrors the six balls of the Medici stemma. 

These explanations all have merit, and it is probably the multiplicity of meaningful 

interpretations that kept Cosimo from spreading a more definitive interpretation through Vasari or 

other writers. As Rousseau herself points out in her article on Pope Leo X’s Yoke device, imprese 
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often had multiple levels of meaning, and it was understood that they could acquire new and 

sometimes unexpected meanings over time.
150

 Therefore, perhaps the search for one absolute 

meaning is futile. If Cosimo was unsatisfied with the clever interpretations of his contemporaries, 

he surely would have had Vasari explain it in the texts he published, or he would have been able 

to elucidate the meaning for Lodovico Domenichi through their mutual acquaintance Giovio. Yet, 

he did not. Whoever tried to divine the meaning of this enigma would be forced to contemplate 

the virtues and advantages of the duke, whereas a definitive interpretation would limit the 

contemplation of his positive qualities. Anchors, which had no particular negative associations in 

the period, were a relatively innocuous image to be left open to such interpretive play. 

Consequently, the impresa’s mystery and ambiguity was part of its effectiveness.  

The “Dvabvs” impresa is used with the least frequency in the grotesques of the Palazzo 

Vecchio, and includes its motto almost every time it is depicted. We have already seen an 

instance of this in the panel of grotesques with the Medici balls by Domenico Romano in the Sala 

delle Udienze, where the “Dvabvs” imprese is central to the composition, surrounded by 

phytomorphs whose three tendrils mimic the three-pronged anchors (Fig. 3.10). We see the 

inscription again in the staircase connecting the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi, 

where two putti hold the crossed and tied three-pronged anchors as well as a banner with the 

impresa’s motto (Fig. 3.30). One of the prongs of the left anchor pokes through the legs of the 

boy on the left, with its sharp tip dangerously close to his groin. This precarious position is in 

(literally) sharp contrast to the anchor’s symbolism of security. The anchors, which belong in the 

water, are shown in the sky instead, like the other imprese and stemma we have seen in this 

staircase, with nothing to catch or grip. Indeed, in the representation of each of these imprese, the 

representation of it in the sky functions as a kind of joke, though it works differently in each case.  
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Only two cases of the anchor impresa are not accompanied by the “Dvabvs” motto. The 

first is the above-mentioned example located in the Sala di Ester, in which a putto holds a pair of 

anchors across from the boy holding a toy-sized turtle with a sail, with the Medici stemma 

between them (Fig. 3.21). It is likely because of the impresa’s small size that the motto is 

omitted. If it were present, it would also detract from the impression that a putto is holding the 

actual objects in his hands, although this impression is already undermined by the ease with 

which a small boy holds such presumably heavy anchors. In another small example, again 

flanking the stemma, a putto sits in the “Dvabvs” anchors as if on a swing (Fig. 3.31). In both 

cases, the anchors and other imprese are transformed into playthings, creating a contrapposto 

effect with the serious and formal coat of arms. 

 

The “Candor Illesus” impresa 

Cosimo’s personal imprese are the ones used most frequently in the ornamentation of the 

ducal palace, but other Medici devices are incorporated into the grotesques as well. In each of the 

rooms in the Apartments of Leo X, the impresa of the individual to whom the room is dedicated, 

or the imprese of people related to him, are included in the ornamentation. In the Sala di 

Clemente VII, for example, the pontiff’s impresa composed of a beam of sun passing through a 

crystal orb and burning the trunk of a tree, accompanied by the motto “Candor Illesus” (Brilliance 

Unharmed), is repeated numerous times in the corners of the frames around the narrative 

paintings as well as in the stuccowork of the frieze (Fig. 3.32).  

The “Candor Illesus” device was also incorporated in other rooms of the Palazzo Vecchio 

that had no special connection to Clement VII. A version of this impresa is painted in a large oval 

in the centre of the ceiling in the passage from the Terrazzo di Saturno to the Sala di Ercole, this 

time animated by a woman holding a bridle in one hand and the crystal orb in the other (Fig. 
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3.33). In relation to yet another depiction of the device, this time in the Scrittoio di Calliope (Fig. 

3.34), Vasari interprets the impresa, saying: 

This stands for the prudence and temperance of our duke who sees into the mirror of the 

life of anyone he judges. The sun of justice strikes the mirror ball, burning and 

consuming evil things while not harming the bright and pure, showing that temperance 

and prudence never touch or offend the good, but continually burn up and consume all 

evil.
151

 

 

Vasari’s explanation makes it clear that while maintaining the core message of the impresa, Duke 

Cosimo I adopted it as his own. Implementing this particular impresa demonstrates Cosimo’s 

preference for devices that are especially complex and enigmatic, as we have already seen with 

the “Dvabvs” anchors; Giovio complained that the “Candor Illesvs” impresa ceaselessly required 

explanation, because people did not understand it.
152

  

 The fact that Cosimo I appropriated this impresa as his own is clear from its presence in 

the room dedicated to himself. In each of the four corners of the Sala di Cosimo I, one of the 

duke’s devices is playfully represented in the grotesques. In a little framed space, a capricorn with 

seven stars is hoisted up and held in place by two putti standing firmly on the clouds, as if the 

astrological body needed their assistance to stay afloat, while a third wingless putto grips and 

straddles its tail to prevent himself from tumbling from the sky (Fig. 3.35). The “Festina Lente” 

device is represented in the sky as well in the adjacent corner, just like in the stairwell described 

above. The large turtle is blown through the air like a hot air balloon (though these were not yet 

invented) with a strong nude figure standing firmly on its back holding a billowing sail (Fig. 

3.36). Desperately holding the turtle are two wingless putti in danger of plummeting to the 

ground below, although their bodies cross the boundary of the frame into the flat realm of the 

grotesques, where there is no ground to hit. The “Dvabvs” anchors are represented again in the 

sky too; though they still have nothing to grip except air, they anchor in place two putti who hold 
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on to them tightly under the threat of being blown away (Fig. 3.37), while a third putto calmly 

holds the banner with the motto.  

 Completing this set of familiar imprese is the “Candor Illesus” device, in which a serene 

woman holds the orb that intensifies the light of the sun and burns the wicked tree (Fig. 3.38). In 

the grotesques beneath the device, tied to the frame are two captives, whose contorted bodies 

mirror the broken and blazing tree, particularly the figure directly below it. His straight and 

vertical thigh matches the lower part of the trunk, and his torso, which is bent at the waist and 

angled to the right, is just like the upper part of the trunk jutting to the right from where it split in 

half. Even the right arm of the figure rises up and bends at the elbow, like the branch that emerges 

from the trunk and bends sharply. Both the tree in the device and these captives represent vice 

defeated, either bound or destroyed. The symbolic orb that destroys vice and leaves the virtuous 

unharmed is repeated again in the grotesques closer to the centre of the ceiling (Fig. 3.39). The 

grotesques and the imprese are intertwined, blurring the boundaries between the meaningful and 

the decorative. 

 

Courtly Culture and Play 

The treatment of the Medici coat of arms and imprese in the grotesques follow a formula 

for intellectual play that was popular in court circles: alluding to recognizable texts or imagery, 

yet playing with these allusions in various ways that were new and inventive.
153

 In a popular text 

on love called Gli Asolani by Pietro Bembo, who was also one of the interlocutors in 

Castiglione’s dialogue, literature is described as a game by the poet Gismondo. In his discussion 

of poets who write about love, he explains that they “twist a single subject to various purposes,” 

which he says is a “playful marvel or delightful sport” that he enjoys himself. He proceeds to 
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recite a poem doing just that.
154

 It is not a far leap between the intellectual challenges of poetry 

and those of imprese; Dorigen Caldwell notes that “imprese were often discussed in the language 

of poetics,” and sonnets were frequently written about them.
155

 

This is precisely what we find with these Medici symbols, and indeed, with most of the 

imagery found in the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio: artists, using the same core imagery 

again and again, depict witty variations of a theme or motif as a kind of intellectual game of 

allusion and invention. In fact, even the way that Gismondo describes this type of writing sounds 

remarkably similar to the way that grotesques were often described, probably drawing his 

inspiration from Horace’s comparison of the license in poetry and the grotesque style of painting. 

Gismondo says, “For in addition to feigning things which are impossible, not only do they gather 

the gay or sad material of their writings when they please, as it is most agreeable to them or be 

had most easily, and on that base erect their falsehoods and most novel meditations.”
156

 The 

depiction of impossible things and falsehoods was a standard way to describe grotesques, and the 

way he talks about poets collecting their materials and recombining them sounds much like the 

grotesque hybrid forms.  

Therefore, these playful and symbolic grotesques helped to establish a place for the 

Medici court within the European court culture of the period. They were, crucially, a distinctly 

non-aggressive way of doing so. This lighthearted mode of promoting Cosimo and his court may 

have been intentionally chosen to avoid appearing too ambitious. When Cosimo sought the title 

of the king of Tuscany from Pope Pius IV in 1560, he met with significant opposition; both Philip 

II of Spain and Emperor Ferdinand saw him as overly ambitious and threatening.
157

 Over the 
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course of the next few years, he tried to win the favour of the emperor through the marriage of his 

son Francesco to Ferdinand’s daughter, Johanna, as well as through monetary incentives, but his 

boldest move was to abdicate and hand over power to Francesco, so that he appeared to have 

willingly divested himself of power. This move gave him the appearance of being disinterested in 

personal gain, thereby encouraging the emperor to entrust him with a greater title. His strategy 

bore fruit when Cosimo was crowned Grand Duke of Tuscany on March 15, 1570.
158

 Likewise, in 

the grotesques of the ducal palace, Cosimo’s symbols of power appear anything but threatening 

or overly ambitious. Instead, they recall courtly games and intellectual exercises. 

The intellectual games of the period help us to understand the appeal of these grotesques 

for patrons, but of course it is the artists who are the ones actually playing with the motifs, not 

Cosimo or the members of his court. This corresponds to the delight at the core of play that is 

described by the twentieth-century scholar Johan Huizinga. In his classic book Homo Ludens 

(1938), Huizinga argues that play in its purest form is pursued for the pleasure of representation 

and competition, not for any biological necessity or practical reason. Though he argues that it 

predates culture (animals play, after all), it inextricably pervades culture, including the plastic 

arts.
159

 For Huizinga, the decorative arts are particularly closely associated with play; he writes, 

“An almost instinctive, spontaneous need to decorate things cannot, indeed, be denied; and it may 

conveniently be called a play-function. It is known to everybody who, pencil in hand, has ever 

had to attend a tedious board meeting. Heedlessly, barely conscious of what we are doing, we 

play with lines and planes, curves and masses, and from this abstracted doodling emerge fantastic 

arabesques, strange animal or human forms.”
160

 The process of seeing and representing the 

bizarre forms that emerge from the abstract lines and masses is close to Doni’s sixteenth-century 
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definition of grotesques as figures and objects that take shape in our imagination when we look at 

stains or clouds.
161

  

Yet surely an artist’s play was not always so disinterested. In the competitive artistic 

climate of sixteenth-century Florence, each artist was also continuously trying to prove his skill 

and superiority. Even when working (or playing) alone, the artist knew what would bring 

approval from his patron and acknowledgement from his peers. With this internalized challenge, 

he could use the freedom of grotesques to prove his virtuosity, and given the prevailing courtly 

tastes and ambitions of his patron, part of that was to incorporate witty and inventive imagery into 

the grotesques.  

 

Allegories of Fame, Victory and Virtue 

Bartolomeo Ammannati showed off his own virtuosity as an artist by employing the logic 

of grotesques within an impressive arrangement of sculptures. Although it was never installed in 

the Palazzo Vecchio, Ammannati was commissioned to create a fountain for the south wall of the 

Sala Grande, in part to celebrate the completion of the aqueducts that ran from the Palazzo Pitti to 

the Palazzo Vecchio (Fig. 2.15).
162

 Over the next several years, Ammannati carved at least six 

figures for the fountain, four of which were placed around a marble circle with Juno seated at the 

top with a peacock on either side, Ceres squeezing water from her breasts below, and river gods 

on either side with the Florentine Marzocco beside one and Pegasus by the other, representing the 

Arno and the Hippocrene Spring respectively. Flora and the above-mentioned Prudence flanked 
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this circle of figures.
163

 Four columns and a monumental entablature were integrated into the 

design and there was presumably a tub beneath the figures to collect the water.
164

 Records from 

the autumn of 1560 indicate that a section of the wall approximately 31 braccia squared was 

intended to house this complex arrangement.
165

  

From a physical point of view, Ammannati’s decision to balance the heavy marble statues 

of Juno and her peacocks upon an arch above the others creates the impression that he has defied 

the natural laws of gravity through his craft. Juno and her peacocks appear to rest weightlessly on 

the relatively thin marble support, just like figures in grotesques frequently either float or rest on 

the suggestion of a ledge. On the ceiling of the Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio, for example, a figure 

stands on a white line with putti riding goats on either side, much like Juno’s peacocks (Fig. 

3.40). This quality links his sculptural group to the spirit of grotesques, a key feature of which, as 

pointed out by both ancient and sixteenth-century writers, was their propensity for breaking the 

physical laws of nature. By creating a heavy marble statue of Juno seemingly floating in the air, 

Ammannati is showing off his artistic virtuosity, in particular the quality of difficoltà, the ability 

to overcome difficult problems in art.
166

  

No sixteenth-century Italian artist was a stranger to grotesques, and Ammannati and his 

assistants had previously worked on grotesque ornamentation following designs by Vasari in the 

vault of the Del Monte Chapel in San Pietro in Montorio in Rome from 1550 to 1552. For this 

funerary chapel, Ammannati produced stucco putti, goat heads, hybrids, masks and garlands that 
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surrounded religious scenes and small grotesque painted panels (Fig. 3.41).
167

 This project gave 

Ammannati the opportunity to sculpt grotesque reliefs early in his career and to witness firsthand 

Vasari’s appreciation for this genre of ornamentation and the qualities associated with them. 

When he followed Vasari to the Florentine court, he designed similar stuccowork in the Palazzo 

Vecchio during the early years of his work on the Juno Fountain. Allegri and Cecchi note that a 

notebook in the Biblioteca Riccardiana contains a sketch by the artist for the stucco frame for 

Cosimo e Santi Bentivoglio in the Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio, and it seems likely that Ammannati 

was responsible for designing some of the stuccowork on the ceiling of the other rooms in the 

Quartiere di Leone X as well.
168

 Given this experience, it is not surprising that he would adopt 

some of the design elements of grotesques in his other sculptural work to showcase his artistic 

ingenuity.  

Painted grotesques sometimes imitated sculpture too; in the Terrazzo di Giunone, Marco 

da Faenza engaged with the paragone between painting and sculpture in his grotesques on the 

south wall. A figure of Hope (a woman looking up at a heavenly ray of light) and an allegory of 

Fortitude (a woman with the stump of a column) are represented at the bottom of the wall in oval 

compartment (Fig. 3.42 and Fig. 3.43). The brown monochrome treatment of the figures creates 

the impression that they are representations on coins, coins that have been stretched into ovals 

with mannerist elasticity. Painting coins as part of the paragone had its precedents in earlier 

portraits such as Hans Memling’s late fifteenth-century Man with a Roman Coin, in which a man 

holds a sestertius of Nero (Fig. 3.44).
169

 More recently, Castiglione, in writing about the paragone 

between painting and sculpture in Il cortegiano, had used a medalist, Giovan Cristoforo Romano, 
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as the one who champions sculpture in opposition to the Count, who in turn cited the qualities of 

colour, light, shade and foreshortening to argue the opposite.
170

  

Around these medallions are panels of faux marble, above which are monochrome 

grotesque masks and tendrils, like stucco reliefs. Even further up the wall, Marco painted two 

more ovals containing allegories, this time of Justice and Charity, against dark backgrounds, 

perhaps to mimic cameos (Fig. 3.45 and 3.46). These allegorical images contribute to the official 

message of the terrace’s decorative program. As this room was dedicated to Juno, whom Vasari 

explains was a symbol for the duchess Eleonora,
171

 the virtues represented in the grotesques 

allude to those of the duchess. Like Juno, “the duchess humbles the proud,” who are represented 

by the peacocks, “making them pull the weight of her illustrious and beloved virtues,” just as the 

birds pull the goddess’s chariot.
172

 Yet in addition to representing Eleonora’s virtues, Marco uses 

the artistic license that grotesques afford to demonstrate his virtuosity, showing that he can 

produce the range of effects of sculpture.  

 Allegorical figures in the grotesques are not always isolated from the rest of the imagery, 

but instead are sometimes fully integrated into the depthless surface patterns and irrational logic 

of the ornamentation. In the chapel of the Quartieri di Leone X, Marco da Faenza incorporated an 

allegorical figure of a virtue into the grotesques of each pendentive. One of these appears to be a 

fusion of Hope and Prudence (Fig. 3.47). The figure looks up towards a heavenly light with one 

of her hands open and lifted up, matching the allegory of Hope in the Terrazzo di Giunone and 

other contemporaneous allegories of the virtue. Yet she also has the attribute of a mirror, which 

usually belongs to Prudence. Vasari’s explanation of a figure of Hope in the stained-glass 
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window of the Scrittoio di Calliope helps to clarify this: he says that Hope holds up a mirror for 

us in which we can view ourselves and our sins.
173

 This affirms the identity of the allegory in the 

chapel as Hope, but it also makes the conflation of the two virtues even clearer, as the symbolism 

of Prudence’s mirror is also rooted in the importance of knowing oneself.
174

 Perhaps Marco da 

Faenza felt constrained by the limited number of spandrels in the chapel and therefore made use 

of the license allotted to him in his execution of grotesques. Iconographic invention and hybridity 

are both right at home within the grotesque ornamentation, and given the importance of Prudence 

within Cosimo’s values and personal mythology, it was a valuable addition to the set of 

allegories. 

 In another pendentive in the chapel, the figure of Justice stands out for her off-kilter 

stance, as she falls out of line with the vertical axis established by the mask and the flower on 

which she stands (Fig. 3.48). Her sword appears slightly curved at the bottom, as if she is leaning 

on the thin metal for support as she totters to her right. Justice also swings her scales carelessly. 

Instead of depicting the fulcrum of her scales perpendicular to the ground (or where the ground 

would be if this was a perspectival image), Marco paints it approximately at a forty-five degree 

angle, suggesting that the scales are swooping through the air. Together, these details make a joke 

of the theme of balance, as neither the scales nor Justice apparently have any.  

 Elsewhere in the Palazzo Vecchio, other allegories are represented with the same 

grotesque capriciousness. Fame is depicted repeatedly with impossibly thin and weightless 

trumpets while balancing precariously on delicate flowers and tendrils, such as in the Terrazzo di 

Giunone (Fig. 3.49). Here, Fame is used in a play on space and perspective as well. One foot rests 

on a blossom that is parallel with the picture plane, while the other foot recedes and alights on a 

string that looks like it is behind her. This recession into space is contradicted, though, by the 

surface pattern of the tendrils and platforms to which both the strings and the blossoms are 
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connected, making them appear entirely on the same plane. Through the position of the body of 

Fame, Marco created an impossible representation of space.  

The attributes of Fame are appropriated by other figures and creatures as well. In one 

instance, located on the ceiling of the Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio, a putto blowing a trumpet sits 

backwards on a goat while urinating (Fig. 3.50). The traditional graceful trumpeting woman is 

replaced by a crude and incontinent young boy, a figure often associated with fertility and lust, 

inverting our expectations of gender, age, and respectability.
 175

 This collapse of respectability is 

underscored through the visual parallel between the curved trumpet and the arched stream of 

urine. The putto’s backward position on the goat is a manifestation of the world-turned-upside 

down, a motif that was frequently used in the depiction of witches and their subversion of the 

natural order, such as in Albrecht Dürer’s engraving Witch Riding Backwards on a Goat (ca. 

1500) and Hans Baldung Grien’s chiaroscuro woodcut The Witches’ Sabbath (1510) (Fig. 3.51 

and Fig. 3.52).
176

 In Marco da Faenza’s grotesques, the inversion is playful and carnivalesque in 

spirit rather than sinister, but the logic of inversion is the same. By recombining the identifying 

attribute of Fame with other figures, he completely changes the tone of the allegory. These 

allegories, though trumpeting the duke's virtues using clear and relatively traditional attributes, 

could almost suggest that his fame is ephemeral or even that he is infamous. Surely that was not 

the intention, but better to run such risks than to make dull, humorless painting. 

 

The Scrittoio di Calliope and the Staircase between the Sala degli Elementi and the Sala di 

Leone X 
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For the most part, the symbols of virtue and power discussed in this chapter are scattered 

among the masks, putti, drapery, birds and other objects that are part of the standard vocabulary 

of grotesques. There are two areas of the Palazzo Vecchio, however, in which these many 

symbols come together so that the grotesques are almost entirely composed of them. In the 

Scrittoio di Calliope, the stained glass window is decorated in a grotesque manner with a central 

image of Venus with the Three Graces, which Vasari explains is symbolic of the virtues of Faith 

(the woman pouring water, an act symbolizing baptism), Hope (who holds a mirror to our lives, 

especially our sins), and Charity (who “adorn[s] our head, warming it with love and good sense”) 

(Fig. 3.53).
177

 Hope and Faith are represented again on each side of the window in a more 

conventional fashion, with Hope represented gazing up at rays of heavenly light and Faith 

holding a chalice. Separating these allegories are lion heads, which could be a reference to either 

the Florentine Marzocco or Pope Leo X. These allegories and lions in the border of the window 

are accompanied by Cosimo’s imprese, with two capricorns at the top of the window and two 

turtles with sails at the bottom. Putti also hold out the ducal coronet on both sides of the 

composition. A few masks, tendrils, and hybrids link these symbols together, but the grotesque 

window consists almost entirely of symbolic images that glorify the duke. 

The grotesques in the rest of the room follow this pattern. As mentioned above, the turtle 

with a sail is repeated in oval compartments in the frieze, together with two images of the 

“Dvabvs” anchors (Fig. 3.28 and 3.29). Around these compartments, putti are riding or chasing 

capricorns, most of whom cling to their necks or grab at their tails, along with one putto riding 

backwards while he impishly pulls his capricorn’s beard (Fig. 3.54). Another panel of grotesques 

above the window includes a version of the “Candor Illesus” impresa in the centre of a perfectly 

circular wreath, itself a symbol of Victory (Fig. 3.34). With all of these allegories, imprese, and 

other symbols alluding to the duke’s virtuous character sprawled across the many surfaces of the 
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room, Vasari’s statement that the muse Calliope, who is represented on the ceiling, “sings and 

praises the deeds of the virtuous” takes on a richer meaning (Fig. 3.55).
178

  

The staircase connecting the Sala di Leone X and the Quartieri degli Elementi is another 

instance of grotesques densely packed with political symbolism. Together with the large images 

of Cosimo I’s imprese and the Medici stemma mentioned above, two more ovals contain images 

of putti with the ducal coronet (Fig. 3.56) and the gold chain of the Order of the Golden Fleece, 

which was presented to the duke during a ceremony in the Duomo of Florence in 1545, an event 

that is in fact depicted in the grotesques of the Sala di Cosimo I (Fig. 3.57 and 3.58).
179

 The scale 

in both is humorously skewed, as the chain and the crown, which fits around the shoulders or the 

head of a grown man, is not merely too big for the little boys, but it encircles both of their entire 

bodies. Additionally, across an arch in the staircase are allegories of Faith, who holds a cross, and 

Hope, depicted as a woman looking towards heaven with her hands clasped in prayer (Fig. 3.59). 

Two figures of Fame as well as winged Victory figures with wreaths are located in the spandrels 

of the first landing of the staircase (Fig. 3.60), and Victory with her wreaths and palms can be 

found again within the grotesques of the adjacent barrel vault (Fig. 3.61 and 3.62). In a more 

light-hearted and whimsical manner, in the grotesques on the barrel vaults of the stairs, frisky 

winged satyrs blow their own trumpets and prance about with wreaths, gaily celebrating the ducal 

family (Fig. 3.63). 

The importance of staircases in Vasari’s mind is made clear from his insistence that the 

duke replace Cronaca’s old stairs leading from the courtyard of the palace to the Sala Grande, as 

discussed in the Introduction. He articulates this in his technical introduction to the Lives too 

when he argues that “the stairs should be magnificent in every way, since many see the stairs and 
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not the rest of the house.”
180

 This magnificence is achieved in the staircase between the Sala di 

Leone X and the Sala dei Elementi through the grotesque ornamentation and the prominent 

imprese and other easily legible symbols of power incorporated into the grotesques on the ceiling.  

When writers began comparing grotesques to hieroglyphs in the 1570s, they may have 

been thinking about examples like these, densely packed with imprese, family crests, and 

allegories. Although the symbols in the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio still held their 

conventional meaning, it is clear that they were illustrated in a spirit of capriciousness. Integrated 

into the grotesques, symbols became demonstrations of courtly wit and took the forms of visual 

jokes. When combined with other imagery, particularly with the absence of inscriptions, they 

encouraged creative interpretations from the viewer as well. Certainly, they still conveyed the 

virtue and glory of the Medici family, but through the artistic license permitted in grotesques, 

they were also subject to the artist’s and the viewer’s caprice, with delightful results. 
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Images 

 

Figure 3.1. Marco da Faenza. Two women with strings of Medici balls. Detail of the grotesques 

in the Sala di Lorenzo il Magnifico. 1556-1558. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Giorgio Vasari. Medici Stemma with Putti. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and 

the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.3. Marco da Faenza. Putti with Medici Balls. Bottom landing of the staircase between 

the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. Photo: Author. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Marco da Faenza. Allegories of Fame and Victory with Medici palle. Staircase 

between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 3.5. Marco da Faenza. A Child and his Mother Making an Offering of a Medici Ball. 

Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558.  

 

 

Figure 3.6. Marco da Faenza, Stefano Veltroni, and Orazio Porta da Monte San Savino. Figures 

holding Medici palle. Courtyard of Michelozzo. 1565. 
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Figure 3.7. Marco da Faenza. Putti holding up Medici palle. Ricetto between the Terrazzo di 

Giunone and the Sala di Ercole. 1556-1558. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Marco da Faenza. Figure with a Red Medici Ball. Ricetto between the Terrazzo di 

Giunone and the Sala di Ercole. 1556-1558.  
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Figure 3.9. Marco da Faenza. Phytomorphs with tendrils that curl into the Medici palle. Cappella 

del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558.  

 

 

Figure 3.10. Domenico Romano. Medici palle and “Dvabvs” impresa. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-

1545.  
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Figure 3.11. Francesco Salviati and Domenico Romano. A fictive tapestry with The Sacrifice of 

Isaac and grotesques. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Cosimo I de Medici’s Capricorn Impresa. From Paolo Giovio, Dialogo dell’imprese 

militari et amorose, 1574 edition. 
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Figure 3.13. Marco da Faenza. Capricorn Impresa. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the 

Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.14. Giovanni Stradano. Capricorn Impresa. Sala di Ester. 1561-1562.  

 

 

Figure 3.15. Marco da Faenza, Stefano Veltroni, and Orazio Porta da Monte San Savino. Putto 

riding a capricorn. Courtyard of Michelozzo. 1565.  
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Figure 3.16. Lorenzo Sabatini. Cosimo’s imprese. Ricetto between the Sala Grande and the Sala 

dei Dugento. 1565. 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Augustus’s “Festina Lente” impresa framed by grotesques. From Gabriello 

Simeoni’s Imprese heroiche et morali, 1559. 
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Figure 3.18. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Capital in the Udienza of the Sala Grande. 1565. 

Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 3.19. “Festina Lente” impresa of Titus. From Gabriello Simeoni, Le imprese heroiche et 

morali, printed together with Paolo Giovio’s Dialogo dell’ imprese militari et amorose (1574). 
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Figure 3.20. Marco da Faenza. “Festina Lente” Impresa. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X 

and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.21. Giovanni Stradano. Medici stemma with putti holding the “Dvabvs” anchors and the 

“Festina Lente” turtle with a sail. Sala di Ester. 1561-1562.  

 

 

Figure 3.22. Giovanni Stradano. “Festina Lente” impresa. Sala di Ester. 1561-1562.  
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Figure 3.23. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. “Festina Lente” turtle and sail with a woman and child, 

beside a breastfeeding mother. Studiolo of Francesco I. 1570-1575. 

 

 

Figure 3.24. Marco da Faenza. Cosimo I de’Medici’s “Festina Lente” Impresa with Putti. Ricetto 

between the Terrazzo di Giunone and the Sala di Ercole. 1556-1558.  
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Figure 3.25. Giorgio Vasari. The Infant Hercules Strangling the Serpents. Sala di Ercole. 1556-

1557. 

 

 

Figure 3.26. Marco da Faenza. Chariot with a Group of Figures on a Turtle on Four Red Balls. 

Ricetto between the Terrazzo di Giunone and the Sala di Ercole. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.27. Bartolomeo Ammannati. Dolphin wrapped around an anchor. Detail of Prudence, 

from the Juno Fountain originally made for the Sala Grande. 1555-1563. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 3.28. Marco da Faenza. “Dvabvs” Impresa. Scrittoio di Calliope. 1555-1558. Photo: 

Author. 

 

 

Figure 3.29. Marco da Faenza. “Festina Lente” Impresa. Scrittoio di Calliope. 1555-1558. Photo: 

Author. 
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Figure 3.30. Marco da Faenza. “Dvabvs” Impresa. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the 

Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.31. Marco da Faenza. Medici-Toledo Stemma with Putti and the Ducal Imprese. 1556-

1558. 

 

 

Figure 3.32. Giovanni Stradano and Marco da Faenza. “Candor Illesus” Impresa. Sala di 

Clemente VII. 1556-1562. 
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Figure 3.33. Marco da Faenza. “Candor Illesus” Impresa. Passage between the Terrazzo di 

Saturno and the Sala di Ercole. 1556-1558.  

 

 

Figure 3.34. Marco da Faenza. “Candor Illesus” Impresa. Scrittoio di Calliope. 1555-1558. 
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Figure 3.35. Marco da Faenza. Cosimo I’s 

Capricorn Impresa. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 

1556-1559. 

 

 

Figure 3.36. Marco da Faenza. Cosimo I’s 

“Festina Lente” Impresa. Sala di Cosimo I. 

Ca. 1556-1559. 

 

Figure 3.37. Marco da Faenza. Cosimo I’s 

“Dvabvs” Impresa. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 

1556-1559. 

 

Figure 3.38. Marco da Faenza. The “Candor 

Illesus” Impresa. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-

1559. 
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Figure 3.39. Marco da Faenza. Crystal orb from the “Candor Illesus” impresa. Sala di Cosimo I. 

Ca. 1556-1559. 

 

 

Figure 3.40. Marco da Faenza. Figure on a floating ledge in the grotesques of the Sala di Cosimo 

il Vecchio. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.41. Bartolomeo Ammannati. Grotesque stuccowork. Cappella Del Monte, San Pietro in 

Montorio, Rome. 1550-1552. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 3.42. Marco da Faenza. Hope. Terrazzo di Giunone. 1556-1557. 
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Figure 3.43. Marco da Faenza. Fortitude. Terrazzo di Giunone. 1556-1557.  

 

 

Figure 3.44. Hans Memling. Man with a Roman Coin. Ca. 1471-1474.  
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Figure 3.45. Marco da Faenza. Justice. Terrazzo di Giunone. 1556-1557.  

 

 

Figure 3.46. Marco da Faenza. Charity. Terrazzo di Giunone. 1556-1557.  
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Figure 3.47. Marco da Faenza. Hope / Prudence. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. 

Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 3.48. Marco da Faenza. Justice. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. Photo: 

Author. 
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Figure 3.49. Marco da Faenza. Allegory of Fame. Terrazzo di Giunone. 1556-1557.  

 

 

Figure 3.50. Marco da Faenza. Putto blowing a trumpet and urinating while riding backwards on 

a goat. Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.51. Albrecht Dürer. Witch Riding Backwards on a Goat. Ca. 1500.  

 

 

Figure 3.52. Hans Baldung Grien. The Witches’ Sabbath. 1510.  
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Figure 3.53. Gualtieri da Anversa, based on the cartoon of Giorgio Vasari and Marco da Faenza. 

Stained glass window in the Scrittoio di Calliope. 1555-1558.  

 

 

Figure 3.54. Marco da Faenza. Putto pulling the beard of a capricorn. Scrittoio di Calliope. 1555-

1558. 
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Figure 3.55. Giorgio Vasari. Calliope. Scrittoio di Calliope. 1555-1558.  

 

 

Figure 3.56. Giorgio Vasari. Putti with the Ducal Coronet. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X 

and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 3.57. Giorgio Vasari. Putti with the Chain of the Order of the Golden Fleece. Staircase 

between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 

  

 

Figure 3.58. Marco da Faenza and Giovanni Stradano. Grotesques with a medallion of Cosimo 

Receiving the Order of the Golden Fleece. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-1559.  
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Figure 3.59. Marco da Faenza. Allegories of Hope and Faith. Staircase between the Sala di Leone 

X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 3.60. Marco da Faenza. Allegories of Victory and Fame. Staircase between the Sala di 

Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 3.61. Marco da Faenza. Allegory of Victory. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and 

the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 

 

 

Figure 3.62. Marco da Faenza. Female figure with a palm of victory. Staircase between the Sala 

di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 

 

 

Figure 3.63. Marco da Faenza. Prancing winged satyrs. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X 

and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Chapter 4 

A Roman Style in Florence: Evoking a Lineage of Illustrious Men 

Beyond the capriciously illustrated political symbols, employing grotesques throughout 

the Palazzo Vecchio contributed to Cosimo I’s efforts at self-fashioning by portraying the duke as 

the apex of two traditions of illustrious men, that of ancient Roman rulers and of the Medici 

dynasty. The spritely and playful imagery in grotesques initially appears to convey none of the 

austerity implied by such traditions, but the history of grotesques is one of illustrious patronage, 

in their ancient imperial origins as well as in the celebrated papal commissions that followed their 

rediscovery and resurgence of popularity in the early sixteenth century. By commissioning so 

many grotesques for his own palace, Cosimo follows these models of artistic patronage.  

Many of the other works of the ducal palace illustrate Cosimo’s exemplars or Cosimo in 

the guise of these men. The taste for monumentalized paragons and cycles of illustrious men has 

its roots in the ancient world, but became particularly popular in palaces and town halls from the 

fourteenth century onwards when they were revived in art and literature through the work of 

Giotto and Petrarch. This tradition was founded on the principle that monuments of illustrious 

men inspire viewers to emulate their deeds. In turn, those viewers would grow in virtue until they 

themselves became models for others to follow, in an unbroken chain of exemplarity.
181

  The 

grotesques are likewise a tangible demonstration that the duke is indeed following the illustrious 

footsteps of his forebears. 

 

An Imperial Style: The Origins of Grotesques 

The rediscovery of grotesques in the Domus Aurea created a strong association between 

this style of ornamentation and the artistic patronage of Rome’s ancient emperors; the 
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circumstances of grotesques’ rediscovery, after all, had such a strong hold on the cultural 

imagination at the time that the style was even named after the “grottoes” where the ancient 

examples were found. Evidence shows that by 1519 some people were aware of the true identity 

of these ruins. A letter to Pope Leo X signed with Raphael’s name, though probably in fact 

written by Castiglione, names the excavation site as the ruins of Nero’s palace, and a drawing by 

Francisco de Hollanda labeled “De Domo Aurea Neronis apud amphitheatrum,” similarly 

demonstrates that accurate information about the identity of the ruins was acknowledged early in 

the sixteenth century (Fig. 4.1).
182

 Even though Nero was notorious for his extreme excess, 

cruelty, and lust, the emperor was also admired as a spectacular patron of the arts.
183

  

Throughout the Renaissance, and until the end of the seventeenth century, the ruins of the 

Domus Aurea were actually much more commonly referred to as the Palace or the Baths of 

Titus.
184

 This was the case, for example, in Vasari’s account of the discovery of grotesques in his 

biography of Giovanni da Udine.
185

 Although the Baths of Trajan are in fact the ones built 

directly above the Domus Aurea, during the Renaissance this had largely been forgotten and 

Trajan’s baths were grouped together with those of Titus, which were constructed to the west of 

the Domus Aurea.
186

 Moreover, the Colosseum, a project begun by Titus’s father and completed 

in 80 CE by Titus himself, was another important source of grotesque designs. The ease of access 

to these grotesques, in contrast to the caverns of the Domus Aurea, made them a practical model 

for Renaissance artists. They are barely visible today, but drawings from the Renaissance 
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demonstrate that the stucco in the north passage was in fairly good condition in the sixteenth 

century, and the stuccowork in the south passage was still discernible, though badly damaged.
187

 

An association between the grotesque style and Titus was unalloyedly favorable. In 

addition to his admired artistic commissions, Titus is described by Suetonius as an emperor who 

was respected and loved. He was kind and generous to his subjects, reportedly saying after a day 

of not granting any favours, “My friends, I have wasted a day,” and in the face of disasters such 

as the eruption of Vesuvius, he reacted with paternal concern and support.
188

 Moreover, he treated 

his own family with loyalty, even when it was not deserved or reciprocated, such as in the case of 

his brother Domitian, whom Titus honoured and named his successor even after Domitian 

encouraged Titus’s subjects to rebel against him.
189

  

Emperor Hadrian’s villa in Tivoli was another important site of ancient grotesques, and 

Renaissance artists frequently visited these ruins to sketch the grotesque stuccowork. According 

to Vasari, Morto da Feltre drew the pavements and grottoes there for months, and a letter written 

by Pietro Bembo describes a trip to the villa on which he was accompanied by Raphael and 

Baldassare Castiglione.
190

 Also, the stuccoed vault of the baths within this complex was drawn by 

numerous artists, including Giuliano da Sangallo, Peruzzi, Girolamo da Carpi, and Dosio. This 

same vault inspired Raphael’s Stanza della Segnatura and Pinturcchio’s choir vault in Santa 

Maria del Popolo in Rome.
191

 Later in the century, Pirro Ligorio also explored Hadrian’s villa 

while working for Cardinal Ippolito II d’Este as his court antiquarian and garden designer.
192

 

Hadrian’s villa generated a considerable amount of attention and admiration. 
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Unmistakably, grotesques were associated with Nero, Titus, Hadrian and ancient Roman 

emperors in general. Surely these connotations would not have been lost on Cosimo I, whose 

interest in them is well documented. In a letter dated April 15, 1549, Lorenzo Pagni wrote to 

Pierfrancesco Riccio that Cosimo was looking for all of the texts, both in Latin and Italian, of the 

author who wrote about the lives of the Roman emperors following the twelve Caesars 

memorialized by Suetonius, up to the point where Herodian’s history begins. Lorenzo also 

indicates that the duke is interested in the lives of the emperors written by the contemporary 

writer Raffaello Maffei.
193

 A second letter written a few days later by Cristiano Pagni to Riccio 

requests a Latin copy of Suetonius, and voices Cosimo’s disapproval of the text sent in answer to 

his previous request.
194

 Yet a third letter indicates that the duke was satisfied with the Latin 

edition of Suetonius he received and requests a Latin edition of Tacitus as well as “those other 

vernacular texts where everything is collected.”
195

 These letters reveal the duke’s familiarity with 

Suetonius prior to writing this letter in 1549, as well as an ardent desire to add to his knowledge 

about the Roman emperors.  

As Cosimo studied the ancient Roman rulers in these literary sources, he was 

commissioning art that represented himself among their ranks. In one of his earliest commissions 

for the Palazzo Vecchio (1543 to 1545), Cosimo had Francesco Salviati paint scenes from the life 

of Marcus Furius Camillus in the Sala delle Udienze. Camillus was a general who was made 

dictator of republican Rome five times over the course of his life, brought a ten-year war against 

the Etruscan town of Veio to a close by building tunnels to infiltrate the city, and was celebrated 

as the new Romulus as well as regarded as a “proto-Augustus.”
196

 His story has obvious parallels 

with how the Medici dukedom arose out of the Florentine Republic, how Cosimo distinguished 
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and validated his authority through his military triumph at Montemurlo, and how Cosimo 

represented himself as the new Augustus.
197

 The allusion is amplified with visual references to 

Jupiter and Juno, the god and goddess to whom Cosimo and Eleonora are most frequently 

compared. In the scene on the left side of the east wall, Camillus is shown in triumph after the 

defeat of Veio, riding in a chariot pulled by four white horses, which Plutarch tells us was a form 

of splendor otherwise reserved for Jupiter (Fig. 4.2).
198

 On the right side of the painting, a statue 

of Juno with her peacocks is also visible, which, according to Plutarch, was sent to Rome after 

Camillus honoured it with sacrifice, and the statue apparently consented to be moved.
199

 The most 

clear indications that we are supposed to read this Roman story as an analogy of Cosimo’s own 

rule are the capricorns ornamenting Camillus’s chariot and crowning the capitals of the pilasters 

on either side of the east wall (Fig. 4.3 and 4.4).
200

 In the gilt ornamentation on the top of the tent 

on the far left-hand side of the painting Camillus Punishing the Schoolmaster of Falerii, 

presumably Camillus’s own tent as it is the most elaborately decorated, a small seated nude figure 

holds a red Medici palla in one outstretched hand and rests his equally extended foot on another 

ball (Fig. 4.5). The red Medici balls are included again in a panel above one of the windows (Fig. 

3.10) and in the grotesques above another window, a Victory figure also holds out a ducal crown 

(Fig. 4.6). 

This presentation of Cosimo as an illustrious Roman ruler is accompanied by various 

objects in the paintings decorated with grotesques, including the tent just mentioned. Masks, 

hybrid figures, garlands and birds ornament the torches in The Triumph of Camillus after the 

Capture of Veio. In the same painting on the base of Juno’s effigy, tiny scenes separated by 

garlands, masks and figures are also visible. The illusionistic grisaille pillars in the dado are also 

grotesque, with women’s heads and feet, architectural bodies, plants growing out of their drapery 
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and garlands emerging from their shoulders (Fig. 4.7). Strange masks and voluminous garlands 

fill the space above the windows, and delicate grotesques frame the windows themselves (Fig. 4.8 

and 4.9). Furthermore, above the doorway to the Cappella dei Priori airy grotesque panels flank 

The Sacrifice of Isaac (Fig. 3.11).  

The most striking grotesques executed for the Sala delle Udienze, though, were the ten 

spalliere that hung below Salviati’s paintings on special occasions, designed by Bachiacca from 

1545, and woven by Nicholas Karcher and Jan Rost by 1553.
201

 These rich tapestries are 

decorated with garlands, birds, fish, and larger animals against a vibrant yellow background (Fig. 

4.10). The shimmering silk would have given the room a particular opulence, and the grotesque 

style of the designs would have evoked the lavish decorations of ancient Rome. The ancient 

objects decorated with grotesques in Salviati’s paintings would have brought the origins of these 

designs into context. Therefore, the tapestries helped to situate Cosimo and his family on the 

same level as illustrious Roman rulers of the past. 

Ancient Roman rulers were not a distant model of state-craft and cultural achievement for 

Cosimo and his subjects, but rather were connected to theories about the very foundations of 

Florence. In the 1560s, the official theory about the founding of Florence was that the ancient city 

of Florentia was established by Emperor Augustus.
202

 Another popular theory was that Florence 

was founded by Octavian, Marcus Antonius, and Marcus Lepidus. Vasari's workshop depicted 

this version of the story on the ceiling of the Sala Grande in the Palazzo Vecchio, with the 

triumvirate in the foreground and the construction of the city walls behind them (Fig. 4.11).
203

 

This foundation story was an advantageous one for Cosimo, as it suggested that Florence was 
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established within a republican system that became a glorious empire led by Octavian 

Augustus.
204

 The Florentine duchy being so new, the shift from a republican model to a dukedom 

in modern times found a powerful analogy in this story.  

As Andrea Gáldy has noted, another painting on the central axis of the ceiling shows the 

scene of Arnolfo Presenting the Plan for the Enlargement of Florence (Fig. 4.12), with the 

Apotheosis of Cosimo directly in between the two episodes (Fig. 4.13). Pictured between the 

construction of ancient Florentia and the construction of the late Medieval republican city of 

Florence, Cosimo’s portrait suggests that the duke is analogously the founder of the new Tuscan 

state, the next phase of the state’s history.
205

 The grotesques in the palace, through their own 

ancient Roman origins, convey a sense of continuity across the centuries, from the very 

foundation of the city to Cosimo’s reign. This impression of continuity in turn underscores the 

legitimacy of his leadership.  

As discussed in the previous chapter, Cosimo presented himself as a new Augustus 

through his choice of imprese as well. The “Festina Lente” impresa of a turtle with a sail was 

inspired by Augustus’s own “Festina Lente” emblem, demonstrating their similarities in virtue 

and character, while Cosimo’s Capricorn emblem referred to their parallel destinies. The most 

detailed account of these parallels appears in Vasari’s description of the wedding apparato of 

Francesco and Giovanna. Immediately after describing the grotesques of the Courtyard of 

Michelozzo and the medallions of Cosimo’s great deeds within them, Vasari states:  

The glorious deeds of the magnanimous duke I have considered often in my own mind to 

be so similar to those of the first Octavianus Augustus, that it would be difficult to find 

any greater resemblance. Both were born under the same ascendant of Capricorn, raised 

almost unexpectedly to sovereignty at the same immature age, gained their most 

important victories in the first days in August, and had similar constitutions and natures 

in their private lives, including singular affection for their wives. In his children, in the 
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election to the principality, and perhaps in many other things, I believe that our fortunate 

duke might be esteemed more blessed than Augustus…
206

 

 

Vasari mentions their shared zodiac sign and an explanation of the rulers’ common fate in his 

description of a space filled with grotesques that contain innumerable Capricorn imprese on the 

vaults, walls and columns (Fig. 4.14). The presence of these imprese is not mentioned directly in 

Vasari’s text, but it is surely no coincidence, as the function of Cosimo’s impresa is to symbolize 

exactly these parallels.  

The significance of the imprese as well as the grotesques in general are both better 

understood through this explanation of Cosimo’s relationship to the Roman emperor Augustus. 

Vasari’s account of the parallels between Augustus and Cosimo concludes by focusing on the 

patronage of both rulers: 

Is there not seen both in the one and the other a most ardent and most extraordinary 

desire to build and embellish, and to contrive that others should build and embellish? 

Insomuch that, if the first said that he found Rome built of bricks and left her built of 

solid stone, the second will be able to say not less truthfully that he received Florence 

already of stone, indeed ornate and beautiful, but leaves her to his successors by a great 

measure more ornate and more beautiful, increased and magnified by every kind of 

convenient, lovely, and magnificent adornment.
207
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Like the other parallel aspects of Cosimo’s reign listed by Vasari above, he asserts that Cosimo’s 

artistic patronage mirrors that of Augustus. Although Augustus was not one of the major patrons 

of ancient grotesques available to artists during the Renaissance, it was during his reign that both 

Vitruvius and Horace wrote their famous passages about grotesques, and therefore they would 

have been strongly associated with Augustus as well.
208

 These authors condemned grotesques, but 

their criticism attests to the popularity of the style during this period.
209

 Moreover, some of 

Augustus’s coinage had images of gorgon heads, sphinxes and gryphons, grotesque images that 

suggest Augustus’s own appreciation for monstrous hybrid figures.
210

 At the very least, we can 

say that by commissioning artists to ornament the courtyard with grotesques, the duke emulates, 

if not Augustus specifically, Roman emperors in general.  

Both the imprese in the grotesques and the grotesques themselves put Cosimo’s great 

accomplishments, which are illustrated in medallions in the courtyard, in a grander historical 

context, conveying that his political, military, and even architectural successes were destined and 

on par with the achievements of the great emperors of Rome (Fig. 4.15). Moreover, within the 

context of the wedding apparato, contextualizing Cosimo’s own reign in this way elevated his 

status to that of other illustrious emperors, rhetorically putting him on par with Joanna of 

Austria’s own family, as her father Ferdinand I reigned as Holy Roman Emperor from 1558 to 

1564 and at the time of the wedding in 1565, her brother Maximillian II had ascended the throne 

in his place.  

Similarly, grotesques surround key moments and achievements of Cosimo il Vecchio and 

of the duke’s life in the rooms dedicated to them in the Quartiere di Leone X. In the Sala di 

Cosimo I, eight small ovals and two rectangular paintings by Giovanni Stradano punctuate the 

walls covered in grotesques, depicting such episodes as the birth of his son Francesco and the 
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duke’s entry into Siena after taking possession of the city in 1557 (Fig. 4.16 and 4.17). In this 

space too, Vasari emphasized the importance of the duke’s patronage. Based on the invenzione of 

Cosimo Bartoli and under the close supervision of his patron, Vasari painted an image of Cosimo 

surrounded by his court artists and engineers in one of the four tondi on the ceiling (Fig. 4.18).
211

 

The composition of this painting, as William Chandler Kirwin elucidated in his 1971 article on 

the painting, is borrowed from the Aurelian relief panel of Liberalitas on the Arch of Constantine, 

with Cosimo’s own body in the place and pose of Marcus Aurelius’s body (Fig. 4.19).
212

 Since 

Cosimo is represented here as an imperial patron, it is not surprising to find the room decorated 

with grotesques, which would have evoked the same message. The grotesques bordering images 

of his eminent deeds and patronage in turn cast these contemporary events and actions in an 

illustrious and imperial light.  

Many of Cosimo’s other portraits likewise represent him as an imperial figure, 

demonstrating the enduring importance of this rhetoric in his self-fashioning. The duke 

commissioned numerous works in which he is depicted wearing armour that resembles the 

sculpted portraits of ancient Roman emperors such as the Augustus of Prima Porta, who wears an 

ornamented breastplate that mimics male idealized musculature (Fig. 4.20).
213

 In Vasari’s full-

length portrait of Cosimo in the Sala di Leone X, his armour is embellished with grotesque masks 

on the helmet, cuirass, and leggings, as well as an eagle head that morphs into a swirl, crowning 

the hilt of his sword (Fig. 4.21). His Augustan Capricorn impresa is painted on a shield at his feet, 

and the turtle with a sail is visible on the left side of the picture, analogous symbolic portraits that 

contribute to the representation of Cosimo I as an emperor.
214
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All’antica garb was used time and again in the duke’s sculpted portraits too, indeed 

exclusively in his portrait busts until Giambologna depicted him in contemporary armour in ca. 

1565.
215

 Baccio Bandinelli alone created a significant number of all’antica portraits of the duke. 

Bandinelli was given the commission for a full-length portrait of Cosimo I for the Udienza of the 

Sala Grande in ca. 1542 as part of a larger commission, which will be discussed below. In 1544, 

he made a bronze statuette of Cosimo standing in antique armour with his arm akimbo.
216

 

Bandinelli executed a small bronze bust of Cosimo in ancient Roman attire with a pendant bronze 

of Eleonora in 1545, as well as a classical equestrian statuette of the duke.
217

 Around the same 

time, he made an over life-size marble bust of Cosimo in classical armour ornamented with a 

goat’s head, alluding to his Capricorn impresa (Fig. 4.22).
218

 Bandinelli also made an all’antica 

bronze bust that was installed in the Galleria delle Statue in the Palazzo Pitti, which may have 

served in part as a study for his sculpture of Cosimo I in the Udienza.
219

 More all’antica 

sculptures of Cosimo were executed by Benvenuto Cellini, Vincenzo Danti and others. 

Grotesques cover the surface of Cosimo’s armour in Benvenuto Cellini’s bust of Cosimo 

I from 1545-1547 (Fig. 4.23). The breastplate has a mask in the centre that is often identified as 

Medusa, although she has wings emerging from her head instead of snakes, and garlands of fruit 

instead of hair around her face. Cosimo’s shoulder straps terminate in bearded heads with wide 

open mouths. Their hairy faces mirror the ferocious lion head that covers Cosimo’s right upper 

arm and shoulder. Two hybrid figures blow sinuous trumpets, drapery flutters across the surface, 

and the prestigious chain of the Golden Fleece dangles right in the centre of his abdomen, a clear 

sign of his position and power. Humorously, two birds peek out from under his arms to bite the 

duke’s nipples, which appear as fruit attached to hanging garlands. Like the decorations in the 
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Palazzo Vecchio, the grotesques are executed with a level of playfulness, even bawdiness, that 

was valued in courtly circles.  

Although this portrait met with the duke’s disapproval and consequently was stored in the 

‘Sala del Cuccudrillo’ (the Guardaroba) of the Palazzo Vecchio until it was eventually installed at 

the distant entrance to the fortress of Portoferraio on Elba in 1557, it was not the playful 

grotesques that offended him.
220

 Rather the culprit was the “excessive drama” with which his 

likeness was depicted, in contrast to his standard stoic portraits that conveyed stability and control 

over one’s emotions.
221

 It is telling that in Cellini’s subsequent marble bust of the duke, Cellini 

did not remove the grotesques, not even the hungry birds that seize the duke’s nipples. 

In Cellini’s sculpture, the cuirass showcases a classical sculpted body that is contained, 

hard, stable and idealized, but its grotesques, in contrast, are full of fluid forms. The trumpets, 

presumably made of metal like the sculpture itself, wave around the surface as if constructed of 

the most flexible and mutable material, more like the nearby drapery. The hybrid creatures at the 

bottom also suggest fluidity and instability, evoking beings in the midst of transformation. The 

divergent aesthetics of the armour and its ornament nonetheless complement each other, both 

being modeled on ancient Roman imperial art. The cuirass in its musculature gives Cosimo the 

appearance of the idealized emperors that he emulates and its decoration evokes their patronage, 

both serving to present the duke as an imperial figure. The breastplate’s compliance with the 

modern fashion of ceremonial armour through its extensive ornamentation simultaneously places 

him in a category with his noble contemporaries. In the Palazzo Vecchio, grotesques functioned 

the same way, marking the ducal residence as the palace of a ruler in the same league as emperors 

and princes. 
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Cellini’s bust was not the first portrait of Cosimo’s that included grotesques. Niccolò 

della Casa executed a print after Baccio Bandinelli’s design in 1544, in which Cosimo’s 

sixteenth-century armour is covered in grotesques (Fig. 4.24).
222

 The grotesques together with the 

Capricorn imprese included on the armour once again allude to the imperial image Cosimo is 

trying to project, but in the case of the print, a more populist medium, the grotesques and the 

political symbols contained therein are utterly serious. Instead, more traditional and austere 

images of Hercules’s labours and battles between humans and animals populate the 

ornamentation.
223

 The playfulness and ambiguity appreciated in courtly settings such as the 

Palazzo Vecchio is perhaps too rhetorically dangerous to disseminate to a popular audience. In 

this image Cosimo avoids any indignity, however witty, to the representation of his body, which 

is masked by primarily heroic or combative images. The lesser degree of playfulness in this print 

underscores the issue of decorum in the execution of grotesques. 

 

A Dynastic Style: The Grotesque Commissions of Popes Leo X and Clement VII 

In ca. 1542 Bandinelli began working on a series of freestanding portraits of the 

illustrious men of the Medici family in the Udienza of the Sala Grande, where Cosimo (whose 

head was later completed in 1565 by Vincenzo de’ Rossi) is once again represented in ancient 

Roman armour (Fig. 4.25). Notably in this case, the entire family, with the exception of the two 

popes, is represented in the same manner.
224

 The sculptures of Giovanni delle Bande Nere 

(Cosimo’s father), Alessandro de’ Medici (the first duke of Florence), and Francesco I (Cosimo’s 

son) are all shown wearing similar cuirasses and leather lappet skirts, as well as other articles 

typical of Roman military dress (Fig. 4.26-4.28).
225

 The all’antica armour is free of grotesques, 
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but within the space of the Udienza garlands, putti, masks, and bizarre capitals contribute to a 

grotesque, and therefore imperial, aesthetic (Fig. 4.29 and 4.30). In the Udienza, the fantasy of 

successive generations of a Medici family is represented. The effect of these effigies while 

Cosimo held audiences in the space would have been an impressive display of imperial and 

dynastic authority. 

Placing himself and his family within a tradition of Roman imperial rulers was a way for 

Cosimo I to demonstrate the legitimacy of his position as duke and his aspirations for greater 

power. This was important because his hereditary claim to the duchy was tenuous. He was only 

the fourth cousin of Alessandro de’ Medici, whom Cosimo was replacing. Cosimo’s father, 

Giovanni delle Bande Nere, descended from Cosimo il Vecchio’s brother, distancing him from 

the main family line, although his mother, Maria Salviati, was the granddaughter of Lorenzo il 

Magnifico, which added legitimacy to his claim. It was actually his weaknesses, namely his youth 

and lack of political experience, that reportedly convinced the Florentine Senate to instate him as 

duke, because they wrongly believed he would be easy to control.
226

 

Cosimo not only had to present himself as a powerful and imperial figure to secure the 

confidence of his subjects and of foreign courts, but he also needed to construct for himself a 

myth of family continuity and succession that was in reality lacking.
227 

This was an important 

theme in his wedding celebrations when he married Eleonora of Toledo in 1539. The court poet 

known as Il Lasco (Anton Francesco Grazzini) arranged for two shepherds to sing: 

And I desire that at the new Dawn, we gather again in this pleasant place, happy to sing 

of the illustrious high spouses’ ancient lineage and noble progeny, and of the Ancestors 

and the Father the issue and the name, the outstanding deeds and works both indomitable 

and unique, the famous acts and daring enterprises, the honor and glory of spoils and 
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trophies, the victories, palms, and crowns, triumphal chariots, statues, and bows, by 

which not only Italy and Europe are made proud and enriched, but all the world.
228

 

 

In addition to this song, his ancestors’ personal devices and scenes from Medici history that had 

parallels with Cosimo’s own life were displayed.
229

  

As is clear from Il Lasco’s song, Eleonora’s ancestry was celebrated during the festivities 

too. The emphasis on the virtue of her family was equally important, because although her 

lineage and rank were noble, there had been significant opposition to the match on the grounds 

that her family’s status was too precarious; if her father was to be removed from his position as 

Viceroy of Naples, then his status would be no more than any other Spanish noble. If this were to 

happen, then Florence would appear to be in “excessive submission” to Charles V instead of an 

entirely independent sovereign state.
230

 This meant that creating a strong myth of dynastic 

continuity for the Medici was more important than ever. 

The most obvious way that Cosimo sought to convey this dynastic lineage in the Palazzo 

Vecchio was in the Quartiere di Leone X, an area used for conducting business located on the 

second floor of the palace southeast of the Sala Grande, where each room was decorated with 

scenes from the life of a member of his family.
231

 The line of succession presented in these rooms 

begins with Cosimo il Vecchio, then skips his son and proceeds to celebrate his grandson Lorenzo 

il Magnifico and his great grandson Giovanni / Pope Leo X. Leo’s cousin, Giulio, who would be 

elected Pope Clement VII, is also represented, as is Cosimo’s father, Giovanni delle Bande Nere. 

Finally, the lineage presented in these rooms culminates in the duke himself. Portraying Cosimo’s 
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ancestral exemplars one after the other in successive rooms falsely implies that the family line 

was direct and uninterrupted.
232

  

The widespread use of grotesques in these apartments, as well as in other areas of the 

palace, was one way to reinforce the idea of a solid dynastic succession, as it created visual 

continuity between the projects commissioned by earlier Medici rulers and Cosimo I. Since 

Cosimo I did not receive an artistic heritage from his condottiere father, his godfather’s elevated 

position and sophisticated artistic patronage made him an ideal person to emulate.
233

 Pope Leo X 

commissioned some of the most well-known and imitated grotesque programs of the 

Renaissance. The first time that grotesques were used in connection with Leo X was in 

celebration of his first visit home since being elected pope. This elaborate entrata into Florence, 

which is depicted in a mural in the Sala di Leone X, took place on 30 November, 1515 and 

according to eye-witnesses, temporarily turned the city into a second Rome (Fig. 4.31).
 234

 This 

was not only because of the eight triumphal arches dedicated to the theological and cardinal 

virtues that were erected at stopping points throughout the city, which were prescribed elements 

of papal processions.
235

 A colossal equestrian statue was also erected in the Piazza di Santa Maria 

Novella that would have evoked the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius in Rome.
236

 Moreover, 

a forty-four braccie tall replica of the Vatican obelisk, made of wood and canvas that was painted 

to look like the granito rosso of the original, was erected by the Ponte Santa Trinità.
237

 A 

temporary building erected at the corner of Via Tornabuoni and Via Porta Rossa was also 
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compared to the Castel Sant’Angelo by Bartolomeo Masi.
238

 Given that the Domus Aurea was 

rediscovered in Rome, and most of the other major sites of ancient grotesques known during the 

Renaissance were in Rome or its environs, it is not surprising that grotesques were also added to 

this Florentine program of Roman art and architecture. In his biography of Andrea di Cosimo 

Feltrini, Vasari writes that the artist decorated the façade of Santa Maria del Fiore in this 

all’antica mode as well as Leo X’s baldacchino with “a sky full of very beautiful grotesques.”
239

 

Also for Leo’s entrata, Feltrini decorated the exterior of the Palazzo Lanfredini with sgraffito, 

where the words VIVA PAPA LEO were immersed in a program of hybrid women, foliage, 

sphinxes, and dragons.
240

  

Grotesques were also used to ornament the Cappella del Papa in the papal apartments at 

Santa Maria Novella, Leo’s cappella quotidiana during his visit.
241

 The decoration of the entire 

Florentine papal apartment was overseen by Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio, and for the chapel, he 

enlisted the help of Feltrini and Pontormo.
 242

 Covering the walls are alternating pilasters of 

candelabra and panels of grotesques (Fig. 4.32), and on the ceiling around an image of God the 

Father are compartments with putti holding instruments of the passion and the Medici family 

crest. Grotesques encircle Leo’s imprese against a dark background too (Fig. 4.33).
243

 In this 

space, the grotesques evoke Roman art, like the rest of the festive decorations, but also a nearby 

model right in the heart of Florence. Ridolfo used as a model for this space the decoration of the 

Cappella dei Priori in the Palazzo Vecchio, which he had painted the previous year for Lorenzo di 

Piero de’ Medici and which was similarly dark, cavernous, and barrel-vaulted (Fig. 4.34).
244
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Appropriately for Leo, who was simultaneously celebrating his Florentine heritage and his 

Roman appointment, Ridolfo decorated the chapel with grotesques that had roots in both Roman 

and Florentine art. In turn, the relationship between the Cappella dei Priori and the Cappella del 

Papa may have been a factor in Cosimo I’s decision to leave the Cappella dei Priori intact after he 

moved into the Palazzo Vecchio, as its appearance was tied to Leo X’s triumphal entry and 

artistic commissions within the city. This link between his illustrious godfather and the seat of the 

Florentine government added to the appearance of legitimacy of his own rule.  

The most famous of Leo’s grotesque commissions, however, was the second story loggia 

covering the façade of the old papal palace at the Vatican, overlooking the Courtyard of San 

Damaso. In Vasari’s words, it “was the reason that not only Rome, but also all of the other parts 

of the world are full of this sort of painting.”
245

 The architecture was designed by Donato 

Bramante and its thirteen bays were decorated by Raphael’s workshop from 1518-1519 with four 

biblical scenes in each, lending the program the nickname of “Raphael’s Bible” (Fig. 4.35). In the 

space around these images in the vaults, on the spandrels, across the arches, and on the pilasters 

are antique-style ornaments, including grotesques by Giovanni da Udine.
246

 This project was an 

expansion of the grotesque programs that Raphael and Giovanni da Udine had completed for 

Cardinal Bernardo Dovizi, known as Bibbiena, in his nearby apartments, although these rooms 

became inaccessible shortly after they were painted and were therefore significantly less 

influential.
247

 Leo X’s loggia, on the other hand, was immediately admired and emulated.
 248

  

During his pontificate, Leo X also commissioned cartoons for tapestries from Raphael’s 

workshop, including a set of eight woven with gold and colourful silk thread in which grotesques 
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covered the entire surface.
249

 Known as The Triumphs of the Gods, these were designed for Leo X 

in ca. 1517-8 by Giovanni da Udine, probably with contributions by Giovanni Francesco Penni, 

Perino del Vaga, and Giulio Romano, and were first woven in ca. 1519-21.
250

 As the title 

suggests, many of the tapestries celebrate one of the classical gods. In an inventory of 1544, these 

are identified as Venus, Hercules, Mars, and Bacchus. The same inventory names the other 

compositions as Fortune, The Seven Muses, The Seven Virtues, and The Liberal Arts.
251

 Each one 

is more or less divided into three registers and teeming with hybrid creatures, putti, garlands, and 

flat architectural structures. Unfortunately, our last record of these tapestries was in 1767, when 

they were hanging in the Apartments of Pius V, and as there has been no trace of them since then, 

Thomas P. Campbell has suggested that they may have been removed from the Vatican, and 

perhaps destroyed, by Napoleon’s troops.
252

 However, later sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

copies were made of the series, giving us an indirect view of what they looked like, such as The 

Triumph of Hercules woven in 1540-1542 and purchased for the collection of Henry VIII of 

England (Fig. 4.36).
253

  

Cosimo’s own grotesque tapestries for the Sala delle Udienze were surely inspired by 

those of Leo X.
254

 Although their design was the responsibility of Bachiacca, it is possible that 

Francesco Salviati, who worked on the paintings in the rest of the room and who likely saw Leo 

X’s tapestries during his visit to Rome a few years earlier, contributed to them.
255

 The parallels of 

style and medium are undeniable. Moreover, the animals and the fruit in the garlands of 

Bachiacca’s tapestries are executed with a level of naturalism and attention to detail that rivals the 

art of Giovanni da Udine (Fig. 4.37). Though Leo X’s grotesque tapestries were thematically 
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dedicated to displaying his humanist learning and virtues, Raphael’s workshop did incorporate a 

few animals too, such as lions, which are appropriate for works dedicated to Leo, as well as some 

birds and fish hanging from strings as if they had been hunted. Bachiacca may have even based 

his enigmatic figure alternately identified as “Venus marina” or “Fortune” at the centre of one of 

the grotesque spalliere on a figure from one of Leo X’s tapestries in which Venus was depicted in 

a ship (Fig. 4.38).
256

  

Although the connection is not as immediately apparent, Adelson has demonstrated that 

another series of tapestries made for Leo X was also an inspiration for Bachiacca’s grotesque 

spalliere. Designed by Giovanni da Udine and Tommaso Vincidor in 1520, the twenty Giochi di 

Putti tapestries, now lost, showed putti playing with imprese and other symbols of Leo’s 

position.
257

 The paintings in the Sala delle Udienze were modelled on the paintings in the Sala di 

Costantino in the Vatican palace, below which hung the Giochi di Putti on special occasions. 

Likewise, Bachiacca’s tapestries were hung over the dado in the Sala delle Udienze beneath 

Salviati’s paintings of Marcus Furius Camillus.
258

 La France has pointed out the similarities in 

imagery and formal properties between the two sets of tapestries. Bachiacca included large putti 

beneath baldachins holding animals, flowers, and fruit, or playfully blowing bubbles in a pattern 

of “putto-medallion-putto” across the central zone of the whole series of tapestries (Fig. 4.39). 

Moreover, the buttercup yellow colour of Bachiacca’s background is reminiscent of the golden 

background of Giovanni da Udine’s tapestries.
259

 

The Giochi di Putti tapestries may have also been a source of inspiration for the playful 

treatment of Medici symbols in the grotesques of the ducal palace. For example, the pope’s 

impresa of a diamond ring with three ostrich feathers was humorously adapted in one of them. 

Instead of simply showing the red, white and green feathers in a ring, a print by Master B of the 
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Die of the lost tapestry shows the entire live ostrich with three putti harvesting the plumes (Fig. 

4.40).
260

 One putto clasps the neck of the enraged bird and reaches down for some fruit to placate 

him, while the other boy hands him the treat and holds its leg in place. The third putto has a band 

around his head, standing in for the ring in the pope’s device, with two feathers already in it, and 

he is in the act of plucking the final one to complete the set. Instead of an austere emblem of 

power, the feathers are humorously relinquished by the giant ostrich entirely against his will, and 

the ornamented ring becomes part of a child’s costume. 

Although Leo’s tapestries did not showcase his interest in natural history to the same 

extent as Cosimo’s, the menagerie in Bachiacca’s tapestries may well have evoked the strong 

interest in animals and natural meraviglie within the Leonine papal court.
261

 Animals were 

incorporated throughout the other grotesques produced by Raphael’s workshop in the Vatican 

Palace. Along the centre of the ceiling of Cardinal Bibbiena’s Loggetta, rectangular 

compartments contain images of various creatures, including a lion, a porcupine, a giraffe, an 

elephant, and an ostrich among many others (Fig. 4.41). Throughout the grotesques on the walls, 

birds of various species fly or perch, frogs and crabs hang from strings or sit, and a monkey even 

rides on the back of a mountain goat (Fig. 4.42). Although not as prominent, they also feature in 

Leo X’s Loggia, with snakes, snails, rodents, and birds in the pilasters (Fig. 4.43).  

The grotesques in the Sala di Giulio Romano of the Villa Madama likewise include a 

little menagerie, featuring such exotic animals as the ostrich, the turkey and the lion, as well as a 

domestic dog nursing her pup and a monstrous sphinx wearing the Egyptian nemes (Fig. 4.44). 

The animals that inhabit the compartments within the grotesques are enlarged to an unusual 

degree, making the creatures stand out boldly within the ornamentation.
 262

 This interest in 

marvelous creatures extended out into the garden of the villa, where, as part of a fountain, the 
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head of Hanno the elephant was depicted beneath a grotesque-filled lunette. Hanno’s portrait is 

still there today, but the grotesques are now lost (Fig. 4.45).
263

 

This extravagant papal suburban retreat and guest house north of the Vatican on Monte 

Mario, which Vasari calls the Vigna de’ Medici (“Medici vineyard”), was inspired by Hadrian’s 

villa in Tivoli and is based on the designs of Raphael, though the architectural plans were further 

developed by Antonio da Sangallo.
264

 The villa was a joint commission between Pope Leo X, 

who owned the property and financed the project, and his cousin Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, who 

directed the work and counseled the artists on the iconographic program.
265

 Even though it was 

never fully completed, the property did stay within the Medici family until Cosimo I relinquished 

it to Margherita d’Austria, the “Madama” after whom the villa takes its name, after she was 

widowed by his predecessor, Alessandro. It is therefore impossible that the duke was ignorant of 

its history and reputation.
266

  

Vasari extoled the beauty of the villa and its three-bay loggia, an airy space adjacent to 

the Sala di Giulio Romano, which Giulio Romano and Giovanni da Udine decorated with 

grotesque paintings, exquisite stuccowork, and a large picture of the colossal but vulnerable 

Polyphemus surrounded by tiny putti and satyrs (Fig. 2.8 and 4.46).
267

 The Medici stemma 

crowns the ornamentation and appears repeatedly throughout the rest of the grotesques alongside 

other family imprese and symbols, including lions alluding to Pope Leo X, the “Candor Illesus” 

impresa of Cardinal Giulio/Clement VII, the “Semper” impresa with the falcon and diamond that 

was originally used by Piero di Cosimo de’ Medici and then appropriated by both Leo and 
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Clement, and Lorenzo de’ Medici’s diamond ring with three ostrich feathers.
268

 Aside from this 

dynastic imagery, the small scenes inserted into the grotesques are all inspired by antiquity, in 

contrast to the biblical scenes in the Vatican Loggia, as explicitly requested by the cardinal.
269

 

There are numerous Roman gods (some of which are arranged to represent the four seasons and 

the four elements), scenes from Ovid, images of the muses, playful putti and other classical 

motifs.
270

 

The creative adaptations of Medici devices in the Palazzo Vecchio grotesques may have 

been inspired not only by the Giochi di Putti tapestries, but also by the family emblems in the 

Villa Madama. In one of the oval compartments ornamenting the vault of the villa’s loggia, 

winged putti play with a blue ball, visible in the hand of the boy on the far left, and the other putti 

hold yellow boards or paddles with red round knobs at the top (Fig. 4.47). The yellow boards with 

the red knobs look like incomplete Medici coat-of-arms, while the ball with which they are 

playing could be a reference to the single blue ball that crowns the stemma. Its light colour also 

calls to mind the crystal sphere in Cardinal Giulio’s impresa. The Medici stemma and the 

“Candor Illesus” impresa have become the equipment of the putti’s game as well as the object of 

the artist’s play.  

Two pendentives of the central vault of the Villa Madama’s loggia contain more Medici 

arms, but this time the palle are placed in the centre of white stucco flowers (Fig. 4.48). The five 

balls that are typically red are painted gold instead to unify them with the colour scheme of the 

other pendentives, which have similar flowers with petals radiating from lions’ heads, another 

reference to Pope Leo X (Fig. 4.49). Each bouquet of palle floats above a diamond ring with 

ostrich feathers, two of which morph into the leaves of the Medici flowers, and the whole 

ensemble is topped with a cardinal’s hat. These light and witty images, one image transforming 
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into the next, offer a clear precedent for the kind of interpretive and visual play in the Palazzo 

Vecchio.  

 Work on the Villa Madama stopped when Leo X died in 1521, but resumed after Cardinal 

Giulio de’ Medici was elected pope in 1523. Even so, it was never completed. Giulio de’ Medici 

left his own legacy of grotesques, however, right in Florence. Before he became Pope Clement 

VII, he had Giovanni da Udine ornament the loggia of his family’s palace on the Via Larga with 

painted and stucco grotesques in 1521-1522.
271

 The frescos have not survived, but in the Vita of 

Giovanni da Udine, Vasari tells us that after Michelangelo enclosed the space with inginocchiate 

windows, Giovanni painted grotesques with the Medici crest and imprese of the family members, 

a variety of beautiful animals, and compartments painted in black and white to mimic the 

appearance of cameos.
272

 Years later, Vasari himself contributed to the decoration of the space 

when, in 1536, Alessandro de’ Medici had him paint scenes from the Life of Julius Caesar in the 

lunettes of the loggia.
273

 The association between grotesques and Roman rulers is demonstrated 

perfectly through this pairing of iconography and ornament.  

The Florentine loggia may have inspired the design of the Camera Verde in Eleonora’s 

apartments, a room constructed early in the ducal palace renovations. Between 1540 and 1542, 

Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio painted the ceiling with a canopy of grotesques that include black and 

white cameo-like compartments, marvelous animals such as parrots, as well as family crests, all 

elements that Vasari lists as part of Giovanni da Udine’s grotesques on the loggia’s ceiling (Fig. 

1.3). Ridolfo also painted the walls with verdant landscapes, giving the room its colorful name.
274

 

Unfortunately, today only small areas of these landscapes survive, such as the section above the 

doorway to the adjacent chapel in which we can still see some fields, a tree and a few small 
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shrubs (Fig. 4.50). Based on the extant fragments, we can imagine that the room would have 

looked like a loggia opening up to a vast landscape.
275

  

The grotesque ceiling is also connected to the architectural form of a loggia through the 

room’s late-Medieval groin vaults. These were preserved even when the ceilings of the adjacent 

rooms of Eleonora’s apartments were being altered in the renovations and the rearrangement of 

the space, which had been used as a dormitory for the priors before the ducal family moved into 

the palace. In the chapel adjacent to the Camera Verde, a lower false ceiling was constructed in 

1540, and the nearby Scrittoio was also built with a flat ceiling, but no alterations were made to 

the vaults of the audience room.
276

 If we compare this ceiling to other Medici logge such as the 

loggia across the façade of the Medici villa in Poggio a Caiano, a façade depicted in a small oval 

scene by Giovanni Stradano among the grotesques of the Sala di Cosimo I (Fig. 4.51 and 4.52), 

we find that the preserved groin vault in the Camera Verde creates a visual connection between 

Eleonora’s room and Renaissance open-air logge. 

According to Vasari’s description, the loggia painted with grotesques by Giovanni da 

Udine in the Medici palace on the Via Larga in particular had a cross-vault construction.
277

 

Evoking this earlier Medici commission would have had more significance for Eleonora than just 

referring to Clement VII’s patronage; the loggia also had connections with her Hispano-

Neapolitan heritage. As Bruce Edelstein has pointed out, the loggia provided housing for Charles 

V during his triumphal entry into the city in 1536, making him the first person to be lodged 

there.
278

 Additionally, grotesques were closely associated with the small town of Pozzuoli on the 

outskirts of Naples; Vasari mentions the town in his description of grotesques in his technical 

introduction to the Vite, and notes the walls covered with grotesques in Pozzuoli in his biography 
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of Morto da Feltre as well.
 279

 Serlio also identifies it as an important site of ancient grotesques.
280

 

Allusions to Pozzuoli would have been particularly favorable for the duchess, as it was the place 

where her father, Pedro de Toledo, restored and renovated the well-known “grotto” (in actuality, 

a natural tunnel) after he began constructing a new villa there. This grotto was also associated 

with Charles V, who was said to have admired this tunnel more than any of the other marvels in 

Pozzuoli.
281

 The grotesques on the ceiling of the fictive loggia were an ideal mode of showcasing 

the heritage of the illustrious men associated with both sides of the duchess’s family, fulfilling the 

propagandistic goal implied by the hybrid Medici-Toledo stemma on the ceiling.
282

 

Although Giovanni da Udine’s Florentine loggia is no longer extant, it was certainly still 

in place and available for comparison at the time of Cosimo and Eleonora’s renovations, since it 

was intact when Vasari wrote his Vite.
 
So was Giovanni’s second Florentine commission, which 

has also since disappeared. In 1532, the Friulan artist was brought back to Florence by Giulio de’ 

Medici, who was by this time Pope Clement VII, to paint the cupola of the New Sacristy of San 

Lorenzo. Unfortunately, the pope died just before it was completed. Although this work was 

executed significantly closer in time to Cosimo’s own renovations – he stopped working on the 

project in 1534 – it may not have been as influential as his earlier work, as Vasari observed that 

the ornamentation on the friezes framing the square coffers could not be seen properly from 

below.
283

 Yet it is possible that it was still the inspiration behind the grotesques on the vault of the 

second landing of the staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi (Fig. 

4.53). This cupola is painted with a circular grid of dense garlands that mimics the coffers on the 

vault of the New Sacristy (Fig. 4.54). Furthermore, the masks, birds and other figures that Vasari 
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says ornamented the San Lorenzo dome were painted by Marco da Faenza inside the individual 

compartments formed by the garlands.  

The choice to commission grotesques modelled on those of the past Medici popes is a 

reflection of the special place that these pontiffs occupy within Cosimo’s dynastic mythology. 

This privileged position is clear in the series of rooms renovated and decorated between 1555 and 

1562 by Vasari and his assistants that is known as the Quartiere di Leone X because the largest 

room, and the first one entered from the Sala Grande or from the staircase, is decorated in honour 

of the first Medici pontiff (Fig. 4.55). Both its size and prominent position make it stand out from 

the rooms dedicated to the other men of the Medici family. Leo X was the first Medici to attain 

the status of a true prince through his election to the papacy, elevating the family name from that 

of wealthy bankers exercising power within a republican government to a ruler on par with the 

other royal courts of Europe. Accordingly, the narratives depicted in the Sala di Leone X 

showcase his princely position and temporal power, consisting of the conquests of cities, 

diplomatic meetings and gifts, and appointments of delegates and cardinals. Importantly, among 

these images, his illustrious artistic patronage is also illustrated in an image of Bramante 

presenting his plans for St. Peter’s to the pope (Fig. 4.56).
284

 

All of the rooms in the Quartiere di Leone X have grotesques incorporated into their 

decorative program. In the rooms of Cosimo I, Lorenzo il Magnifico, and Cosimo il Vecchio, 

grotesques cover the walls and frame the narrative paintings on the ceiling (Fig. 4.52, 4.57 and 

4.58). In the other rooms, grotesques similarly frame the narrative scenes, portraits, city views 

and even windows (Fig. 4.59).
285

 These grotesques evoke the humanist spirit and artistic culture 
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of Leonine Rome while also unifying the apartments aesthetically, implying visually a continuity 

between the illustrious men of the Medici family that was in reality lacking.   

Stucco grotesques are employed throughout the Quartiere di Leone X, but the grotesques 

in the rooms dedicated to Leo X and Clement VII stand out from the others in that about half of 

them are executed in stucco. In the Sala di Leone X, each of the portrait busts on the wall is 

framed by white stucco grotesques containing the impresa of the individual represented in the 

centre (Fig. 4.60). The grotesques on the ceiling of the Sala di Clemente VII are likewise 

rendered in stucco, this time with a gilt background (Fig. 4.61). The choice of stucco over painted 

grotesques in these instances may be a nod to Giovanni da Udine’s rediscovery of the ancient 

method of executing the brilliant white and delicate stuccowork that had eluded his 

contemporaries, which he put into practice brilliantly in his papal commissions, the first of which 

was the Vatican Loggia.
286

 In the other rooms of the Quartiere di Leone X, stuccowork is not 

absent, but it is more marginal. By making stuccowork more prominent in the Sala di Leone X 

and the Sala di Clemente VII, Vasari points to the artistic achievements made possible through 

the patronage of the Medici popes. 

Stucco grotesques and imprese are prominent in the Udienza of the Sala Grande too, a 

location where the importance of both of the Medici popes within Cosimo’s dynastic mythology 

is evident. As discussed above, this area is dedicated to the illustrious men of the family, who are 

honoured here by a series of sculpted portraits. On the left side of the space, in a niche on the 

west wall, is an effigy of Cosimo I in all’antica armour, with his turtle and sail device depicted in 

stucco above him (Fig. 4.25). On the same side, but on the north wall, is a statue of Giovanni 

delle Bande Nere, with a baton in the hand of the famous condottiere. Giovanni’s lightning bolt 

impresa is showcased above his niche (Fig. 4.26). On the opposite side of the Udienza directly 
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across from Cosimo I, another niche contains a statue of his son, Francesco I (Fig.4.28). This 

sculpture was not completed until the 1590s by Giovanni Caccini, but the stucco depiction of his 

weasel impresa in the same manner as the others suggests that this niche had been designated for 

his portrait in 1565 when the others were done. Finally, on the right side on the north wall, 

Alessandro de’ Medici is depicted standing below his rhinoceros impresa (Fig. 4.27 and 4.62). 

Each portrayed beneath his personal emblem, the figures are unified further in their size and the 

design of their niches.  

The Medici popes, in contrast, are depicted in niches ornamented with Corinthian 

pilasters and approximately twice as large. Further singling them out, in the spandrels above both 

of their niches, Victory figures hold wreaths and palms, and in one of the spandrels above 

Clement VII, an allegorical figure of Peace puts a torch to arms (Fig. 4.63). The portrait of 

Clement VII, situated on the east wall in an alcove across from a doorway, is not alone, but 

accompanied by a kneeling figure of Charles V; together, these two figures act out a scene that 

took place in 1530 in Bologna, when the pope crowned Charles Holy Roman Emperor.
287

 Far 

from the Medici being overly submissive to the Hapsburgs, the plan for this sculptural ensemble, 

which was not fully completed until 1595, conveys that Charles V’s imperial position was in fact 

dependent on the power and benevolence of the Medici family. This coronation is illustrated in 

the centre of the ceiling dedicated to Clement VII as well, making the event’s importance for the 

family’s status unmistakable (Fig. 4.64).  

Clement VII’s larger niche in the Udienza signals his political and dynastic importance, 

but Leo X occupies the place of greatest privilege within the Udienza (Fig. 4.65). His sculpture is 

placed directly in the centre of the north wall, and unlike his cousin, he is seated beneath a canopy 

of gilded stucco grotesques. This stucco arch is reminiscent of the grotesque canopy that was 

painted by Feltrini for the pope’s 1515 entrata into Florence. It may be no coincidence that 
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Giovanni de’ Medici’s return from exile is pinpointed by Vasari in his Ragionamenti as the 

moment of “the true foundation of the government of this city in the house of Medici” and in the 

text Francesco responds, “This story certainly marked a splendid beginning for the greatness of 

our house.”
288

  

This stucco canopy contains his yoke impresa, as well as the Medici family crest, papal 

insignia, and eponymous lions, all subsumed within a much larger composition of grotesques 

(Fig. 4.66). The effect is that the grotesque field as a whole takes the place of the single impresa 

above the other portraits; indeed, the ornamental style becomes representative of the pope itself. 

Grotesque elements are not entirely absent from the other stucco panels – after all, the smaller 

compartments with imprese are ornamented with small masks in the corners – but the difference 

between them is dramatic. Through the decoration of the niche above Leo, grotesques are linked 

directly with the Medici pope. 

As grotesques were so closely associated with powerful and illustrious men, it is not 

surprising that they were often used to frame imprese, portraits, narratives, and city views of other 

illustrious people throughout the palace, transferring the lofty historical associations of grotesques 

to the main subject of the image. Likewise, the extensive use of grotesques in the palace literally 

envelops the Medici court, conferring these illustrious connotations on them and acting as 

concrete proof that they are following the celebrated examples of the ancient Roman rulers as 

well as the family’s most distinguished ancestors. The emulation of their artistic patronage, 

specifically, is not of minor importance. Karen-Edis Barzman points out that the Medici did not 

measure up to the other major courts of Europe in many important respects, such as the size of 

their territory or their military power. Nor did the Medici have a long history of dynastic rule. Art 

and culture, on the other hand, did have a celebrated history in Florence.
289

 Patronage of the 
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visual arts, as well as other cultural and intellectual endeavors such as literature and natural 

history, provided Cosimo with a visible, tangible means of demonstrating that his court could 

boast of the same, if not better, accomplishments than the most powerful courts in Europe.
 290

 

Choosing to commission grotesques served to showcase a contemporary vibrant artistic culture at 

the Medici court that was rooted in longstanding and illustrious traditions. 
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Images 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Francisco de Hollanda. Watercolour drawing of the Volta Dorata in the Domus Aurea. 

1538.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Francesco Salviati. Camillus’s Triumph over Veio. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545.  
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Figure 4.3. Francesco Salviati. Winged capricorn ornamenting Camillus’s chariot. Detail of 

Camillus’s Triumph over Veio. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545.  

 

 

Figure 4.4. Francesco Salviati. Capricorn Impresa. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545. Photo: 

Author. 
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Figure 4.5. Francesco Salviati. Figure with Medici palle. Detail of Camillus Punishing the 

Schoolmaster of Falerii. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Domenico Romano. A Floating Woman Carrying the Ducal Crown. Sala delle 

Udienze. 1543-1545. Photo: Una Roman D’Elia. 
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Figure 4.7. Francesco Salviati. Dado of the Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Francesco Salviati. Masks and garlands. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545. 
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Figure 4.9. Domenico Romano. Grotesques above a window in the Sala delle Udienze. 1543-

1545. Photo: Una Roman D’Elia. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Grotesque Spalliera with a Peacock. 

1546-1550. 
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Figure 4.11. Giorgio Vasari and Giovanni Stradano. The Founding of Florence. Sala Grande. 

1563-1565.  
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Figure 4.12. Giorgio Vasari and Giovanni Stradano. Arnolfo Presenting the Plan for the 

Enlargement of Florence. Sala Grande. 1563-1565.  

 

 

Figure 4.13. Giorgio Vasari and Battista Naldini. Apotheosis of Cosimo I de’ Medici. Sala 

Grande. 1563-1565.  
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Figure 4.14. Pietro Paolo Minzocchi da Forlì, Leonardo Ricciarelli da Volterra, Battista del Tadda 

da Fiesole, Lorenzo Marignolli and Santi Buglioni. Capricorn in the stucco grotesques of a 

column in the Courtyard of Michelozzo. 1565. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. Marco da Faenza, Stefano Veltroni, and Orazio Porta da Monte San Savino. 

Grotesques with two putti riding capricorns and a medallion showing The Establishment of the 

Order of Santo Stefano. Courtyard of Michelozzo. 1565.  
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Figure 4.16. Marco da Faenza and Giovanni Stradano. Grotesques with a medallion of The Birth 

of Francesco I de’ Medici. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-1559. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Marco da Faenza and Giovanni Stradano. Grotesques with a medallion of Cosimo I’s 

Entry into Siena. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-1559. 
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Figure 4.18. Giorgio Vasari. Cosimo Seated Among His Architects, Engineers and Artists. Sala di 

Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-1559.  

 

 

Figure 4.19. Liberalitas. Originally from the Arch of Marcus Aurelius, now on the Arch of 

Constantine. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 4.20. Augustus of Prima Porta. First century Roman copy of bronze original from ca. 20 

BCE. Photo: ARTstor. 

 

 

Figure 4.21. Giorgio Vasari. Cosimo I de’ Medici. Sala di Leone X. 1555-1562.  
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Figure 4.22. Baccio Bandinelli. Cosimo I de’ Medici. Ca. 1544. Photo: ARTstor. 

 

 

Figure 4.23. Benvenuto Cellini. Cosimo I de’ Medici. 1545-47. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 4.24. Niccolò della Casa, after Baccio Bandinelli. Portrait of Cosimo I de' Medici in Full 

Armour. 1544.  
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Figure 4.25. Baccio Bandinelli and probably Vincenzo de’ Rossi. Cosimo I de’ Medici. Udienza 

of the Sala Grande. Ca. 1542-1565. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.26. Baccio Bandinelli. Giovanni delle Bande Nere. Udienza of the Sala Grande. Ca. 

1542-1560. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.27. Baccio Bandinelli. Alessandro de’ Medici. Udienza of the Sala Grande. Ca. 1542-

1560. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.28. Giovanni Caccini. Francesco I de’ Medici. Udienza of the Sala Grande. 1592-1595. 

Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.29. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Capital in the Udienza of the Sala Grande. 1565. 

Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.30. The Udienza at the north end of the Sala Grande. Ca. 1542-1595. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.31. Giorgio Vasari and Giovanni Stradano. Pope Leo X’s Triumphal Entry into 

Florence, 1515. Sala di Leone X. 1555-1562.  

 

 

Figure 4.32. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio and Andrea di Cosimo Feltrini. Grotesque panels and 

candelabra on the walls of the Cappella del Papa. Santa Maria Novella, Florence. 1515. Photo: 

Sailko, from https://commons.wikimedia.org. 
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Figure 4.33. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio and Andrea di Cosimo Feltrini. Ceiling of the Cappella del 

Papa, Santa Maria Novella, Florence. 1515. Photo: Sailko, from https://commons.wikimedia.org. 
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Figure 4.34. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Cappella dei Priori. 1514. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.35. Raphael and his workshop. Vatican Loggia, Vatican Palace. 1517-1519. Photo: 

Author. 
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Figure 4.36. Designed by Giovanni da Udine, probably with contributions by Giovanni Francesco 

Penni, Perino del Vaga, and Giulio Romano. The Triumph of Hercules from The Triumphs of the 

Gods series of tapestries. Designed ca. 1517-1518 and woven ca. 1540-1542.  
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Figure 4.37. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Detail of a vulture and a fish. 

Grotesque Spalliera with Two Putti under a Baldachin. 1546-1550. 
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Figure 4.38. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Detail of an allegorical figure, 

possibly Fortuna. Grotesque Spalliera with an Allegorical Figure. 1545-1546.  

 

 

Figure 4.39. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Nicholas Karcher. Grotesque Spalliera with a 

Bust of a Woman. 1546-1550.  
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Figure 4.40. Master B of the Die. Putti Plucking an Ostrich Feather. Ca. 1530-1560.  

 

 

Figure 4.41. Raphael’s workshop (primarily Giovanni da Udine). Animals on the ceiling of the 

Loggetta of Cardinal Bibbiena. Vatican Palace. 1516. 
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Figure 4.42. Raphael’s workshop (primarily Giovanni da Udine). Detail of animals in the 

Loggetta of Cardinal Bibbiena. Vatican Palace. 1516. 

 

 

Figure 4.43. Raphael and his workshop. Detail of mice, a snake and a snail on a pilaster in the 

Loggia of Raphael. Vatican Palace. 1517-1519. 
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Figure 4.44. Giulio Romano. Vault of the Sala di Giulio Romano. Villa Madama, Rome. 1521-

1523. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.45. Giovanni da Udine. Detail of the Fountain of the Elephant. Villa Madama, Rome. 

Ca. 1526. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.46. Giulio Romano. Polyphemus. Lunette in the loggia of the Villa Madama, Rome. 

1521. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.47. Giovanni da Udine. Putti Playing a Ball Game. Vault of the loggia of the Villa 

Madama, Rome. 1521. 
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Figure 4.48. Giovanni da Udine. The Medici palle as the centres of flowers. Loggia of the Villa 

Madama, Rome. 1521. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.49. Giovanni da Udine. Lion heads as the centres of flowers. Loggia of the Villa 

Madama, Rome. 1521. 
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Figure 4.50. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Fragment of a landscape. Camera Verde. 1540-1542. Photo: 

Sailko, https://commons.wikimedia.org. 

 

 

Figure 4.51. Giuliano da Sangallo. The ground-level loggia of the Villa Medici at Poggio a 

Caiano. Constructed during the late fifteenth century. Grotesques from the nineteenth century. 

Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.52. Marco da Faenza and Giovanni Stradano. Grotesques with a medallion of The 

Arrival of Eleonora at Poggio a Caiano. Sala di Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-1559. 

 

 

Figure 4.53. Marco da Faenza. Circular pergola with masks, birds, and hybrid creatures. Vault of 

the second landing in the staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 

1556-1558. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.54. Michelangelo Buonarroti. Dome of the New Sacristy in the Basilica of San Lorenzo, 

Florence. Ca. 1519-1534. Photo: ARTstor. 

 

 

Figure 4.55. Giorgio Vasari, Giovanni Stradano, Marco da Faenza, and assistants. Sala di Leone 

X. 1555-1562. Photo: Francesco Gasparetti, www.flickr.com. 
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Figure 4.56. Giovanni Stradano. Bramante Presenting his Plans for St. Peter’s Basilica to Pope 

Leo X. Sala di Leone X. 1555-1562. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.57. Marco da Faenza. Grotesques in the Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio. 1556-1558. Photo: 

Author. 
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Figure 4.58. Marco da Faenza. Grotesques in the Sala di Lorenzo il Magnifico. 1556-1558. Photo: 

Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.59. Giorgio Vasari, Leonardo Ricciarelli, Giovanni di Tommaso Boscoli, Marco da 

Faenza and assistants. Portrait of Caterina Sforza surrounded by grotesques. Sala di Giovanni 

delle Bande Nere. Ca. 1556-1559. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.60. Leonardo Ricciarelli and Giovanni di Tommaso Boscoli, maybe following the 

designs of Bartolomeo Ammannati. Stucco grotesques containing the imprese of the subjects of 

the portrait busts, Lorenzo de’ Medici, Duke of Urbino, and Pope Clement VII. Sala di Leone X. 

1555-1562. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 4.61. Probably designed by Bartolomeo Ammannati. Executed by Leonardo Ricciarelli, 

Giovanni di Tommaso Boscoli and assistants. Gilding by Mariotto di Francesco. Stucco 

grotesques in the Sala di Clemente VII. 1556-1562. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.62. Attributed to Leonardo Ricciarelli and Giovanni di Tommaso Boscoli. Alessandro 

de’ Medici’s rhinoceros impresa with grotesque masks. Panel above the portrait of Alessandro in 

the Udienza of the Sala Grande. 1565. 

 

 

Figure 4.63. Clement VII Crowning Charles V. Udienza of the Sala Grande. Baccio Bandinelli, 

Figure of Pope Clement VII, Ca. 1542-1560. Giovanni Caccini, Figure of Emperor Charles V, 

1592-1595. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.64. Giorgio Vasari and Giovanni Stradano. Coronation of Charles V. Sala di Clemente 

VII. 1556-1562. Photo: ARTstor. 

 

 

Figure 4.65. Baccio Bandinelli and Vincenzo de’ Rossi. Pope Leo X. Udienza of the Sala Grande. 

Ca. 1542-1565. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 4.66. Attributed to Leonardo Ricciarelli and Giovanni di Tommaso Boscoli. Leo X’s yoke 

impresa with other personal and family emblems. Grotesques above the statue of Leo X. Udienza 

of the Sala Grande. 1565. Photo: Author. 
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Chapter 5 

Marriage, Fecundity, and Sexuality: Celebrating the Women of the 

Medici Family 

In addition to celebrating their distinguished patronage, the representations of illustrious 

Medici men in the Palazzo Vecchio, especially in the Quartiere di Leone X, focus primarily on 

trumpeting their valorous military victories, their social rank, and their other political 

achievements. A few small and inconspicuous painted portraits of women are present in the 

rooms dedicated to these men, but these women are exceptions within an otherwise male gallery 

of exemplars. Even Caterina de’Medici, though holding a powerful royal position as the regent of 

France, was awarded only a small portrait at the top of a window frame in the Sala di Leone X 

(Fig. 5.1).  

Instead of fully integrating representations of illustrious women into these spaces, a 

separate series of rooms in Eleonora’s quarters, decorated between 1561 and 1562, is devoted to 

female exemplars. The first room when exiting the Camera Verde is dedicated to the Sabine 

women, who were abducted by the Roman men in order to make them their wives and who 

proceeded to make peace between the two peoples. The next room honours Queen Esther who 

advocated on behalf of the Jewish people to her husband, the Persian King Ahasuerus. The Greek 

heroine Penelope from The Odyssey is represented in the following room. She faithfully waited 

for twenty years for her husband to return from the Trojan War. Finally, the last chamber is 

dedicated to the young Medieval Florentine Gualdrada, who refused to kiss Emperor Otto IV in 

order to preserve her chastity for her future husband.
291

 

The women represented in this series celebrate a different set of virtues, most revolving 

around their sexuality and their relationship to their husbands. Sexuality and spousal virtue are 

also recurrent themes in the grotesques in the rooms of the ducal palace used by or dedicated to 

contemporary Medici women, made both before and after these narrative paintings. Most of the 
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grotesques celebrating Medici women reinforce the ideals represented in the historical narratives 

of illustrious women, although the privacy of some of these rooms allowed for a greater degree of 

playful and gratuitous eroticism. 

 

Eleonora di Toledo 

As Bruce Edelstein has pointed out, Eleonora’s personal fertility was at the core of her 

public image from the time of her marriage to Cosimo, when it was the central theme of her 

triumphal entry into Florence in 1539 as Cosimo’s new bride. At the point where she first entered 

the city, the Porto al Prato, a temporary arch was erected for the occasion that was ornamented 

with a colossal allegorical figure of Fecundity, who boasted five children. On the top of the arch 

stood a choir that sang the words inscribed on it: 

Enter, enter into your city under the most fortunate omens, oh Eleonora, fertile and of the 

finest stock. May you produce progeny similar to your father in your homeland and your 

grandfather abroad, and thus guarantee eternal security for the Medici name and its most 

devoted citizens.
292

 

 

The hopes for fecundity expressed on this occasion became a reality over the subsequent years. 

Over the course of her marriage to Cosimo, Eleonora gave birth to eleven children, seven boys 

and four girls, thereby ensuring the continuity of the Medici line and the stability of the duchy. 

The grotesques executed in Eleonora’s quarters convey this same theme of a fertile union 

between the duke and the duchess. At the very centre of the ceiling is a hybrid Medici-Toledo 

coat of arms surrounded by other related heraldic devices, such as the double-headed Hapsburg 

eagle and the Visconti-Sforza biscione, symbolizing the merging of the two families (Fig. 5.2). A 

fictive cameo is also painted on the ceiling on which a marriage scene is illustrated, further 
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referencing Eleonora’s recent marital union with Cosimo (Fig. 5.3).
293

 Images of thriving and 

abundant nature surround these references to their wedding: plump fruit hangs amid full garlands, 

spiraling vines and blooming flowers.  

Women were closely associated with nature in the Renaissance, as the generative power 

of nature was seen as analogous to the fertility of a woman.
294

 This is dramatically visualized in 

the image of Diana of Ephesus, the monstrously multi-breasted ancient figure that was adapted as 

a symbol for Nature in the Renaissance. Nature’s generative power is conveyed by the woman’s 

breasts that nourish new life, which in the gardens of the Villa D’Este in Tivoli actually spurt 

water like milk, and their monstrous multiplicity conveys nature’s abundance (Fig. 5.4).
295

 During 

her pregnancy with her fourth child in 1543, Eleonora herself was called “another spouting Gaia” 

by Paolo Giovio in a letter to Cosimo.
296

 

Amidst the thriving vegetation, nocturnal birds roost in dark compartments at the 

intersection points of the cross vault, while magpies, goldfinches and other birds peck at the 

plants, fly across the white background or perch serenely, recalling the aristocratic aviaries of 

country villas. Many of the creatures in the composition that are not birds are still winged hybrids 

(Fig. 5.5). These monstrous variations on the aviary theme evoke the wondrous diversity and 

marvels of nature. As Augustine wrote, “just as it was not impossible for God to set in being 

natures according to his will, so it is afterwards not impossible for him to change those natures 

which he has set in being, in whatever way he chooses. Hence, the enormous crop of marvels, 

which we call ‘monsters’, ‘signs’, ‘portents’, or ‘prodigies.’”
297

 This awesome creative power is 
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demonstrated in the variety of birds, natural and monstrous, in the grotesques of the Camera 

Verde. 

Within these fowl-filled vaults, the most prominent species is the parrot. Standing out 

from the others, brightly coloured green-winged macaws are represented prominently beneath 

undulating canopies near other smaller green parrots (Fig. 5.6). These contribute to the 

representation of nature’s wondrous and abundant diversity, indeed accentuating it with their 

colorfully conspicuous exoticism. Parrots of South America and the Caribbean, like these, were 

brought back home by European explorers in large numbers. From Columbus’ first trip alone, 

forty parrots were brought back to Europe according to Peter Martyr d’Anghiera’s account.
298

 

Before long, parrots were standard additions to the aviaries and menageries of the European 

aristocracy.
299

  

Their status as marvels of nature is not solely due to their exoticism; their ability to talk 

was also a wonder. In the grotesques of the Camera Verde, the small parrots are paired with 

magpies, another species known for this remarkable ability (Fig. 5.7). Magpies were trained to 

speak, like parrots, and were known for their indiscreet chattering, often said to bring to light the 

secret wrongdoings of women.
300

 Geoffroi de la Tour Landry included a humorous anecdote 

about the talking bird in Le livre du chevalier de la Tour Landry, which he wrote for his 

daughters’ instruction. As a lesson to women not to eat the good cuts of food without their 

husbands, de la Tour tells a story about a woman and her maid who ate a large eel that her 

husband had been saving to serve to special guests. Their magpie tattles on the wife when he 

returns home, and when he confronts his wife with the bird’s accusations, she yells at the magpie 
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and plucks the feathers from its head in her anger. After the unfortunate de-feathering, every time 

the poor bird saw a bald man, it mimicked the woman’s words and yelled, “You told about the 

eel”!
301

 Perhaps the presence of the magpies in Eleonora’s chamber suggests that she has no such 

secrets to hide. Illustrating the magpies with the parrots, in any event, evokes the remarkable 

chatter of the birds. 

Letters from Tommaso di Iacopo de’ Medici and Averardo di Antonio Serristori to 

Pierfrancesco Riccio record that a parrot and a kitten were given to Eleonora in 1551 by Balduino 

del Monte, the brother of Pope Julius III.
302

 It is unclear whether Eleonora had any parrots at the 

time that Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio painted the ceiling of the Camera Verde, which took place prior 

to receiving this diplomatic gift, but the pairing of a parrot with a much more mundane (though 

surely adorable) kitten demonstrates Bruce Boehrer’s point that by this time, so many parrots had 

been dispersed throughout Europe that they were, though still exotic and desirable animals, 

perceived as a much more common place sight.
303

 Yet, they evidently remained a marvel to many 

people throughout the century. Ulisse Aldrovandi responded with wonder when he encountered 

macaws in Mantua; even with his expertise in birds and other animals, they were still a novelty to 

him.
304

 Creatures of the “New World” and the excitement of exploration so captured his 

imagination that Aldrovandi petitioned patrons, without success, to send him on expeditions 

throughout the 1570s and 1580s, even after his advanced age would have made such voyages 

impossible.
305

  

Indeed, after Columbus’s trans-Atlantic voyages, parrots became most closely associated 

with the Americas, even though they also inhabit Africa and Asia and had been identified as 
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Indian creatures since antiquity.
306

 Not only were they imported in large numbers from the 

Americas, but they were also visually linked to these continents in travelogues, maps, and other 

images (Fig. 5.8).
307

 Therefore, the colourful birds of this “New World” in Eleonora’s chambers 

celebrate the discoveries and achievements of her own Spanish culture, who were at the forefront 

of the exploration and colonization of the Americas.
308

 Today the colonialism of the Spanish 

conquistadors primarily calls to mind the brutality and injustice with which the indigenous 

populations were treated, but in sixteenth-century Europe, to say that discovering these unfamiliar 

lands was viewed in more positive terms would be a gross understatement. Detlef Heikamp 

explains that it was perceived as “a breath-taking miracle,” citing López de Gomára’s statement 

that other than the incarnation and death of Christ, the discovery of the Americas was the best 

thing since the creation of the world.
309

  

In aristocratic marriages like that of Cosimo and Eleonora, the bride was expected to 

create an alliance between the court of her father and her new husband, both of whom counted her 

as an ally in the relationship with the other.
310

 The inclusion of “New World” birds in Eleonora’s 

artistic commissions subtly served as a testament to the extent of her connections. From the 

perspective of her Spanish family, this was a celebration of their own accomplishments and 

discoveries overseas. Favorably for the ducal court, the parrots could also be viewed as a symbol 

of the expansion of Medici power and range of influence, if not in terms of actual territory, at 

least through the marital alliance.  

Painted on the ceiling in compartments are two other birds that are meant to be read 

allegorically. In a rectangular frame above the entrance to Eleonora’s chapel, a pelican is 
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represented piercing her own chest in order to feed and revive her chicks with her blood (Fig. 

5.9). This image conveys and combines the two principal themes of the adjacent chapel’s 

decorative program. The first major theme is the Eucharist. Since the Middle Ages, a pelican 

feeding her chicks with her blood has been interpreted as an analogy for Christ’s sacrifice of his 

own body and blood on the cross, which is then consumed by the Church in the form of the 

Eucharist.
311

 Along the same lines, inside the chapel, on the wall to the left of the altar, Bronzino 

painted Moses Striking the Rock, a story in which the Israelites are dying of thirst in the desert, 

until God tells Moses to strike a rock with his staff (Fig. 5.10). Moses obeys and water 

miraculously gushes forth from the stone.
312

 On the other side of the same wall, Bronzino painted 

the starving Israelites receiving manna from heaven for them to eat.
313

 These stories of being 

miraculously fed by God were understood as precursors to the ultimate spiritual food, the “Bread 

of Life” and the “Living Water” that God would provide through Christ. Alessandro Allori’s later 

addition of putti holding a wafer of bread and the communion chalice above the door bridge the 

two scenes and make their meaning explicit: like the providential manna and water, Christ feeds 

the Church with his own body and blood through the Eucharist.
314

 

The second key element of the pelican analogy is motherhood, another important theme 

in Eleonora’s chapel. To the right of the altar, the entire wall is painted with a crowded image of 

the Crossing of the Red Sea, a story from the Hebrew Bible about Moses parting the waters to 

escape the Egyptian Pharaoh’s army. Among the Israelites represented safely on land, directly 

behind Moses, is a portrait of Eleonora (Fig. 5.11). She is represented noticeably pregnant, 

referencing her role as “genetrix” of the family. Further emphasizing her role as the fecund 
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mother who produces heirs for the dynasty, the namesake of the first male heir that she bore, 

Francesco, is represented on the ceiling (Fig. 5.12).
 315

 The garlands, heavy with fruit, as well as 

the healthy boys framing St. Francis also reinforce Eleonora’s identity as a fecund mother.  

When we read the pelican symbol in light of these two themes from the chapel, a 

profound message is conveyed: Eleonora, in her role as mother, makes a Christ-like sacrifice of 

herself. This is a particularly bold message, as the analogy between Eleonora and Christ crosses 

the gender line of exemplarity and ignores the most obvious sacred female model of motherhood, 

Mary, as well as other common models such as St. Monica or St. Perpetua.
316

 Although likening 

Eleonora to Christ is not heretical, and the use of the pelican symbol itself was widely accepted 

and practiced, likening a mother to Christ instead of Mary or other female exemplars was less 

conventional.
317

 This might explain why the pelican symbol was employed in a small detail of the 

grotesques outside of the chapel instead of someplace more prominent within the chapel itself, 

where the two themes of the Eucharist and motherhood were kept distinct from one another in the 

imagery. 

In an analogous position on the other end of the Camera Verde, another bird is painted 

whose allegorical significance similarly combines a Christological reference with a generative (or 

rather, regenerative) action. Above the door that leads to the Sala delle Sabine is a depiction of a 

phoenix looking up at the rays of sun that, according to the legend, are about to ignite her nest 

and herself in flames fanned by her own wings (Fig. 5.13). From these ashes, the regenerated 

body of the bird will rise.
318

 Though the story of the phoenix has ancient origins, the legend was 

adopted by Christian writers who used it as a symbol of resurrection, sometimes modifying the 
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story so that the phoenix rises from the ashes three days after its death just as Christ was 

resurrected three days after his crucifixion.
319

 The remarkable regenerative capacity of the 

phoenix was not exclusively interpreted as Christ-like, though. At other times, the phoenix was 

compared to the Virgin Mary, both of whom were able to reproduce without a partner.
320

 

Cosimo’s role in the procreative process was surely to be underscored rather than denied, but the 

phoenix could still have functioned as a symbol of Eleonora’s purity. 

The ancient writer Herodotus described the phoenix as an eagle-like bird, and it is worth 

noting that the body of the phoenix in the Camera Verde is illustrated in a way that mirrors the 

black imperial eagles (themselves a heraldic variation on the aviary theme) at the crossings of the 

vaults (Fig. 5.14).
321

 The parallels between these images – frontal view, outstretched wings, and 

upward tilted head – create the impression that the Habsburg dynasty has a share in the 

regenerative power of the phoenix. Indeed, a third way in which the phoenix was interpreted in 

the Renaissance was in the secular, and certainly less miraculous, regeneration of oneself through 

procreation.
322

 This interpretation, of course, fits perfectly into the fecund imagery of the room, 

and the heraldic imagery reinforces the idea of continuing the family line through one’s progeny.  

The upwardly tilted head of the phoenix also echoes the upward gaze of the allegories of 

Hope depicted elsewhere in the Palazzo Vecchio (Fig. 3.42, 3.47 and the upper left and right 

edges of 3.53). These allegorical figures in the Chapel in the Apartments of Leo X, in the 

Scrittoio di Calliope, and in the Terrazzo di Giunone, which is also dedicated to Eleonora, turn 

their heads toward descending rays of light in the same manner that the phoenix looks towards the 

rays of sun that will initiate her immolation and rebirth. It is possible that these parallels are 
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coincidental, but they may also signal the continued hope of the ducal couple for a new cycle of 

generation, that is, for more children to come. 

Evidently, the variety and abundance of nature on the ceiling of the Camera Verde points 

to Eleonora’s fecundity, particularly as it is accompanied by references to marriage. These natural 

specimens were loaded with other connotative, heraldic, and allegorical meanings that could 

convey more nuanced and sometimes even boastful socio-political messages, particularly ones 

that showed Eleonora’s piety and political status. Not just the ceiling, but the paintings on the 

walls evoked Eleonora’s fecundity too. As discussed in the last chapter, the Camera Verde 

resembled an open-air loggia with a view out to the lost verdant landscapes that Ridolfo del 

Ghirlandaio painted on the walls of the room (Fig. 1.3 and. 4.50). The grotesques on the ceiling 

heighten the impression of being in a fertile landscape by creating a contrapposto effect. The flat 

and rhythmic surface pattern of the grotesques
 
would have served as a strong contrast to the depth 

of the painted expanse of natural space extending beyond the surface of the walls.
323

  

This display of abundant and thriving nature further points to the bounty of Eleonora’s 

agricultural investments and management, principally of grain. As Edelstein has explained, her 

land holdings were extensive, reaching as far as Spain.
324

 The trade of grain in Florence was also 

tightly under her control. No one could sell or acquire the raw product without going through her 

and she was therefore able to set her own price, a practice based on her father’s example in 

Naples.
325

 This kept the supply and prices of grain stable in Florence, even during seasons when 

the crops were insufficient, such as in 1540 when work on the Camera Verde was beginning.
326

 

This shrewd administration as well as her extensive knowledge about the market meant that 
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Cosimo trusted her to make all of the decisions about the management of grain.
327

 Her success in 

these business dealings, as well as the profit she made from other agricultural investments such as 

silkworms and beekeeping, generated a great deal of wealth for her.
328

 

Eleonora’s personal and agricultural fecundity were seen as analogous to one another, 

and both are referenced in the grotesques on the ceiling of the small room adjacent to the Camera 

Verde (Fig. 1.4).
329

 By 1545 when Francesco Salviati painted the ceiling of Eleonora’s scrittoio, 

she had already given birth to five children, two of whom were sons.
330

 The fulfillment of the 

family’s dynastic hopes is represented with an allegorical figure of Abundance in the centre of the 

ceiling with two putti at her side, a reference to these two sons (Fig. 5.15).
331

 The erotic 

mythological scenes that surround the central octagon also reinforce the theme of procreation; the 

story of Leda and the Swan is depicted on one side of the oval that encloses a large area of the 

ceiling, with an image of a nude nymph embracing a triton across from it (Fig. 5.16 and 5.17). 

Another notable detail is the representation of the phytomorphs, who in most other cases are 

modestly depicted as plants from the waist down. On the ceiling of the scrittoio their genitals are 

instead visible, with their bodies morphing into tendrils below the groin (Fig. 5.18). The emphasis 

on their sexuality is unmistakable. 

 The fecundity of nature is represented here too, mirroring the procreative imagery. Fruit-

filled garlands surround the central octagon containing the allegory of Abundance, and two 

women holding pots of plants and flowers run over little patches of green vegetation painted on 

the fictive billowing canopies in the corners of the room (Fig. 5.19). These symbols of natural 

fecundity relate to Eleonora’s personal fertility as well as directly to the function of the room: the 
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scrittoio was used to house the financial records and revenue from her agricultural investments.
332

 

In Salviati’s grotesques, agricultural abundance is linked further with the resultant financial 

wealth, which is represented on the ceiling in the form of painted jewels and strings of pearls.  

Just as the pelican and phoenix in the Camera Verde conveyed Eleonora’s Christ-like 

self-sacrifice in the service of new life, four flaming altars at the edges of Salviati’s composition, 

as well as the sexualized phytomorphs pouring libations to the ground in the central white oval of 

the composition, point to the duchess’s pious sacrifices in the scrittoio too. Libations were 

frequently offered to chthonic gods, such as Persephone, the underworld goddess of spring and 

vegetation because the liquid offering is soaked up by the ground.
333

 Like Persephone each 

spring, the duchess brought about agricultural abundance to Florence through her shrewd 

management, so this imagery fits nicely in the space in which she housed the documents and 

records of her lucrative agricultural investments.
334

 This addition to the fecund imagery on the 

ceiling suggests that either Eleonora’s fruitfulness is a result of her piety or that she is piously 

offering sacrifices in thanksgiving. 

Eleonora conducted business and held audiences in these rooms, so it is not surprising 

that their ornamentation corresponds with her fulfillment of her conjugal obligations, her thriving 

business ventures and agricultural management, as well as her personal piety and sacrifice, 

together forming an image of a successful and powerful duchess with an irreproachable character. 

Bachiacca’s paintings in the Terrazzo della Duchessa might suggest that the fertile images of 

nature that fill these rooms were chosen also simply for the pleasure that she derived from them, 

as it was a space reserved for her and the rest of the family that was accessible through a private 
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spiral staircase from the third floor that was rediscovered in 1980.
335

 From 1552 to 1553, 

Bachiacca worked on Eleonora’s terrace, where the imagery in the ornamentation on the trussing 

of the roof and the walls shows a similar concern with a variety of realistic plants and animals 

(Fig. 5.20).
 336

 Unfortunately, these paintings are in very poor condition, but we can still make out 

a number of plants among the grotesque masks, herms, views of ruins, Medici balls and a sphere 

with the artist’s name, his only known signature: FRANC. BACH. FAC (Fig. 5.21). The face of 

the ridge beam is decorated with a fruit-bearing vine, and along the principal rafters, on either 

side of the central herm, are a series of potted plants, each one a different species. Further back, 

more beams are decorated with garlands full of various fruit and vines in the grotesques. Animals 

are represented with naturalism too; a fragment on the wall shows a large feline with its mouth 

open in a roar, although its original context is impossible to determine due to the loss of paint 

(Fig. 5.22). More animals are visible when looking at the trussing from the other direction, 

including a cow head and numerous birds. The overall atmosphere of the Terrazzo della Duchessa 

would have been one of a lush hanging garden and menagerie, and given the décor, it would not 

be surprising if real potted plants like those painted on the beams were originally installed on the 

floor to make the space into a true hanging garden. This vibrant and fecund space would have 

been a refreshing oasis within the stone city that the terrace overlooked.  

The fecundity represented in the grotesques of the terrace, the Camera Verde, and the 

duchess’s scrittoio became embodied in Eleonora’s vast Boboli gardens behind her newly 

acquired Palazzo Pitti across the Arno.
337

 Niccolò Tribolo provided the preliminary designs for 

the garden, and planting began with fir, cypress, oak and laurel trees in May of 1550.
338

 The vast 
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tract of land extended from the Arno up to the city walls, where the panoramic view of the 

countryside was probably quite similar to the painted views on the walls of the Camera Verde.
339

 

In the Palazzo Vecchio, Eleonora’s images of fertile nature were integrated into her grotesques, 

and then in a reversal, grotesques were incorporated into her thriving garden: in the Boboli 

gardens, the court artist Bachiacca painted grotesques on the ceiling of a small grotto in the 

garden commissioned by Eleonora, the Grotticina di Madama (Fig. 5.23).  

Edelstein has pointed out that this expansive Medici garden may have been modelled on 

the landscapes that were part of Nero’s Domus Aurea complex, the description of which was 

contained in the copies of Suetonius’s Lives of the Caesars and Tacitus’ Annals, both acquired by 

Cosimo merely months before the purchase of the property was settled with Luca Pitti. These 

sources describe the Domus Aurea complex as just such a combination of opulent palace and 

extensive landscapes.
340

 Tacitus wrote that the Domus Aurea was “a house in which it was not so 

much jewels and gold that would be a marvel (they were long since familiar as the commonplaces 

of luxuriousness) as fields and pools and, in the fashion of wilderness, woods here and open 

spaces and vistas there.”
341

 Suetonius also remarks on the “lake, which resembles the sea, 

surrounded by buildings made to look like cities” and the “grounds of all kinds, with fields and 

vineyards, pasture and woodland, and a multitude of all sorts of domestic and wild animals.”
342

 

Perhaps then, more like Cosimo than it initially appears, Eleonora was trying to evoke an imperial 

aesthetic through her grotesques too, but through fecund imagery that would be considered most 

decorous for a woman at court.  
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Giovanna d’ Austria 

When Giovanna d’ Austria, the sister of the Holy Roman Emperor Maximillian II, 

married Francesco de’Medici in 1565, the ducal couple was expected to produce dynastic heirs 

just like Eleonora and Cosimo before them. Not surprisingly then, the grotesques used in the 

decorations for the occasion similarly incorporated imagery that evoked a fertile union. On the 

ceiling of the vestibule between the Sala Grande and the Sala dei Dugento, Lorenzo Sabatini 

painted little figures of Diana of Ephesus at the various points where the vaults meet the walls 

(Fig. 5.24). He also included paternal counterparts to these hyper-maternal figures on either side 

of an image of Cupid: fatherly muscular male tritons hold and gaze upon chubby putti (Fig. 5.25). 

On the right, a putto sits on the fishy tail of the triton as a child would sit on his father’s lap and 

looks up at the triton, who returns his gaze and puts his arm around the boy. The pair on the other 

side of Cupid is similarly positioned, except they look off in different directions instead of at each 

other. In both cases, the bodies and props of the adult and the boy mirror each other, suggesting a 

special connection between them, with the child holding up a straight branch while the triton 

holds a parallel bident on the right, and on the left the curvature of the triton’s arm mirrors the 

curved horn of the boy. This parental imagery doubtlessly alludes to the hoped-for fertility of 

Francesco and Giovanna, whose union is prominently referenced by a hybrid coat of arms in a 

lunette in the middle of the room (Fig. 5.26).  

Similar images can be found in a nearby stufa, still in its original condition today. This 

small heated bathing room, which contains a stone basin across from the doorway, has typically 

been identified as the “Bagno di Cosimo” since it is located on the edge of his quarters. 

Nonetheless, Nancy Elizabeth Edwards has convincingly argued that it was actually constructed 

for Francesco and Giovanna.
343

 Not only do documents show that this space was renovated 

precisely at the time of their wedding, but many of the paintings in the room narrate the story of 
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Cupid and Psyche, the subject of the intermezzo of the play La Cofanaria performed for the 

newly married couple in the Sala Grande on December 26, 1565.
344

  

As in the vestibule between the Sala Grande and the Sala dei Dugento, the room’s 

grotesques contain tritons carrying babies in their arms, and one of the nereids hoists a child on 

her shoulder. Similarly, a couple of women tenderly hold the hands of putti sitting on flowers 

(Fig. 5.27 and 5.28). This parental theme is particularly appropriate for a heated bathing room, as 

it was believed that baths increased a woman’s fertility, and therefore young married noble 

women who had not yet conceived would spend large amounts of time in thermal baths.
345

 

Special baths at home were also used to treat sterile women; one of the remedies provided by the 

physician Giovanni Marinello was a bath infused with various flowers.
346

 Indeed, this stufa was 

built to accommodate such therapeutic practices. Edwards explains that the niche in one wall of 

the stufa was most likely used for infusing herbs for the bath, which may have been medicinal, 

and for warming the room, as it was too small for heating the bath water itself, which was 

therefore presumably done in an adjacent room.
347

  

As with Eleonora, bearing children was Giovanna’s primary duty as Francesco’s wife, 

and the young bride’s fertility was regarded with scrutiny. Certainly, her Habsburg parentage was 

the key factor in her betrothal to Francesco, but Ferdinand I had nine daughters, and five of them 

were considered by Cosimo as potential matches for his son. The report sent to him by Cardinal 

Dolfino in March, 1561 demonstrates that the primary issue at stake in his selection was the 

reproductive potential of the bride. Giovanna, though described as the most beautiful of the girls, 

was not, more desirably, the most robust and healthy, particularly compared to her sister 
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Margaret, who was plump and had a healthy appetite. However, Cosimo’s first two choices 

became unavailable: Margaret became a nun and her other sister Barbara, who was characterized 

as “not beautiful, but not deformed,” married Alfonso d’Este, Duke of Ferrara. Cosimo, then, 

accepted Giovanna as Francesco’s bride.
348

 

Although she would go on to bear seven children, eventually dying during her eighth 

labour at the age of 31, initially people were not entirely confident in her ability to produce 

heirs.
349

 This is evident in a letter from 1566, in which Lorenzo Priuli writes that people speculate 

that she will not be able to have children because she is too small and thin.
350

 Though the rest of 

Priuli’s report of the duchess is favorable, praising her as “very sympathetic, a very devout 

Christian, loved by the prince, and very honoured by the duke,” he first evaluates her appearance 

and ability to bear heirs for the ducal family in this negative light.
351

 Considering the initial 

evaluation of her health by Cardinal Dolfino, and the widely held opinion that she might have 

been infertile at the time her wedding, it is likely that the ducal family were equally concerned 

that conceiving would be a problem. Given Cosimo and Francesco’s interest in herbs and 

medicine, constructing a stufa where she could bathe in herbal infusions makes sense. 

That Giovanna was intended to be the primary user of the room is supported by the 

choice of scenes chosen from the story of Apuleius’s Metamorphoses for the narrative images; 

like the illustrious women in the images adorning Eleonora’s apartment, the female protagonist of 

the myth is the central focus, without Psyche’s common Neo-Platonic function as an allegory of 
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the soul.
352

 The old woman who narrates the story of The Golden Ass to a young lady is 

illustrated, perhaps indicating that there is an analogous girl in the room who is the audience for 

the pictorial story. The other scenes represented also emphasize the new position of Psyche as 

Cupid’s lover, such as Psyche being carried by Zephyr to Cupid’s castle, just as Giovanna is 

being introduced to her new home in the Palazzo Vecchio (Fig. 5.29).
353

 

Given Giovanna’s education at the Habsburg court and interest in literature, she would 

have appreciated the parallels between Apuleius’s classical story and her own personal situation. 

She was educated by the learned, and later beatified, Peter Canisius, who, after founding the 

Jesuit College of Innsbruck, amassed a large library for the institution, a library that not 

surprisingly contained a commentary on The Golden Ass.
354

 A personal interest in literature 

certainly sprouted from this early tutelage; as Lisa Kaborycha has pointed out, her letters 

sometimes include requests for books, even imploring the pope to let her read the uncensored 

work of Boccaccio.
355

 Prior to her marriage to Francesco, the Medici family would have surely 

been aware of her strong humanist education and possibly also of her literary interests. In other 

words, not only did the imagery echo that of her wedding celebrations, but it was also in tune 

with her background and taste.  

The grotesques on the walls and ceiling, which surround landscapes and the narrative 

scenes, also playfully make reference to bathing in general through the use of water-related 

imagery. The nereids and tritons, of course, are water-dwelling hybrid mythological creatures 

with the upper bodies of men and women and with the lower bodies of sea creatures. In the higher 

wall panels that surround an oval landscape with a winding river and a waterfall, chubby putti 

emerging from flowers can be seen pouring streams of water from vessels while women lounge 
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nearby with overturned containers beside them, much like personifications of fresh water springs. 

The mythological sea creatures, idyllic watery landscape, and showers of water poured by the 

putti refer to the baths enjoyed by the users of the room. If the grotesques relate to this practical 

function of the room, it is just as likely that the parental and conjugal imagery is likewise related 

to another key function, namely optimizing fertility. 

 

Bianca Cappello 

Almost immediately after Giovanna died in 1578, Francesco married his long-time 

mistress Bianca Cappello, first in secret and then a year later in a full public spectacle.
356

 From 

1581 to 1582, a small secret room was built for her by Bartolomeo Ammannati on the Terrazzo 

sulla Dogana and the walls of the terrace and the ceiling of the room were then painted by 

Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio (Fig. 5.30).
357

 The terrace is reached through a secret door 

behind a map of Armenia in the Sala delle Carte Geografiche, and it is divided in half (effectively 

making two terraces) by this Stanza da Lavoro, the ceiling of which is once again covered with 

grotesque ornamentation (Fig. 1.6).  

Together, the decoration of these spaces mimics Eleonora’s Camera Verde in many ways. 

On the walls of the terrace on either side of the little room, views of a verdant countryside, 

perhaps similar to Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio’s murals, are visible through a loggia constructed with 

a cross-vaulted ceiling, architecturally mirroring the ceiling of Eleonora’s audience room. Birds 

fly or perch around the fictive space of the loggia, including a grey parrot (Fig. 5.31). Inside 

Bianca’s Stanza da Lavoro, the ceiling is painted with a canopy of grotesques that also has an 

aviary theme, combined with representations and symbols of the fertility of nature, such as small 

framed landscapes, vines, stalks of grain, and pots of plants. Finally, the entire composition is 
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centered around a prominent hybrid stemma, although Bianca’s half of the coat of arms was 

painted over with that of the house of Lorraine after Ferdinando, Francesco’s brother and 

successor, became Grand Duke.
358

  

The overall tone of the imagery is more playful than piously fecund, perhaps because 

these grotesques, being located in a private location, were more for her pleasure than for 

impressing others. Bianca’s grotesques evoke the woods or countryside, and the hunting that took 

place there. Two pairs of greyhounds are represented on opposite sides of the ceiling (Fig. 5.32), 

a canine breed closely associated with the hunt. Simona Cohen has noted that greyhounds are 

most frequently incorporated into Venetian hunting scenes, which is significant considering 

Bianca’s own Venetian origins.
359

 Greyhounds are also present in Florentine commissions, such 

as in the series of tapestries Le Cacce that Cosimo I began in 1561 when he commissioned 

cartoons illustrating various techniques and types of hunting scenes to fill twenty rooms of his 

villa at Poggio a Caiano.
360

 In Philips Galle’s print of The Deer Hunt with Nets and Rope Snares 

(c. 1578) after Giovanni Stradano’s tapestry design, greyhounds stand at attention by their 

masters in the foreground and the background, while the dogs in the middleground run around or 

bite at the legs of the entrapped deer (Fig. 5.33).  

In addition to the four greyhounds on the workroom ceiling, numerous hunters are 

illustrated within the grotesques. A man with a bow and a sack of arrows on his back is illustrated 

in one of the landscape roundels (Fig. 5.34), and a second archer is clearly represented in the 

space outside the roundels (Fig. 5.35). Another framed image shows a woman walking through a 

landscape with a spear and a dog beside her, probably the goddess of the hunt, Diana (Fig. 5.36). 

Other figures in the grotesques are depicted in direct conflict with beasts. Half-figures with clubs 
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are poised to strike bizarre bird-like monsters in front of them (Fig. 5.37). In Piero di Cosimo’s A 

Hunting Scene (c. 1507-8) (Fig. 5.38), the satyrs and wild men are shown with clubs as their 

weapon of choice, suggesting that the hunters wielding such weapons on the ceiling of the Stanza 

da Lavoro are likewise brutes ruled by their bestial nature. 

Hunting was a pastime enjoyed by Bianca. Every autumn, she and Francesco would 

spend time hunting at the Medici villa at Poggio a Caiano, the same villa for which Francesco 

continued his father’s Le Cacce series of tapestries, commissioning more cartoons in 1578 from 

Alessandro Allori.
361

 In a letter from Francesco dated June 10, 1586, he specifically mentions that 

he and his wife have a partridge hunt planned with Eleonora de’ Medici-Gonzaga, the recipient of 

his correspondence.
362

 Indeed, birds, monstrous or otherwise, are the prey represented on the 

ceiling of the Stanza da Lavoro. In addition to the clubbed monsters with beaks and wings, many 

other strange and monstrous birds or bird-hybrids fill the composition. In other parts of the 

grotesques, naturalistic and relatively accurate depictions of birds are found, some perched 

beneath vine-covered arches, some hopping from surface to surface, while others, not 

surprisingly, fly around. These lively creatures are accompanied by their vanquished comrades: 

birds that have already been hunted and hung from strings.  

One of the four birds beneath the vine-covered arches is the owl (Fig. 5.39), a creature 

particularly significant in the context of a bird hunt. Owls, both real and fake, were frequently 

used in the Renaissance as decoys to attract other birds, which are known to attack the nocturnal 

creatures when they are out during the day.
 363

 Like the greyhounds, this aspect of hunting also 

turns up in the Le Cacce series of tapestries designed by Stradano, as we can see from Galle’s 

print of A Finch Hunt with Net (c. 1578), where an owl is perched in the background, with other 
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birds swooping down around it (Fig. 5.40). The motif is used again in a painting for the Medici 

court in Bronzino’s double-sided portrait of the Dwarf Morgante in the woods, who, on the front 

half of the portrait, is depicted nude with a tethered owl perched on his finger, while a Eurasian 

jay flies towards it from the right (Fig. 5.41).
364

 The back of the portrait shows Morgante nude 

from behind, this time with a smaller owl perched on his shoulder and a bunch of dead birds tied 

together in his right hand (Fig. 5.42). In his left hand, he holds a hunting instrument made of two 

sticks and string known as a brete in Italy. When a bird lands on it, the hunter pulls the string, the 

sticks snap shut, and the bird gets trapped between them.
365

 Within the whimsical compositions of 

grotesques, the significance and meanings of motifs are evoked through their juxtaposition with 

other iconography; in this case, surrounded by other birds, hunters, and greyhounds, surely an owl 

would have likewise called to mind this use of the owl as a decoy in hunting birds. 

The owl-as-decoy motif was often used as more than just a simple reference to a strategic 

aspect of hunting. Across Europe, it was a metaphor for the temptation posed by a woman and the 

entrapment of a man.
366

 In a woodcut by Niklas Stoer, Catching Birds (ca. 1530) (Fig. 5.43), this 

metaphor is clearly visualized with a woman holding a brete (or more accurately in this German 

context, the instrument would have been known as a Klobe) that is identical to the one we see 

later in Bronzino’s portrait of Morgante.
367

 She has a man trapped between the two sticks, who 

holds out his hand towards a woman seated on the ground, a woman who plays the role of the 

alluring owl decoy, which is represented in its literal form right above the women, creating an 

obvious visual parallel between them. In this print, women play the role of both lure and hunter, 

while the man represents a fool who is entrapped by their charms.
368

 Indeed, Bronzino’s double 
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portrait of Morgante as bird-catcher has been interpreted in a similar way, except with a 

homosexual message: on the back side of the portrait, the dwarf is shown having caught a number 

of birds, a common phallic symbol, through the use of an owl, a creature that in the Florentine 

Renaissance often represented the “receptive homosexual partner.”
369

 Although an archival 

document about a bird hunt at the Villa Castello indicates that Morgante hunted birds with his pet 

owl in the literal sense as well, his nudity and our full view of his buttocks makes the sexual 

reading of the painting compelling.
370

 

Framed by another arched vine in Bianca’s grotesques sits the distinctive hoopoe with its 

black and white striped wings and its red crest with black tips (Fig. 5.44). In Aristophanes’ 

comedy The Birds, Epops (the hoopoe) is king of the birds and, like the owl that attracts other 

birds, has the power to summon all the birds of the world to himself. In the play, Epops cries out: 

Epopoi, popopopopoi, popoi! 

Io, io, ito, ito, hither, hither, 

hither let all my feathered fellows come! 

All who dwell in the country plough-lands 

rich in seed, the myriad tribes of barley corn-eaters 

and the races of seed gatherers 

that fly swiftly and utter soft notes, 

and all who in the furrows often  

gently twitter over the turned soil 

with joyful voices, like this, 

tio tio tio tio tio tio tio tio! 

Torotorotorotorotix! 

Kikkabau, kikkabau! 

Torororotororlililix!  

And all of you who find their food 

in gardens on the ivy branches, 

and you of the hills, the oleaster-eaters and the arbus-eaters, 

hurry, come flying to my call: 

trioto trioto totobrix!
 371
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Epops calls this assembly to set in motion the plan proposed to him by two men, Pithetaerus and 

Euelpides, to build a city of birds in the clouds so they can collect a portion of the tribute offered 

to the gods, which must pass through their territory between the earth and the sky.
372

 Soon, 

swarms of birds arrive, making up the play’s chorus. This ancient Greek play was first published 

in the Renaissance along with Aristophanes’ other plays in a Latin translation by Andreas Divus 

in 1538 and reprinted subsequently in both Latin and Italian editions.
373

 A new French adaptation 

of the play was published a mere two years before the Stanza da Lavoro was painted, 

demonstrating continued interest in The Birds at the time Tommaso del Verrocchio was painting 

the ceiling.
374

  

The hoopoe was like the owl not only in its ability to attract other birds, but also in its 

association with lust. Ovid tells the story of how Tereus was transformed into a hoopoe in his 

Metamorphoses, an episode that was precipitated by his overwhelming lust for his wife Procne’s 

sister Philomela. After laying his eyes on her, the Thracian king was willing to offer her anything, 

even his whole kingdom, or else take her virginity by force, even if the consequence of such an 

act was war. Indeed, after Tereus, Procne, and Philomela returned together to Thrace, away from 

their father, he brutally raped her and cut out her tongue, leading in turn to the sisters’ vengeful 

act of killing Itys, his and Procne’s son, and feeding the young boy’s body to him in a feast. 

Chasing the sisters in his anger, he was then turned into a hoopoe.
375

 Certainly, this disturbing 

story is in no way complimentary, but in the context of a sexual “hunt,” Tereus’s lust and pursuit 

of his own conquest is surely an appropriate reference. In fact, Ovid even refers to Philomela as 

prey a number of times: she is compared to the hare caught in an eagle’s talons, a lamb that has 
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been hunted by a wolf, and a trembling injured dove.
376

 The hoopoe was also widely known for 

its repugnant smell and “filthiness,” which in turn was interpreted as a sign of its lustful nature.
377

  

The sexual connotations of birds went beyond the symbolism of the owl and the hoopoe. 

The equation of a bird with a penis was an extremely common metaphor in Renaissance Italy. In 

Guido Ruggiero’s discussion of Italian Renaissance erotic culture, he explains that “virtually 

everyone, from the humblest peasant to the most refined humanist or patron of art knew, 

understood and could appreciate that a bird was not simply a bird.”
378

 Ruggiero provides several 

examples of the forms this metaphor often took: “the rising flight of the phallus, its quiet nesting 

in a codpiece, its burrowing into a metaphorical and feminine ‘nest’ or pecking at a preferred 

‘fig’.”
379

 The idea of bird hunting, not surprisingly, also became a metaphor for sexual exploits. 

In Machiavelli’s letter to Francesco Vettori, dated 15 February 1514, he recounts a story about 

the “hunting expedition” of their friend Giulio Brancacci, in which he searches the streets of 

Florence for birds, eventually finding “a young thrush” at the Tetto de’ Pisani across the piazza 

from the Palazzo Vecchio.
 380

 He explains that, “After a lingering conversation with it and 

realizing its disposition was generous and kissing it repeatedly, he ministered to several of its 

hind feathers and ended up, as most people would have it, by placing it in the game pouch he had 

behind him.”
381

 The thinly veiled reference to anal sex is made completely transparent when 

Machiavelli soon drops the metaphor altogether and the “young thrush” is revealed to be the son 

of a Florentine official named Michele, and the story of Brancacci trying to trick the boy out of 
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payment for his services is finished quite plainly.
382

 With birds being standard and easily 

recognizable symbols of male genitalia, and bird hunting a common metaphor for the conquest of 

a male sexual partner, the imagery of birds and hunting within the grotesques would have been 

viewed by Bianca and her guests as witty references to sexual conquest. 

Other details of the image support a reading of the hunting imagery as a sexual metaphor. 

Putti ride on the backs of monsters with weapons in their hands that they are about to launch 

downwards at some unseen prey (Fig. 5.39). Their weapons look like the arrows that we typically 

expect to find with Cupid, who shoots his human targets with arrows of love; indeed, the four 

half-human copulating couples, overt references to the eroticism that is only implied by the bird-

hunting references, appear to have been struck with precisely these arrows (Fig. 5.45). However, 

the putti are not firing them with bows, but throwing them like the spears that were frequently 

used by hunters when mounted on a horse, as we can see in one of Tempesta’s hunting scenes on 

the wall of the Hunting Room inside the Villa d’Este in Tivoli (Fig. 5.46). These hunting putti 

playfully subvert our expectations: instead of robust men or women mounted on noble steeds, we 

find little boys mounted on strange monsters. Since the pudgy little boys are associated with 

Cupid through their body type and arrows, there is the suggestion that what will result from the 

blow of their weapons will not be death but love, fertility and new life. These inversions add 

humour to the imagery as well as point to the underlying metaphor of the hunting imagery. 

If we look outside this set of grotesques for a moment, there is a similar connection 

between hunting and seduction elsewhere in the palace. In the staircase between the Sala degli 

Elementi and the Sala di Leone X, the vault over one of the landings contains little framed erotic 

images, two showing nude women and tritons in consensual embraces, as well as two others 

showing similar couples, but this time with the triton abducting his partner. It is worth noting that 

the two scenes of abduction are beneath images of hunters mounted on horses (Fig. 5.47). This 
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suggests that hunting as a sexual metaphor may not just relate to any kind of seduction, but to a 

sexual conquest.  

The relationship between the bird imagery and sexual conquest is also evident in the 

grotticella of the Grotta Grande in the Boboli gardens. The walls of this small chamber, the 

innermost of the three in the grotto, were painted by Bernardino Poccetti, the same artist 

responsible for the grotesques on the façade of Bianca’s palazzo on the Via Maggio. These 

frescoes consist of a curtain of vines, butterflies, and most notably birds, including the distinctive 

hoopoe (Fig. 5.48 and 5.49). At the centre of this dainty aviary-like grotto, grotesque figures leer 

at a nude woman in Giambologna’s Venus Emerging from her Bath. The fountain was most likely 

begun in 1583, the year following the completion of Bianca’s Stanza da Lavoro.
383

 

Giambologna’s sexually predatory scenario, couched in airy and fecund imagery, is this time 

literally within a grotto instead of incorporated in grotesques. In a playful paradox, it is both 

hidden away in a dark cavern and open to the air and light of a garden.  

In one sense, the grotesque creatures in Giambologna’s fountain are lured by the beautiful 

nude figure, but of course, they can, and probably should, be viewed as the hunters themselves, 

not the “entrapped.” Although birds are frequently used as a metaphor for the penis, and “hunting 

birds” often refers to the entrapment of men, in the Stanza da Lavoro, it seems that the “hunter” is 

not necessarily on the prowl only for men. Many of the hybrid creatures in the grotesques have 

the torsos and heads of women and the wings of birds. An example can be seen in Fig. 5.37, 

between the dead hanging fowl and the large prancing bird. More examples can be found in the 

corners of Figures 5.39, 5.45, 5.50, 5.51, and 5.52. The presence of these female bird hybrids 

suggests that the chase can, and often does, go in the opposite direction, with the woman being 

entrapped by her lover.  
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Small mythological scenes within the grotesques of the Stanza da Lavoro play with this 

theme further. One shows Andromeda, nude and chained to a rock, while Perseus flies with his 

phallic sword in order to save her from the sea monster that threatens to devour her (Fig. 5.50). 

Andromeda’s nudity and beauty attract Perseus, just like the owl attracts the birds. Both the bird 

hunting metaphor and the composition of the mythological scene suggest the entrapment of a 

male by an erotic lure, even though Andromeda is the one who is trapped in the most literal sense. 

This erotic lure is also represented by an image of the Three Graces bathing, figures who are the 

embodiment of feminine charm and beauty (Fig. 5.51). The spyhole in the room, a grate through 

which Bianca could secretly watch the Sala Grande from above, also provides a voyeuristic thrill, 

even if it is not necessarily sexual in nature. 

A third small scene shows Leda being seduced by Jupiter, who has transformed himself 

into a swan (Fig. 5.52). Following Michelangelo’s model for the subject in which the act of 

copulation is depicted, this mythological scene connects bird imagery to eroticism even more 

directly, although the positions of the lovers are reversed here. The bird, though still male, is now 

the aggressor and a woman is the object of his sexual conquest.
384

 The nature of the relationship 

between the swan and the woman is further complicated by the fact that, as the bird is white like 

Bianca’s name, it was used in her impresa with the motto “Non minus candor quam cantu et 

vaticinio sacer” (No less whiteness/brilliance than singing and sacred prophecy).
385

 Therefore, 

Bianca could relate to both the swan who seduces Leda, as well as to the woman, who, if we think 

about this image like the owl metaphor, attracts and entraps the “birds”. These images of an erotic 

female who “hunts” or entraps her lover are a playful inversion of the virginal Diana. The 
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classical goddess of the hunt, as mentioned above, is pictured in the fourth small framed scene 

that is linked to those of Leda and the Swan and Perseus and Andromeda through its symmetrical 

placement within the composition, similar frame, and yellow background. 

The clever variations of imagery connected to the theme of hunting as sexual conquest on 

the ceiling of the Stanza da Lavoro are similar to the variations and adaptations of Medici devices 

in the palace’s grotesques and can likewise be seen in terms of the courtly games and intellectual 

play of the period. In fact, in game books of the late sixteenth century, not only were games about 

love and courtship common, but courtly games as a whole were even sometimes explicitly linked 

to amatory pursuits. Annibale Pocaterra, one of the interlocutors in Torquato Tasso’s Il Romeo 

ovvero del giuoco (1581), states that it is wise for men to lose intentionally when playing with 

women in order to be polite, a statement to which Margherita Bentivoglio responds by accusing 

him of only trying to win a different amorous game by doing so. Annibale admits that sometimes, 

though not always, this is the case.
 386

 Courtly games are presented in this and other texts as 

amatory rituals, merely pretexts to the real game of seduction.
387

 Some texts on games, namely 

those of Girolamo and Scipione Bargagli, even promoted games as a liberating respite from daily 

life, and went so far as to criticize prudish women who leave the game when vulgar remarks are 

made.
388

 

 Nature was the perfect subject for such games, itself characterized by its playfulness and 

lack of society’s restrictions, including sexual ones.
389 

This is visualized in the grotesques of the 

Stanza da Lavoro in the recurring motif of the satyr. Andrea Alciati provided an account of the 
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cultural significance of the satyr in the sixteenth century in the Emblematum liber, where the 

creature is the star of the author’s emblem for Nature: 

People worship Pan – meaning the nature of things – and he is a man half-goat and a god 

half-man. He is a man down to his groin, and this is because our virtue, which is 

implanted in our heart at birth, has its seat in the lofty citadel of the head. Below the 

crotch he is a goat, and this is because Nature has propagated us through the ages by 

means of coitus, just as occurs with birds, fish, brutes and beasts. Because this [sexual 

intercourse] is common to all living things, the goat becomes the symbol of lust, and it 

clearly bears the sign of Venus. Some have attributed wisdom to the heart, others to the 

mind: but neither moderation nor reason will ever rule over the lower parts.
390

  

 

Alciati very clearly states that the goat-like lower body of the god Pan and the satyr in general 

stand for the carnal urges of human beings, which even the rational part of our nature cannot 

suppress. The symbolism of the satyr as Nature relates to the literal subject of the ceiling of the 

Stanza da Lavoro, that is, the vegetation and the abundance of birds available for hunting. The 

second meaning attributed to satyrs, the carnal lust symbolized by their goat-like lower bodies, 

relates to the metaphorical significance of the imagery in the vault, namely the sexual conquest of 

a lover. 

 The iconography of a grotesque engraving made by Master B of the Die after a design by 

Perino del Vaga from around 1532 has a lot in common with the imagery in the Stanza da Lavoro 

(Fig. 5.53). Two vicious creatures sniffing around at the bottom of the image look like hybrids of 

dogs (based on the shape of their torsos and paws) and goats (with their little horns pointing 

upwards from the tops of their heads), similar to the greyhounds and satyrs depicted in Bianca’s 

room. Above these creatures are two large eagles, as well as a winged putto in the centre holding 

a weather vane. Finally at the top of the image, a little erotic scene is depicted inside a seashell, 

with a satyr reaching towards the genitals of a reclining nude nymph, who with one hand seems to 

push him away, although the other arm is limply draped over her head in a pose of vulnerability 

and abandon as she leans back on a pillow. Although no scenes on the ceiling of the Stanza da 

Lavoro show a satyr directly involved in a sexual encounter, this one scene combines many of the 
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motifs and themes present in the grotesques of Bianca’s room, namely the birds, the dogs, the 

satyrs, the small classical narrative scenes of eroticism and seduction, and even the shell motif 

visible along the bottom edge of the ceiling (Fig. 5.37).
391

  

 This print has been identified as an allegory of Air. The hybrid goat-dogs sniffing at the 

bottom seem to have caught a fresh scent on the wind, the birds obviously relate to the element of 

air because of their ability to fly, and the putto both has wings alluding to flight and a 

weathercock, an object whose design is meant to catch the wind.
392

 The only element of the 

composition that does not have an obvious connection to the air is the erotic encounter in a 

seashell. Yet, as Alessandro Nova explains in The Book of the Wind (2011), in Renaissance 

thought and classical mythology, the wind was closely connected with fertility. Ovid 

characterized the god Zephyr as the wind that brings new life in the spring, which is represented 

through the story of his abduction of Chloris and her subsequent transformation into the fecund 

Flora.
393

 Renaissance artists such as Botticelli have visualized the god of the wind in precisely 

this way in paintings such as The Birth of Venus (ca. 1484), a work that also reminds us of the 

association between the seashell where the print’s erotic scene takes place and Venus, the 

goddess of love (Fig. 5.54).
394

 The overt eroticism, the dogs, and above all the birds in Bianca’s 

room can perhaps be seen in the same light, as permutations on the theme of the air and the 

sexuality to which it alludes.  

With the connection between air and fecundity in mind, the birds throughout Eleonora’s 

Camera Verde seem an even more apt reference to her personal and agricultural fertility. 

Moreover, the weathercock held by the putto in the centre of Perino del Vaga’s Allegory of Air 
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reveals one more symbol of fertility in the grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio; a couple of putti 

with weathercocks can be found above one of the windows in the vestibule between the Sala dei 

Dugento and the Sala Grande, not far from the Diana of Ephesus figures (Fig. 5.55). The spaces 

made for the Medici women undeniably share certain imagery and themes. Yet, the differences 

are also glaring. Bianca’s Stanza da Lavoro may take the Camera Verde’s grotesque loggia and 

aviary as its initial inspiration, but it overturns the character and morality of Eleonora’s message. 

Nature here is not just abundant, but hunted, and sex is not dutiful or pious, but playful, enticing, 

and pursued. 

Women were discussed in literature in rigidly moralistic terms, and art for women could 

be similarly didactic. For elite married women, their sexuality and their duty to bear children 

were central to this discourse. The grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio that were made for the 

Medici duchesses also engage with these themes, but with greater freedom. The classical roots 

and aesthetic of grotesques conveyed good taste and evoked unimpeachable cultural ideals. This 

classicism coupled with the artist’s freedom to transgress boundaries made eroticism acceptable. 

Exactly how much license was permissible depended on the location and the scale of the room; 

still, when sexual imagery was couched in grotesques, a greater degree of licentiousness did not 

contravene decorum.  
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Images 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Attributed to Giorgio Vasari. Caterina de’ Medici. Sala di Leone X. 1555-1562. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Medici-Toledo stemma. Camera Verde. 1540-1542. 
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Figure 5.3. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Wedding Scene on a Fictive Cameo. Camera Verde. 1540-

1542. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Gillis van den Vliete. Goddess of Nature. Villa d’Este, Tivoli. 1560s. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 5.5. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Birds and winged hybrids. Camera Verde. 1540-1542.  

 

 

Figure 5.6. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Green-winged macaw. Camera Verde. 1540-1542.  
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Figure 5.7. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Small green parrot, a female winged hybrid, and a magpie. 

Camera Verde. 1540-1542.  

 

 

Figure 5.8. Christoph Weiditz. Mexicans: Man with a Parrot. 1529.  
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Figure 5.9. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Pelican Feeding her Chicks with her Blood. Camera Verde. 

1540-1542.  

 

 

Figure 5.10. Bronzino. Moses Striking the Rock (left) and The Gathering of Manna (right). 1540-

1545. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 5.11. Bronzino. Portrait of Eleonora, pregnant. Detail of The Crossing of the Red Sea. 

Chapel of Eleonora. 1540-1545.  

 

 

Figure 5.12. Bronzino. St. Francis. Chapel of Eleonora. 1540-1545.  
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Figure 5.13. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Phoenix. Camera Verde. 1540-1542. 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Imperial eagle. Camera Verde. 1540-1542. 
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Figure 5.15. Francesco Salviati. Allegory of Abundance. Scrittoio di Eleonora. Ca. 1545.  

 

 

Figure 5.16. Francesco Salviati. Leda and the Swan. Scrittoio di Eleonora. Ca. 1545.  
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Figure 5.17. Francesco Salviati. Nereid and Triton. Scrittoio di Eleonora. Ca. 1545.  

 

 

Figure 5.18. Francesco Salviati. Phytomorph pouring a libation. Scrittoio di Eleonora. Ca. 1545.  
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Figure 5.19. Francesco Salviati. Grotesques on the ceiling of the Scrittoio di Eleonora. Ca. 1545.  

 

 

Figure 5.20. Bachiacca. Potted plants and vines. Trussing of the Terrazzo della Duchessa. 1552-

1553. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 5.21. Bachiacca. Inscription of the artist’s name. Terrazzo della Duchessa. 1552-1553.  

 

 

Figure 5.22. Bachiacca. A large feline. Terrazzo della Duchessa. 1552-1553. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 5.23. Bachiacca. Vault of the Grotticina di Madama. Boboli Gardens, Florence. Ca. 1555. 

Photo: Author. 
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Figure 5.24. Lorenzo Sabatini. Two Diana of Ephesus figures. Ricetto between the Sala Grande 

and the Sala dei Dugento. 1565. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 5.25. Lorenzo Sabatini. Cupid, tritons and putti. Ricetto between the Sala Grande and the 

Sala dei Dugento. 1565. 
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Figure 5.26. Lorenzo Sabatini. Medici-Austrian Coat of Arms. Ricetto between the Sala Grande 

and the Sala dei Dugento. 1565. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 5.27. Marco da Faenza. Tritons and women with putti. Stufa of Francesco I and Giovanna 

d’Austria. 1565. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 5.28. Marco da Faenza. Women with putti pouring water, a nereid hoisting a putto on her 

shoulder, tritons, and other grotesque ornamentation around a watery landscape. Stufa of 

Francesco I and Giovanna d’Austria. 1565. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 5.29. Marco da Faenza. Zephyr Carrying Psyche to Cupid’s Palace. Stufa of Francesco I 

and Giovanna d’Austria. 1565. 
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Figure 5.30. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Terrazzo sulla Dogana. 1581-1582. Photo: 

Marie-Lan Nguyen, https://commons.wikimedia.org. 

 

 

Figure 5.31. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Detail of a parrot on the wall of the Terrazzo 

sulla Dogana. 1581-1582. 
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Figure 5.32. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Greyhounds, masks and monsters. Detail of the 

grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582.  

 

 

Figure 5.33. Philips Galle, after Giovanni Stradano. Deer Hunt with Nets and Rope Snares. Ca. 

1578.  
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Figure 5.34. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Hunter in a landscape. Detail of the grotesques 

in Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 

 

 

Figure 5.35. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Detail of the grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s 

Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 
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Figure 5.36. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Diana Hunting with a Spear and a Dog. Detail 

of the grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 

 

 

Figure 5.37. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Half-figure beating a bird-hybrid with a club 

and other birds. Detail of the grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 
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Figure 5.38. Piero di Cosimo. A Hunting Scene. Ca. 1507-1508.  

 

 

Figure 5.39. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Detail of the grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s 

Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 
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Figure 5.40. Philips Galle, after Giovanni Stradano. Detail of Finch Hunt with Net. Ca. 1578.  

 

 

Figure 5.41. Bronzino. Dwarf Morgante. Front side of a double-portrait. Before 1553.  
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Figure 5.42. Bronzino. Dwarf Morgante. Back view of a double-portrait. Before 1553.  

 

 

Figure 5.43. Niklas Stoer. Catching Birds. Ca. 1530.  
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Figure 5.44. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Hoopoe. Detail of the grotesques in Bianca 

Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 

 

 

Figure 5.45. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Detail of the grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s 

Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 
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Figure 5.46. Attributed to Antonio Tempesta. Hunting Scene. Sala della Caccia, Villa d’Este, 

Tivoli. Late 16th century.  

 

 

Figure 5.47. Marco da Faenza. A nude man on a horse with a spear and the abduction of a nymph 

by a triton. Staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 5.48. Giambologna, Venus Emerging from her Bath (ca. 1583) and Bernardino Poccetti, 

Vines, flowers, and birds (completed in 1593). Grotticella of the Grotta Grande, Boboli Gardens, 

Florence. Ca. 1583. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 5.49. Bernardino Poccetti. Hoopoe. Detail of the frescoes in the Grotticella of the Grotta 

Grande, Boboli Gardens, Florence. Completed in 1593. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 5.50. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Perseus and Andromeda. Detail of the 

grotesques in Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 

 

 

Figure 5.51. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Three Graces. Detail of the grotesques in 

Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582.  
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Figure 5.52. Tommaso di Battista del Verrocchio. Leda and the Swan. Detail of the grotesques in 

Bianca Cappello’s Stanza da Lavoro. 1581-1582. 

  

 

Figure 5.53. Master B of the Die, after Perino del Vaga. Allegory of Air. 1532.  
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Figure 5.54. Sandro Botticelli. The Birth of Venus. Ca.1482.  

 

 

Figure 5.55. Lorenzo Sabatini. Two Putti with Weathercocks. Ricetto between the Sala Grande 

and the Sala dei Dugento. 1565. Photo: Author. 
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Chapter 6 

Collections of Nature and Displays of Abundance 

Good Governance and a Thriving Florence 

Nature, fecundity and sexuality are the major themes of the grotesques executed for the 

spaces used by the women of the Medici family, but fecund imagery was not exclusively the 

purview of women. In areas of the Palazzo Vecchio dedicated to the Medici men, such imagery is 

also present in some cases. In the corner of the grotesques on the ceiling of the staircase between 

the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi is an aroused satyr with dragonfly wings and 

blond hair swept backwards by a violent wind (Fig. 6.1). This satyr stands out because of his 

unmistakable erection, but he is merely one of many satyrs and plump putti prancing or playing 

amidst birds, butterflies, and baskets of fruit and flowers that create an atmosphere of virility 

among the pervasive symbols of Medici power in the grotesques on the ceiling. Trelliswork filled 

with thriving animal life and vegetation punctuates the grotesques that cover the staircase ceiling 

as well, contributing to the impression of abundance and fertility even further (Fig. 6.2, 6.3, and 

4.53) 

 The painted latticework connects the grotesques to the space of the villa garden, where 

trellises and pergolas were popular. Although original trelliswork no longer remains in the extant 

gardens of the Italian Renaissance due to the inevitable decay of the underlying wooden 

structures, ample evidence of their presence in the gardens exists. Large sums of money were 

paid for these structures; it was reported that Ippolito d’Este, for example, spent 9,000 scudi on 

trelliswork for his villa in Rome.
395

 In addition to textual records, they are depicted in images of 

sixteenth-century gardens, such as the Utens lunettes of the Medici villas, several of which show 
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plant-covered structures. The lunette of the Villa di Castello contains depictions of both simple 

arches and complex architectural greenery, and the lunette of the Villa della Petraia contains 

extensive vine-covered barrel-vaulted passageways (Fig. 6.4 and 6.5).
396

  

By transforming sections of the staircase into imaginary pergolas, the space evokes the 

sensual qualities of a villa: fresh country air, leisurely strolls, the lovely scents of flowers and 

birds’ songs. In a real garden, the cultivation of vines across the latticework would have also 

provided welcome relief and shade from the heat of the oppressive summer sun. At the same time 

that these pleasant aspects of nature are made present for the viewer, the artifice of the trelliswork 

suggests intervention in, or manipulation of, nature, implicitly through Medici patronage. 

Looking up at these paintings, one has the impression of being within the space of a garden that is 

both realistically filled with accurately depicted species of plants, birds and animals, as well as a 

dream-like ideal space filled with cheerful putti on the lowest landing and strange hybrids and 

floating masks on the ceiling of the next. 

In Francisco de Hollanda’s third dialogue in Da pintura antigua, Michelangelo says 

about grotesques and decorum, “Does it not seem to you, sir, that this false work is much more 

congruous as an ornament in its place (such as a villa or a pleasure house) than a procession of 

friars, which is a very natural thing, or a penitent King David, who is greatly wronged when his 

image is removed from a chapel?”
397

 In this passage, the appropriateness of grotesques in the 

context of a villa is presented as something as obvious as using religious imagery in a chapel. In 

light of the commonplace analogy between the generative forces of nature and the female body, it 

makes sense to find fertile garden imagery and grotesques in the quarters celebrating the Medici 

women. Yet, in the areas celebrating the Medici men, what does it mean for such obvious villa 

imagery to be used within the context of an urban ducal palace and punctuated as it is with 

images of ducal power? 
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 Vasari sheds light on these manifestations of cultivated fecundity in the midst of overtly 

political imagery in his Ragionamenti. In his interpretation of a faux bronze relief in the Sala 

degli Elementi showing a sacrifice to a statue of Diana of Ephesus (Fig. 6.6), Vasari identifies the 

multi-breasted figure as “the goddess Cybele, that is, the Earth. You see how she has many 

breasts to nourish all living creatures.”
398

 He proceeds to interpret the image of the nature goddess 

in relation to the duke: “Cybele refers to the provisions and gifts which his Excellency gives to all 

his servants and to all those under his dominion whom he provides for and nourishes.”
399

 More 

important than understanding this one figure, if an allegory of fecund nature alludes to the 

abundant good things that Cosimo provides for his people, we may assume that other imagery of 

nature’s abundance, particularly when paired with obvious political imagery, has a similar 

significance.  

The “gifts” bestowed by Cosimo on his subjects sometimes literally resulted in a 

healthier and more fertile Florence, as in the case of the aqueducts he built to provide the city 

with a new water supply. Within the Palazzo Vecchio alone, four fountains were planned to 

celebrate the new abundance of water.
400

 A fountain for the Courtyard of Michelozzo, designed 

by Vasari and Ammannati, was executed from 1555 to 1557 and topped with Verrocchio’s bronze 

Putto Squeezing a Fish, originally made for Lorenzo de’ Medici’s Villa di Careggi (Fig. 6.7).
401

 

Another fountain near the duke’s chambers was executed in 1557, on the site that would later be 

renovated for Francesco and Giovanna’s stufa.
402

 Ammannati’s Juno Fountain was also meant to 

celebrate Cosimo’s new aqueduct, but it was never installed in the palace, and a fourth fountain 

was planned for the Terrazzo di Giunone, though it was never executed at all.
403

 Ammannati’s 
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Neptune Fountain outside in the Piazza della Signoria was similarly built to convey Cosimo’s 

care for his subjects through the provision of water (Fig. 6.8).
404

 

The fecundity brought about by Cosimo was best demonstrated in Cosimo’s villa 

gardens. After he was elected head of government in Florence in 1537, one of the first 

architectural and artistic projects that he commissioned was the restoration of the Villa di 

Castello, which had been acquired by the Medici family in the fifteenth century.
405

 Cosimo had 

Niccolò Tribolo design a garden behind the villa’s casino, a project that was taken over by Vasari 

in 1554. The duke had two aqueducts constructed to transport water for the irrigation of the 

villa’s garden.
406

 Over the course of a few decades, the garden was filled with sculptures, 

grottoes, giuochi d’acqua and fountains by Ammannati, Giambologna, and other artists and 

engineers.  

The renovations of the garden coincided with the renovations of the Palazzo Vecchio, 

which began only a couple of years later in 1540, and both projects were largely completed under 

Vasari’s direction and supervision. Therefore, it is not surprising to find a connection between the 

imagery in these two locations. The grotesques, loaded with their politically poignant 

connotations of a strong imperial and dynastic heritage, contain representations of landscapes, 

garden architecture and abundant vegetation. Likewise, grotesques are found within the villa 

garden at Castello. Topped with a sensual figure wringing her hair like the ancient Venus 

Anadyomene type, a fecund personification of the city, the base of the Fountain of Florence 

designed by Tribolo in 1545 is covered with relief grotesques that include masks, garlands, putti, 

dolphins, satyrs, and small aquatic creatures (Fig. 6.9).
407

 The literal villa garden, their fountains, 
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and the evocations of villa gardens in the palace’s grotesques are expressions of a marvelously 

flourishing Florence thanks to the beneficence of Duke Cosimo I. 

 

The Scrittoio al Mezzanino 

Cosimo’s interest in nature is also manifested in the paintings he commissioned for his 

Scrittoio al Mezzanino. In ca. 1545, Cosimo had Bachiacca paint the walls and ceiling of this 

small private study with an array of natural specimens.
408

 Vasari tells us that the artist was hired 

by Cosimo specifically because of his skill in painting animals, and that “it delighted Bachiacca 

to create grotesques” as well as rare plants and birds.
409

 This is exactly what he produced in this 

scrittoio in oils, although unfortunately most of these paintings have deteriorated, or in some 

areas, are completely lost.
410 

In the centre of the grotesques on the badly-damaged ceiling, which 

contain heavy garlands of fruit, putti, masks and animals, Bachiacca depicted an arbor full of 

birds.
411

 In the recess around the window, fictive specimens of plants, birds and fish hang from 

strings (Fig. 6.10), and on the left wall (upon entering the room), the remains of a lunette display 

a mountainous landscape, a less-tamed view of nature. More wildlife is visible in a roundel by the 

door in the form of a buck and a doe, and a second roundel shows a carnivalesque inversion of a 

hunting scene of a boar standing upright with a horn and a trident in its hands and a hunting dog 

with a dead bird in its mouth by its side (Fig. 6.11).
 412

 Bachiacca’s paintings in this room display 
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nature in the many ways that it could be enjoyed, from the artfully manipulated nature of gardens, 

to majestic vistas, scientific studies, hunting parties, and objects of the imagination.  

It is difficult to make any definitive conclusions about the paintings in this room because 

many of them are so badly damaged, but it appears that the natural specimens depicted are all 

local. In Maria Adele Signorini’s study of this room, she notes that of the plants that she was able 

to identify, all of them were common in sixteenth-century Tuscany, including the extremely 

accurate image of the wild orchid Himantoglossum adriaticum that she believes is the earliest 

representation of the species (Fig. 6.12).
413

 Even though Cosimo imported medicinal plants used 

by the Aztecs so that they could be grown locally, not one of the plants represented among the 

surviving images in the Scrittoio al Mezzanino was imported from the Americas.
414

 Likewise, 

Francesco Vossilla notes that the animals represented in the scrittoio are also local species (Fig. 

6.13).
415

 Local does not preclude the marvelous, though. As Signorini has keenly observed, on 

one wall, a set of plants all share the common trait of having a blue corolla in their flowers. This 

is a very rare trait in Italy, and the strangeness of this quality is highlighted by grouping them 

together.
416

 Perhaps Bachiacca’s choice of local plants and animals was intended to showcase the 

particular marvels found right within Cosimo’s own domain.  

 The variety of nature was itself considered a marvel. As Paula Findlen points out, in the 

eyes of naturalists, nature rose above the mundane by diversifying herself.
417

 Bachiacca certainly 

made an effort to display the diversity of nature in the scrittoio. Both cultivated and wild plants 
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are shown, as well as vegetation from every season (Fig. 6.14).
418

 In order to increase the variety 

of specimens within the room, the artist based his images on the numerous types of models at his 

disposal. Some of the specimens hanging from strings were depicted with such accuracy that 

Bachiacca almost certainly used live plants as his models, and the fact that there was no artistic 

precedent for the Himantoglossum adriaticum confirms that in some cases he was working 

directly from nature. Others were painted with the same level of precision, but their flat and rigid 

appearance suggests that he worked from desiccated plants. Instead of limiting himself to the 

plants to which he had direct access, he also represented some based on conventional depictions. 

Sometimes he combined an accurate rendering with a conventional one, presumably when he 

only had a partial specimen from which to work. It appears that other plants were simply products 

of his imagination, fantasies that point to the infinite varieties of nature.
419

 Bachiacca could have 

easily painted fewer specimens and limited his illustrations to the samples he had on hand, but 

instead he relied on conventional modes of representation and even his own inventions to show 

greater diversity in the natural world, both wild and cultivated. 

Although painstakingly faithful illustrations seem incongruous with the impossible 

fantasies characteristic of grotesques, it is not unusual for grotesques to include extraordinarily 

true-to-life representations of nature. This is particularly evident in the work of Giovanni da 

Udine, whom Vasari treated as the paradigmatic artist of grotesques. It is in his biography that 

Vasari chose to include an account of the discovery of the Domus Aurea and he considered 

Giovanni’s work in the Vatican Loggia to be the most influential example of modern 

grotesques.
420

 It is Giovanni’s remarkable imitation of nature in all its variety of flora and fauna 
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within these grotesques that receives Vasari’s highest accolades (Fig. 4.43). In regard to the birds 

and plants painted in the Vatican Loggia, Vasari writes:  

In what other place are there to be seen birds painted that are more lifelike and natural, so 

to speak, in coloring, in the plumage, and in all other respects, than those that are in the 

friezes and pilasters of the Loggie? And they are there in as many varieties as Nature 

herself has been able to create, some in one manner and some in another; and many are 

perched on bunches, ears, and panicles, not only of corn, millet, and buckwheat, but of all 

kinds of cereals, vegetables, and fruits that earth has produced from the beginning of time 

for the sustenance and nourishment of birds….And what should I say of the various kinds 

of fruit and flowers without number that are there, in all the forms, varieties, and colors 

that Nature contrives to produce in all parts of the world and in all the seasons of the 

year?
421

  

 

Giovanni’s ability to counterfeit reality was not entirely limited to specimens of the natural world, 

as Vasari goes on to praise his realistic depictions of musical instruments and a carpet that, like 

Parrhasius’s illusionistic curtain, was once mistaken to be the real thing. In these grotesques, 

pictorial collections of natural specimens and deceptively illusionistic objects co-exist with 

wonder-filled and self-conscious artifice. 

Cosimo and Eleonora knew and respected Giovanni. The artist sought support from the 

duke and duchess, through Vasari’s introduction, during a dispute with Fra Guglielmo, and 

Cosimo kindly interceded with the Pope on his behalf.
422

 They never commissioned any work 

from him, though. During the years when the Palazzo Vecchio was executed, the artist was first 

living in Udine, then Venice, and then working for the pope in Rome.
423

 However, Bachiacca was 

known for having a comparable talent for grotesques filled with highly naturalistic specimens 

from the natural world, and the grotesques he executed for the Palazzo Vecchio exemplify this 

combination of strengths.
424

  

By combining illustrations of natural specimens with invented plants as well as the 

monstrous, fantastic, and carnivalesque elements of grotesques in the Scrittoio al Mezzanino, the 
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wonders of art and nature could be compared, and the paintings would have further directed the 

duke’s imagination to the undiscovered possibilities of nature and science.
425

 Ulisse Aldrovandi 

addressed nature’s ability to evade our expectations while describing the dragon that appeared on 

the date of Gregory XIII’s election to the papacy, writing that serpents did not have feet until that 

auspicious day.
426

 In this example, the Bolognese scholar proposed that nature created something 

new, a creature that defied the expected characteristics of its order of species. The unnatural 

forms in grotesques remind the viewer of the diversity, fecundity, and even playfulness of nature, 

qualities constantly reaffirmed by prodigious local specimens as well as the discovery of 

unfamiliar creatures in foreign lands.  

Later in the century, Giovan Paolo Lomazzo wrote that grotesques are admirable 

precisely because of their encyclopedic scope, praising them because they can contain absolutely 

“everything that one can find or imagine.”
427

 Philip Morel points out that this is the same goal as 

kunst- und wunderkammer, the collections of marvels of nature and artifice amassed by princes 

and other wealthy collectors.
428

 The effect is a showcase of the playfulness and variety of nature 

and the imagination, an overall vision of the wonders that do or could exist.
429

 Though not exactly 

encyclopedic, in the paintings of the scrittoio Cosimo could survey, enjoy and study specimens 

collected from the natural world in the imaginative spirit that grotesques evoke.
430

 

Indeed, despite the fantastic elements in the scrittoio, Cosimo’s contemporaries perceived 

Bachiacca’s paintings as scholarly illustrations. Benedetto Varchi lists Bachiacca’s paintings 

among other great illustrated scientific works in the context of his argument about why painting is 

better than sculpture. He claims that painting is superior because of its: 
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usefulness for the sciences, as one sees in the book of anatomy of Vesalius, in the forty-

eight images of the sky of Camillo della Volpaia, in the book of herbs of Fuchs, and 

much better and more naturalistic in those of Francesco Bachiacca, portrayed for the 

illustrious Duke of Florence, as one can still see in his Excellency’s scrittoio.
431

 

 

Indeed, Bachiacca’s method of illustration was quite scientific when he had specimens available: 

their identifying characteristics are portrayed with clarity, and even the root systems of some of 

the plants are represented.
432

  

Varchi places Bachiacca on the same level as other leading intellectuals of the day, with 

some of whom Cosimo cultivated relationships. The duke invited Leonhart Fuchs to teach at the 

University of Pisa, though his Protestant loyalties prevented him from accepting the offer.
433

 Luca 

Ghini, the leading botanist in early sixteenth-century Italy, sometimes called the “Prince of the 

science of simples,” did accept Cosimo’s appointment at the university and founded the botanical 

gardens there to allow students to study plants directly from nature.
434

 In 1545 Ghini went on to 

found the Giardino dei Semplici in Florence, sometimes called the Giardino delle Stalle for its 

location near the stables, at precisely the same time that Bachiacca was painting Cosimo’s 

scrittoio.
435

 Signorini suggests that some of Bachiacca’s models may have been from Ghini’s lost 

herbarium of Tuscan plants; not only were Cosimo and Ghini in close contact, but, as Signorini 

argues, it seems almost impossible that Ghini did not meet Bachiacca himself while he was 

working on this project for the duke.
 436
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The illustrations of plants, fish, birds and other animals in this small private space can 

therefore be read in terms of Cosimo’s engagement with the scholarly community of naturalists. 

The duke’s physician, Baccio Baldini, described the vast extent of Cosimo’s botanical 

knowledge, writing that, “he knew…an enormous quantity of plants, and the places where they 

hid themselves, where they would best flourish, where they would produce the most numerous 

and most flavorful fruit, the season in which they came into flower, and when they would come 

into fruit, and the virtues that many of them had to cure ills…”
437

 The depth of knowledge 

ascribed to Cosimo here is perfectly in line with the studious botanical images he commissioned 

from Bachiacca. 

As Vossilla points out, the most scientific of the paintings are located by the window, 

resulting in the best illumination for the illustrations. A stone bench is situated here as well, 

evidence that the paintings were intended to be studied closely and contemplated.
438

 Indeed, it is 

easy to imagine the duke sitting at the window by these paintings to read and annotate his copy of 

Pietro Andrea Mattioli’s translation of and commentary on Dioscorides’ De material medica 

(1544), as well as the other texts on plants and animals that he procured.
439

 Yet, it must have also 

been a place to contemplate the relationship between nature, the pursuit of knowledge, and the 

wider public. The placement of the most detailed and accurate natural specimens by the window, 

whether intentional or not, created a juxtaposition between the study of nature and the public 

realm that he governed. This window looks out onto the Piazza della Signoria and the Loggia dei 

Lanzi, letting his contemplative gaze move from the illustrations of natural specimens to his 

subjects moving around the city.
440

 Perhaps it was from this location that he planned the 1549 

exhibition of the carcass of a sperm whale in the Loggia dei Lanzi, a creature as unfamiliar and 
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astonishing as the imaginative monsters in the grotesques, and a display that served to 

demonstrate publicly the duke’s far-reaching knowledge of nature’s wonders.
441

 Perhaps it was 

here that he planned such undertakings as establishing the botanical gardens in Pisa and Florence, 

acquiring specimens from the Americas, and generally patronizing collections and research that 

would benefit his subjects and leave a powerful legacy in the sciences. The space may have been 

relatively private, presumably accessible only to the duke and his elite guests, but Cosimo’s 

engagement with such natural specimens inspired remarkable exhibitions and projects in the 

public sphere. 

 

Bachiacca’s Grotesque Spalliere 

Cosimo’s public support for the study of natural history served to present him as a 

sophisticated and learned ruler, as well as a worthy successor of the ancient emperors. Augustus 

is said to have displayed rare specimens and marvels in his villas, including the bones of sea and 

land creatures known as “giants’ bones.”
442

 Moreover, the example of Marco Scauro, who 

triumphantly entered Rome with the bones of a sea monster, gives Cosimo’s exhibition of the 

sperm whale in the Loggia dei Lanzi a classical resonance.
443

 More than just ancient exemplars, 

Cosimo was also engaging and competing with the scholarly interests and elaborate patronage of 

other contemporary Italian courts. As Paula Findlen has pointed out, Cosimo established the new 

botanical gardens at the University of Pisa where he appointed the naturalist Luca Ghini as chair 

of the university in 1543 at the same time that the University of Ferrara instituted the study of 

natural history, for which Duke Ercole II d’Este hired Giuseppe Gabrieli as the first professor in 
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the subject.
444

 The Ferrarese court also had a flourishing arazzeria that surely spurred Cosimo’s 

desire to establish one in Florence in 1545, for which he recruited two principal weavers who had 

established the Ferrarese atelier in 1536, Nicholas Karcher and Jan Rost.
445

 Therefore, it can 

hardly be a coincidence that among the first tapestries commissioned by Cosimo after 

establishing his own tapestry workshop was a series of ten grotesque spalliere designed by 

Bachiacca, each filled with highly detailed illustrations of natural specimens.
446

 In both medium 

and subject, the series declares that Cosimo and his court have the same sophistication, learning, 

and luxury as the other courts of Europe, in particular rivalling that of Ferrara. 

Bachiacca’s tapestries were made to be hung beneath Salviati’s paintings of the life of 

Marcus Furius Camillus in the Sala delle Udienze, themselves recently completed between 1543 

and 1545, on special occasions.
447

 The diverse naturalistic animals dominating the compositions 

represent a microcosm of the animal kingdom.
448

 The creatures are consistently arranged in three 

levels (Fig. 1.5, 4.10, 4.39). A band of fish and crustaceans occupies the lowest portion of each 

tapestry, depicted in bowls of water or in cases that point to Cosimo’s collecting and display 

practices, with each individual specimen exhibited for careful viewing and study.
449

 Resting 

above these underwater creatures is a row of mammals or large fowl. Numerous small birds and 

insects perch or fly around the upper half of the compositions. Exceptions to this arrangement do 

occur, such as when fish or a large bird occupy the privileged place in the centre, but overall the 

organization of the creatures in the tapestries is consistent with the spheres the animals occupy in 

nature, under the water, on the land, or up in the sky.
450
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This stratified mode of representation corresponds with sixteenth-century illustrations of 

the cosmos, such as the woodcut of Creation that appeared in the 1598 edition of Sebastian 

Münster’s Cosmographia (Fig. 6.15). This woodcut divides the cosmos into registers representing 

the four elements, with a realm of fire located in the sky, the only one missing from Bachiacca’s 

tapestries.
451

 In this image of the cosmos, Pliny’s monstrous races are represented in the bottom 

corners, where they stand for the fringes of knowledge about the world and its inhabitants. The 

process of discovering monsters and marvels is represented in the image itself through the 

illustration of a boat sailing through the waters at the bottom. We can read the monsters in 

Bachiacca’s grotesques in a similar way, possibly representing natural creatures not yet 

discovered by the European viewer. 

Bachiacca’s tapestries contain the monstrous forms typically used in grotesques, such as 

the masks with ridiculously large ears or whose beards morph into tendrils (Fig. 6.16), but 

naturalistically depicted real animals dominate the compositions. The most notable exceptions to 

this are the two large sphinxes flanking the central image of Charity in the tapestry made for the 

lower section of the wall to the left of the door to the Sala dei Gigli (Fig. 6.17).
452

 These sphinxes 

have beautiful feminine faces, spotted feline hindquarters, colourful wings and a long fish-like 

tail, hybrids reminiscent of the composite bodies often found in princely collections of curiosities. 

Forged mythical creatures were made by reassembling a selection of body parts from diverse 

creatures, just like in Vasari’s story about Leonardo creating a real model out of animal parts for 

the monster he wanted to paint on a buckler.
453

 Efforts to equal nature’s diversity and complexity 

through art were made as “jokes of knowledge,” serving as proof of the creature’s existence to the 
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uninformed and as a wink to those who could detect the artifice.
454

 The composite female figures 

would have evoked these objects that blurred the categories of art and nature.  

It was fairly common in sixteenth-century grotesques to include a wide variety of animals 

amid the characteristic fantastic creatures. In Cardinal Bibbiena’s Loggetta, Giovanni da Udine 

represented numerous animals such as the exotic ostrich, elephant and giraffe along the centre of 

the vault (Fig. 4.41). Giulio Romano, in his grotesques in the Villa Madama, likewise included 

exotic animals such as the first European depiction of the astoundingly bizarre “New World” 

turkey (Fig. 6.18).
455

 Interest in these creatures is in part related to the practice and prestige of 

giving and receiving diplomatic gifts of animals, and the role of menageries in conveying 

dominion or influence over foreign lands and nature itself. Animals functioned as signs for 

geographical locations, as demonstrated in the Sala delle Carte Geografiche, which was begun by 

Vasari in 1562. Vasari planned panels representing some of the animals and plants native to each 

country, though these were never executed.
456

 With the same purpose in mind, Egnazio Danti and 

Stefano Bonsignori’s maps, which ornament the doors of the two rows of cabinets that line the 

walls, include representative animals such as the elephant on a map of the Horn of Africa. On 

maps of the farthest and most unfamiliar regions, hybrid monsters are imposed on the landscapes, 

such as on the image of the Magellan Strait where three bizarre creatures pose as emblems for the 

region in the same way that actual animals do for other locations (Fig. 6.19). The monsters that 

characterize grotesques are used here to symbolize the marvels of faraway places, imagined 

creatures that, in this Age of Discovery, might actually be found to be real. 

Not only do foreign animals often stand in for the distant regions they inhabit and act as 

examples of the unfamiliar wonders of faraway places, but many of them also functioned as 

symbols of Florentine and Medici power. The lion is both a symbol of Florence in the emblematic 
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form of the Marzocco, and is a personal device of Pope Leo X. The elephant and the rhinoceros 

were esteemed diplomatic gifts presented to Leo X by the king of Portugal in 1514 and 1515 

respectively; though the rhinoceros did not reach Rome alive, the elephant was deeply cherished 

by the pope.
457

 The giraffe held a great deal of prestige for the Medici as well, since the first 

giraffe seen in Italy since antiquity was presented to Lorenzo il Magnifico by the Sultan of Egypt 

in 1487.
458

  

The animals represented in Bachiacca’s tapestries have primarily been discussed by 

scholars in light of Bachiacca’s specialization in depicting natural specimens and Cosimo’s 

interest in natural history and collecting, with little analysis of the choice of creatures or their 

dispositions, with the exception of the animals that relate directly to Cosimo and Eleonora’s 

imprese. Yet, abnormally, the most frequently depicted creatures from Asia and Africa are absent 

from these tapestries, including the elephant, the rhinoceros, and the giraffe. The absence of these 

animals in Bachiacca’s woven menagerie is particularly conspicuous because the Medici’s exotic 

diplomatic gifts were prominently showcased in other projects commissioned by Cosimo I. As 

Claudia Lazzaro has discussed, all of the politically important animals listed above were included 

in the Grotto of the Animals in the Villa Medici in Castello together with other references to 

prestigious diplomatic gifts (Fig. 6.20 and 6.21).
459

 In the Palazzo Vecchio itself, Vasari painted 

Lorenzo il Magnifico receiving diplomatic gifts on the ceiling of the Sala di Lorenzo il 

Magnifico, a composition in which his giraffe is prominent (Fig. 6.22). Again in the Villa Medici 
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of Poggio a Caiano, Andrea del Sarto’s fresco Tribute to Caesar includes a giraffe in the 

background, thereby drawing attention to Lorenzo’s similar gift and highlighting the ancient 

imperial tradition of such tributes (Fig. 6.23). In these works, Cosimo emphasized that for 

generations his family had received the gifts of royalty, even animals that no ruler had been given 

since antiquity. For Cosimo, who was trying to establish the legitimacy of his new dukedom, it 

was essential to convey the noble status of past generations of his family.  

When compared with these other representations of animals, it is tempting to dismiss 

Bachiacca’s more limited collection of creatures as just a matter of the preference or specialty of 

the artist. Yet Bachiacca incorporated a giraffe into the grotesques on the ceiling of the Grotticina 

in the Boboli Gardens, the small grotto created for Eleonora, where in spite of its poor condition, 

we can still see a man standing beside the tall creature (Fig. 6.24). The arrangement of this pair is 

based on an anonymous Florentine engraving from ca. 1470-1490 illustrating the Sultan’s 

marvelous gift to Lorenzo (Fig. 6.25).
460

 The same giraffe appears again with a bear, a rabbit and 

many other animals in Bachiacca’s painting of The Gathering of Manna (ca. 1545) (Fig. 6.26). 

From these projects, we can see that both within and outside of grotesques, Bachiacca’s repertoire 

is not limited to the depiction of local and familiar animals.  

 The array of creatures in Bachiacca’s tapestries are therefore not meant to be read as a 

collection of global marvels, nor as a celebration of the tributes paid to past Medici rulers. Even 

the large exotic creatures directly in Cosimo’s own collection are absent from the tapestries. 

Records show that numerous lions were kept in his menagerie, housed near the Palazzo Vecchio 

until 1550 when it was moved to a location near San Marco, but these are absent too, a 

particularly striking omission considering their Florentine symbolism.
461

 Most of the animals are 
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instead local creatures, like those of the scrittoio, such as the sow, the stag, and the lynx. The 

porcupine may be considered local too. Though Pliny described porcupines as foreign creatures, 

archeological evidence suggests that they were introduced to Italy during the Late Antique or 

Early Medieval period, after which time they lived in the wild.
462

 Not challenging Pliny’s 

authority, Georgius Agricola reiterated that they were from Africa and India, but added that they 

had “recently been brought to our country” in De Animantibus Subterraneis (1549).
463

 Therefore, 

the porcupine was a liminal creature in that it could be found in the Italian wilderness, and was 

therefore familiar, but scholars were aware that it had its origins in foreign lands (Fig. 1.5). 

Also native are the goats, the only mammals in the tapestries that held special symbolism 

for the ducal family, as they would have evoked Cosimo’s Capricorn impresa. Indeed, two of 

these goats balance their hind legs on Medici balls, reinforcing the connection between the 

animals and the duke (Fig. 4.39). Most of the birds are local as well, including the owl, the 

vulture, and the magpie, among many others.
464

 The fish represented in the tapestries, such as the 

eel and the grouper, are native to Italian waters too (Fig. 6.27).
465

 There is little doubt that most of 

these birds and fish are based directly on Bachiacca’s direct observation of nature. In a letter from 

1550, the physician and naturalist Simone Porzio mentioned that he had Bachiacca draw a rare 

fish specimen for him, and in 1551 another document records that Bachiacca was sent a caged 
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bird to draw, probably like the ones depicted in the Grotesque Spalliera with the Threshing of 

Grain in the Centre (Fig. 6.28).
466

 Bachiacca was even asked to depict one specimen, a black and 

white shorebird, in a way that conveyed the particular fashion in which it walked, which was 

demonstrated for him by the hunter, and such exaggerated movements are indeed frequently 

portrayed in the fowl of the tapestries, such as the vulture in Fig. 6.27 with its leg raised as if to 

take a large step forward. A few years later in 1556, probably on the occasion of his retirement, 

he deposited two entire books as well as more loose drawings recording Cosimo’s zoological 

collections to the new Guardaroba in the Palazzo Vecchio, though unfortunately they have not 

survived. Bachiacca’s work recording Cosimo’s collection gave him the models he needed to 

represent the charmingly naturalistic animals in the tapestries, as well as those in the Scrittoio al 

Mezzanino.
467

  

Bachiacca’s tapestries, therefore, represent a Tuscan microcosm, a celebration of the 

animals native to the Medici ducal realm. This exaltation of the territory was not unique at 

Cosimo’s court, with Vasari’s Lives being another obvious affirmation of Tuscan supremacy.
468

 

In his Preface to the Lives, Vasari articulates that the air of certain places, and the soil of Tuscany 

in particular, produced artists that would resurrect art from its debased past.
469

 His thoughts about 

the role of the natural environment, of a particular place, in forming the character of an individual 

were shared with his contemporaries. David Young Kim discusses in his book The Travelling 

Artist in the Italian Renaissance the attitude of Alessandro Lionardi, who argued that individuals' 

characteristics are determined by their patria, that is, their homeland, as much as by their 
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parents.
470

 Furthermore, Young Kim notes that this belief mirrors the discourse of natural history. 

In his discussion of Italian wines, for example, Pliny wrote that “it is the country and the soil that 

matter, not the grape … since the same vine has a different value in different places.”
471

 Such 

attitudes suggest the fertile Tuscan environment represented in Bachiacca’s tapestries was in part 

responsible for producing the great Medici leaders. Most likely, his tapestries imply a reciprocal 

arrangement, with the Florentine soil producing great leaders, and great leaders in turn fostering 

the fruitful and nurturing environment. 

Andrea Gáldy has argued that a similar celebration of Tuscan specimens was exhibited in 

Cosimo’s collection of art and antiquities in the Scrittoio di Calliope. Her analysis of the 

inventories of the scrittoio reveals that the works created by both ancient and Renaissance 

Tuscans, or foreigners living in Tuscany, dominated the collection, with the Etruscan bronzes 

from Arezzo forming its core.
472

 A small number of items from other cultures are present, such as 

pre-Columbian carvings of animal heads, but Gáldy argues that these were peripheral.
 473

 The 

non-Tuscan objects, in her view, were a “striking backdrop for a heavy emphasis on Tuscan art” 

and served to show “how far the Medici connections reached.”
 474

 

 Likewise, in Bachiacca’s tapestries, Tuscan animals dominate the composition, but 

parrots stand out from the other creatures in their exoticism, creatures that are also represented in 

Salviati’s paintings above (Fig. 6.29). Like the imperial allusions of the grotesque style, the 

parrots woven within the tapestries may have conveyed the global reach of Cosimo and Eleonora, 

particularly given Eleonora’s Spanish connections. They may also be yet another allusion to 

Cosimo’s Augustan, or more broadly, imperial, destiny. Macrobius recounts the story of how a 

parrot (as well as a magpie and some ravens) exclaimed “Hail Caesar, the victorious commander” 
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after Augustus’s victory at the battle of Actium in 31 BC.
475

 Perhaps parrots couched in an 

imperial visual language would have recalled such an episode, particularly when juxtaposed with 

the representation of Roman military victory in Salviati’s scenes of Marcus Furius Camillus. 

Even though Bachiacca’s tapestries evoke imperial Rome through their style and 

imagery, the peacefulness of the creatures depicted in them is in diametrical contrast to the 

majority of representations of animals from antiquity. Animals are often shown fighting, such as 

in the Hellenistic statue of a horse that has fallen to the vicious attack of a lion, a group that could 

be seen on the Capitoline Hill during the Renaissance and that was copied by artists such as 

Giambologna (Fig. 6.30).
476

 The wildness and violence of animals were also sometimes exhibited 

in the squares of Florence, where live creatures were pitted against each other in spectacles called 

caccie (“hunts”), a three-day instance of which took place in the Piazza Santa Croce during the 

carnival celebrations of 1545, only months before Bachiacca began work on the grotesque 

tapestries.
477

 Even the duke’s personal love of hunting is a manifestation of both the literal and 

symbolic attempts of rulers to harness and dominate these seemingly violent forces of nature.
478

  

It is striking then that Bachiacca’s animals are not fighting, but relaxed and passive. 

Stags, porcupines, sows, and lynx are all shown lying down. Even more submissive are some of 

the goats: as noted above, those that are not lying down are actually shown bowing, with their 

hind legs balancing on a Medici ball and their upper bodies and heads lowered in supplication. 

The sprightliest creature is a dog that jumps, but his back is turned to the goat across from him, 

and he turns his head away from the small bird in front of him (Fig. 6.31); in other words, he does 

not exhibit any signs of aggression towards the creatures around him.  
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In his Hieroglyphica (1556), which was published shortly after the tapestries were 

completed, Pierio Valeriano provides an interpretation for the image of a sphinx that may be 

relevant, given that the two sphinxes in the tapestries are surrounded by a menagerie of peaceful 

animals. This text, which is dedicated to Cosimo I, says that the sphinx symbolizes that “mastery 

over the whole world yields to religion, to which even the fiercest animals submit themselves and 

accept its authority.”
479

 The animals depicted are not particularly ferocious species anyway, but 

their peaceful dispositions coupled with the presence of the sphinxes, which are notable 

exceptions to the otherwise natural menagerie, may signify that the Medici’s dominion over the 

Tuscan landscape is divinely ordained. 

As Lazzaro points out, when animals are shown in a peaceful state such as this, the trope 

evokes the classical Golden Age as it is described in Virgil’s Eclogues.
480

 Virgil speaks of the 

ruler Pollio, who will bring the world out of the Iron Age and into a new Golden Age in which 

animals live in harmony with one another.
481

 In the context of the Sala delle Udienze, an audience 

room designed to impress, surely the tapestries were meant to imply that Cosimo was a new 

Pollio, a ruler bringing about such an idyllic age, with the wildness of nature equally subdued; 

indeed, on the walls directly above the tapestries Salviati had already painted a parallel between 

Cosimo and Camillus. The animals that Virgil names, however, are not the same ones depicted in 

the tapestries: he says that “the browsing herds will have no fear of lions.”
482

 Perhaps because the 

lion is a symbol of Florence, and force and violence were seen as a means to establishing this 

serene Golden Age, it would have been inappropriate to show a docile lion. 
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The rest of the imagery in the grotesques supports this vision of a Golden Age. Virgil’s 

account of fields turning golden with wheat and of ripe hanging fruit is, as in many other 

grotesques, visualized in the tapestries and Salviati’s frescoes.
483

 The garlands along the top 

border of the spalliere are heavy with pomegranates, pears, grapes and other kinds of fruits and 

vegetables, evoking an effortlessly fertile land. Large plump putti enjoy some of this fruit in the 

Grotesque Spalliera with a Bust of a Woman (Fig. 6.32). Ornate incense burners billow with 

smoke, evoking pleasant smells of perfumes and spices, and a land golden with wheat is even 

depicted in the centre of one of the tapestries, where figures are shown harvesting the grain (Fig. 

6.28). The shimmering yellow background perhaps alludes to the golden fields of wheat as well, 

but also coincides with the overall theme of the Golden Age with a striking literalness. 

The medium of tapestries was perhaps also a clever response to Virgil’s description of the 

Golden Age as a time when wool no longer needed to be dyed, because during this magical 

period, sheep miraculously produced wool of various bright colours, changing the hue of their 

fleece at will.
484

 Only the warp of the tapestries is actually wool – the weft consists of silk as well 

as gold and silver thread
485

 – but perhaps the woven medium together with the other Golden Age 

imagery would have evoked these miraculous textiles in the minds of the Medici’s learned guests. 

Even without the suggestion of these magical properties, the costliness of the medium conveys 

the wealth and abundance of a Golden Age. Only during a time of such prosperity could the duke 

purchase luxuries such as these, which few could afford.
 486

 

Many of the animals in Bachiacca’s tapestries are close to life size, and the lack of depth 

in the grotesques makes them appear to be at the threshold of the viewer’s space.
487

 This creates 
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the impression that the Golden Age has become a reality, that the abundant life and peaceful 

creatures are actually present. This effect is heightened by Salviati’s frescoes, which create 

multiple levels of pictorial illusion. Salviati depicted lively parrots perched on fictive stone urns 

below Peace Burning Arms (Fig. 6.33). These urns are visually pushed forward, as they sit in 

front of the life-like garland that overlaps the grisaille dado further down the wall. They seem to 

rest on the architrave of the doorway, occupying the same space as the late fifteenth-century 

statue of Justice by Benedetto da Maiano.
488

 Salviati’s parrots therefore appear to be in our space 

in a similar, even more convincing, manner to the animals depicted across the picture plane in the 

tapestries below.
489

 

The docile animals would have also evoked the story told by Virgil and Ovid of Orpheus 

taming the wild animals, a myth often represented with such an array of beasts. Playing his lyre 

and singing, the son of Calliope (the muse depicted playing the same instrument on the ceiling of 

Cosimo’s scrittoio) surrounded himself with the shade of trees and tamed animals and birds.
490

 

Horace, too, describes Orpheus’s reputation for taming wild animals in his Ars Poetica.
491

 

Cosimo’s menagerie in the Grotto of the Animals in the Villa Castello may have had a figure of 

Orpheus, a statue that is mentioned in a seventeenth-century description of the gardens.
492

  

When surrounded by animals, Orpheus was represented as a peacemaker, a powerful 

political symbol that fit well within the context of the military imagery and the painting of Peace 

Burning Arms.
493

 Orpheus was also regarded as an ideal lover and husband due to his journey 
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through Hades to retrieve his wife Eurydice, who had suffered a fatal snake bite.
494

 Bronzino 

represented Cosimo in this guise in a private portrait that was likely made for the occasion of his 

wedding to Eleonora, in which a nude Cosimo/Orpheus, whose body is modelled after the 

Belvedere Torso, sits with his lyre at the entrance to the Underworld with a tamed Cerberus (Fig. 

6.34).
495

 In the tapestries, the grotesque style can be viewed as a substitute for this grotto setting 

and the imagery celebrating Eleonora, discussed below, could be analogous to Orpheus’s ever-

faithful love for Eurydice. In other words, the tapestries may have evoked Orpheus/Cosimo as 

both a peacemaker and a devoted husband. 

A group of tranquil animals likewise evokes the more familiar Christian paradise. In the 

creation story in the book of Genesis, God made the birds and the land animals as companions for 

Adam because “It is not good for the man to be alone” and brought them to Adam to name.
496

 

Though the Bible makes no mention of their behaviour, artists often depicted them as peaceful 

creatures, even including antipathetic animals calmly co-existing. Durer’s print of Adam and Eve 

(1504) exemplifies this tradition. Prominently in the foreground, a cat and a mouse lie on the 

ground in front of the first man and woman, and though Panofsky describes a certain tension 

between them, they have yet to act out any aggression (Fig. 6.35).
497

 Illustrated menageries of 

peaceful creatures were powerful subjects because they could evoke any of these versions of 

paradise, whether the classical Golden Age, an idyllic Orphic wood, or the Garden of Eden.  

The highly detailed, even scientific, renditions of the animals in Bachiacca’s tapestries do 

not take away from the mythological or religious allusions of this woven menagerie. Science, 

religion, myth and folklore were far from discreet types of knowledge and were studied together 

to provide a comprehensive understanding of the cosmos. Natural history texts, such as Conrad 
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Gesner’s Historiae animalium, compiled empirical observations together with inherited moralistic 

and symbolic accounts of the animals.
498

 Moreover, the biblical account of the naming of the 

animals was replicated in scientific practice; Gesner begins his discussion of each animal with a 

list of its names is different languages, and this interest in naming was similarly exhibited in texts 

by Pierre Belon and Ulisse Aldrovandi.
499

 

In addition to alluding to these long gone mythic times of peace and plenty, animals lying 

peacefully together could be interpreted as a sign of political friendship. During the caccia that 

took place in 1459 on the occasion of a visit from Pope Pius II and Count Galeazzo Maria Sforza 

of Milan, lions were presented with various bestial opponents. In spite of provocation, they were 

uninterested in fighting, and a poem recounting this event explained the response as a sign of the 

friendship between Florence and Milan.
500

 Although the Sala delle Udienze may not have been 

used as a banquet hall as was previously thought, it was certainly used for receiving or 

entertaining important visitors.
501

 Symbols of political friendship would have been appropriate to 

the setting, and the absence of animals associated with other city-states or noble families, such as 

Siena’s wolf or the Orsini bear, two animals that are recorded in the duke’s menagerie in 1550, 

would have avoided alluding to specific alliances, which was astute given the ever-shifting 

loyalties of sixteenth-century courts.
502

  

In the context of such occasions, it seems inevitable that the creatures would have 

inspired storytelling about hunting, fishing, and fowling, which were among Cosimo’s greatest 

passions, and which Eleonora enjoyed as well. A carnivalesque hunting scene with an 

anthropomorphic boar in the scrittoio al mezzanino, mentioned above, suggests that hunting was 
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related to the depiction of such natural specimens.
503

 Realistic representations of the natural world 

were also linked to this sport by Vasari; Giovanni da Udine’s impeccable naturalism was 

attributed to his participation in hunting and fowling. The artist’s biography begins with an 

account of his childhood, in which, Vasari tells us, the young Giovanni followed his father while 

he was hunting birds, bucks, hares, and other animals, and he sketched his father’s dogs as well as 

the prey they caught.
504

 He returns to the subject again after describing the artist’s death at the age 

of seventy, summing up Giovanni’s character in the penultimate paragraph: 

In his youth he took pleasure in scarcely any other thing but hunting and fowling; and his 

custom when he was young was to go hunting on feast-days with his servant, at times 

roaming over the Campagna to a distance of ten miles from Rome. He could shoot very 

well with the fusil and the crossbow, and therefore rarely returned home without his 

servant being laden with wild geese, ringdoves, wild ducks, and other creatures such as 

are to be found in those marshy places. Giovanni, so many declare, was the inventor of 

the ox painted on canvas that is made for using in that pursuit, so as to fire off the fusil 

without being seen by the wild creatures; and on account of those exercises of hunting 

and fowling he always delighted to keep dogs and to train them by himself.
505

 

 

Whether Vasari’s account was anecdotal or factual, he made a point of drawing a connection 

between hunting and Giovanni’s realistic representations of nature. Moreover, Giovanni’s 

painting of an ox recalls the one painted by the ancient artist Pausias, whose innovations in 

foreshortening and shading were recorded by Pliny.
506

 Likely, Bachiacca’s talent for depicting 

birds and beasts would have called to mind similar associations, not least because the animals he 

represents in the tapestries are primarily hunting dogs and local prey. 

 On at least one occasion the young Cosimo’s love of hunting suggested a link between 

his own unexpected rise to power and the biblical story of David’s appointment as king. The 

Venetian ambassador Vincenzo Fedeli wrote, “And so, whereas Alessandro was made duke 

through war and by force, Cosimo arrived at the princedom by vocation, with quiet and 

tranquility. And, like David, who from herding sheep was called to rule by the will of God, so 
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Cosimo, hunting birds and fishing, was called to the princedom.”
507

 Much like the parallels that 

Cosimo often created between himself and Augustus, this rhetorical connection between the duke 

and David reinforces the ideas of destiny, divine election and a peaceful reign, instead of 

ambition. In the case of the tapestries, this connection is very subtle, but given the Florentine 

history of using David as a political symbol, exemplified by Michelangelo’s David installed 

outside the doors of the Palazzo Vecchio, Bachiacca’s designs may have easily called to mind 

such associations. 

The ducal family would often go hunting while staying in their many country villas, and 

the luscious fruit, fluttering birds, and other wildlife in Bachiacca’s tapestries would have 

conjured images of the gardens and woods of these rural properties as well as the values that 

accompanied these spaces. About a century earlier, Alberti wrote about villas and “the suburban 

hortus”:  

…in a villa, the allures of license and delight are allowed…. It will receive much light 

from the joyous sky, much sun, and healthy breezes. I would not have it overlooked by 

anything whose gloomy shade would cause offense. Let everything smile at the visitor 

and greet him as he arrives. And once he has entered, let him be unsure whether it would 

be more pleasurable to stay where he is or to venture further, enticed by its gaiety and 

splendour.
508

 

 

The grotesques evoked such license, and the animals evoked memories of hunting, fresh air, and 

recreation in the beauty of nature at the villas of the Medici and their guests.  

Renaissance villas were spaces dedicated to villegiatura, the ideal of a contemplative and 

leisurely relaxation. This type of otium was understood in contrast to urban, active, and public 
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life.
509

 The Palazzo Vecchio, the heart of the government of Florence, stood for exactly these 

opposing values: it was the seat of Cosimo’s political activities and is located in the heart of 

urban Florence. Within the Sala delle Udienze, Salviati’s paintings show off the ideals of the 

active life by celebrating the military achievements of Marcus Furius Camillus. Therefore, when 

the tapestries were hung beneath these paintings, a visual balance of the active and the 

contemplative life was the result, portrayed as complementary rather than competing ideals. 

Perhaps this balance reflects Cicero’s view that contemplation was “the ideal preparation” for the 

active life.
510

  

The peacefulness that is represented visually through the demeanor of the animals sets up 

another level of contrast with the military paintings above, suggesting that a restful and peaceful 

Golden Age is the result of judicious military endeavours.
 511

 This message was already 

represented by Salviati in his allegory of Peace Burning Arms above the doorway to the Sala dei 

Gigli. The two captives tied up at her feet convey that peace is not brought about simply by 

setting aside or destroying one’s arms, but by a rightful victory, from which there is clearly a 

vanquished party. Only once a victory can be celebrated, symbolized by the palm she holds in her 

hand, can Peace destroy the instruments of war and reign over a land. In this decorative program, 

peace is the prize of war. 

As Adelson notes, Salviati’s Peace Burning Arms is modelled after a similar image on 

Augustus’s monumental Ara Pacis in which a personification of Rome is depicted sitting atop a 

pile of arms, equally conveying that such abundance and peace is won in war (Fig. 6.36).
512

 

Building upon this observation, the opposite panel on the Ara Pacis, in which an earth goddess 
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sits with two small children, a lap full of fruit, and calm animals at her feet corresponds to 

Bachiacca’s depiction of a fertile and peaceful Golden Age (Fig. 6.37). Indeed, much of the Ara 

Pacis is covered in tendrils, flowers, birds, and peaceful animals.
513

 The earliest definitive 

evidence of the discovery of the Ara Pacis is an engraving of one of the dado panels showing 

birds and a lizard amidst spiralling acanthus leaves and flowers by Agostino Veneziano (Fig. 

6.38). This print dates from about 1536, just a few years before work on the Sala delle Udienze 

began, but these motifs would have been more familiar to Cosimo from Augustan poetry.
514

 

Horace describes a similar vision of abundance and fecundity in his carmen saeculare 

(Centennial Hymn), a poem which likewise draws a connection between Augustus’s martial 

policy and such a fertile Golden Age.
515

 

Robert Lafrance has convincingly argued that Bachiacca’s grotesque tapestries allude not 

only to the fruit of Cosimo’s victories and good governance, but also to his consort’s role in the 

governance of Florence.
516

 Numerous details are similar to the grotesques executed for Eleonora, 

such as the golden background that matches the fictive billowy cloth painted by Salviati in the 

grotesques of her scrittoio and the parrots that recall the macaws on the ceiling of her Camera 

Verde (Fig. 5.6 and 5.19). Above all, the central images of the spalliere allude to the duchess. 

Showing off its colorful tail feathers in the centre of one of the tapestries is a peacock, the 

primary attribute of the goddess Juno, to whom Eleonora was compared by Vasari (Fig. 4.10). He 

wrote in his Ragionamenti that like Juno, “the duchess humbles the proud,” who are represented 

by the peacocks, “making them pull the weight of her illustrious and beloved virtues,” just as the 
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birds pull the goddess’s chariot.
517

 Paolo Giovio identifies Eleonora’s emblem as a peacock 

protecting its chicks, accompanied by the motto “Cum Pudore Laeta Foecunditas” (With chastity 

joyful fecundity).
518

 This beautiful bird seems like a natural addition to the set of birds and other 

animals elsewhere in the spalliere, but it also stands out from the rest because of its prominent 

central position in the composition and its elaborate framing with herms against a blue 

background, demanding that the viewer consider its symbolic significance as well. 

Located in the centre of another tapestry, the image of a wheat harvest, already 

mentioned above, can be read as an illustration of Eleonora’s agricultural management and 

success.
 519

 A bare-breasted female bust in the middle of its pendant spalliera, who has a stalk of 

wheat sprouting from her head beside a perched bird, is a symbol of womanly fertility as well as 

agricultural abundance.
520

 The portrait’s message of fecundity is reinforced by a little medallion 

of Dovizia (Abundance) with her characteristic classical drapery and a basket on her head to the 

right of the feminine profile; the same Dovizia figure appears to the right of the peacock as well 

(Fig. 6.39). Moreover, the large putti, such as those in the centre of the tapestry made to fold into 

the north-west corner (Fig. 6.40), as well as the children that accompany Charity in the centre of 

another (Fig. 6.17), correspond to the central image of Salviati’s scrittoio, in which, Edelstein 

argues, the children celebrate the heirs that Eleonora had already produced for the ducal family.
521

 

This is especially convincing given that the figure of Charity, in particular her headband, is based 

on Bronzino’s Dovizia figure that stands beside a large turkey in the portiera he designed (Fig. 

6.41).
522

 The female figures with children and baskets of fruit beneath a few of the fish bowls 

(Fig. 6.42) further celebrate Eleonora’s business acumen and the successful fulfillment of her 
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conjugal duties. All of these elements of the tapestries can be read in terms of Eleonora’s personal 

fecundity and agricultural prosperity.
523

 

Although in the Renaissance men were usually the ones who executed grand tapestries— 

in the case of this set, the designer and the weavers were all male— weaving was associated with 

female classical literary characters. In the Odyssey, Penelope shrewdly kept her suitors at bay by 

prolonging her task of weaving a burial shroud for Odysseus’s father, which she did by weaving 

all day and undoing her day’s work at night.
524

 Penelope and her weaving therefore became a 

model of marital fidelity and female ingenuity, a model prominently depicted years later on the 

ceiling of one of Eleonora’s rooms (Fig. 6.43). Another familiar character was Arachne, a woman 

so skilled at weaving that she entered into a competition with Minerva. The goddess was 

consumed with jealousy at the sight of Arachne’s tapestry and angrily turned her into a spider.
525

 

These literary associations between women and weaving would have been familiar to viewers, 

particularly given the Golden Age imagery, couched in a classical style. 

Neither the tapestries nor Salviati’s paintings should be read exclusively in light of either 

Cosimo or Eleonora. As Lafrance observed, other details in the tapestries allude to the duke and 

duchess’s partnership. The combined Medici-Toledo coat of arms reigns above the images of 

Charity and Fortune, pointing to their unified reign.
526

 Similarly, Salviati incorporated the 

Medici-Toledo stemma above his image of The Defeat of the Volsci (Fig. 6.44), and even though 

his paintings deal primarily with male-dominated military scenes, Eleonora’s family crest is 

turned towards the viewer. The prominent statue of Juno within the processional image on the 

adjacent wall also points to the cooperation of the spouses and Eleonora’s importance within 

Cosimo’s early self-fashioning (Fig. 6.45). The upper walls are an analogy for Cosimo as a ruler 
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in the tradition of the ancient Romans, with symbols alluding to the partnership with his wife, and 

the lower half of the walls, when the tapestries were hung, alludes primarily to Eleonora’s 

successes, while the Medici balls and goats likewise signal the partnership with her husband. On 

each half of the wall, the emphasis is alternatively on the duke or the duchess, but symbols of 

their partnership are included in both. 

Bachiacca’s tapestries engage with Salviati’s paintings by evoking a number of 

dichotomous relationships that were typical of Renaissance discourse.
527

 The reclusive 

countryside is contrasted with the public city, and this dichotomy in turn evokes ideas of the 

contemplative versus the active life, as well as nature versus culture. Moreover, the Iron Age 

wartime context of the upper scenes is in opposition to the peaceful Golden Age below. The 

analogy between Cosimo and Marcus Furius Camillus across the upper half of the walls and the 

allusion to Eleonora as a Dovizia figure across the lower half also sets up a dichotomy of male 

versus female. In spite of these polarities, some details connect the two realms, such the hybrid 

Medici-Toledo stemma and the imprese of both the duke and the duchess on both halves of the 

walls, suggesting that they are meant to be read not as values in competition with one another, but 

as complementary to each other. On their own, the tapestries appear to symbolize a fertile Tuscan 

Golden Age and the peaceful leisure of a country villa, but when read together with Salviati’s 

paintings in the context of the Sala delle Udienze, a more complete microcosm takes shape. 

Bachiacca and Salviati’s works are also divided stylistically. Feminine, passive and 

idyllic nature is represented by grotesques. This pictorial mode was characterized by spontaneous 

inspiration and the imagination, qualities consistently classified as feminine and irrational in the 
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Renaissance.
528

 The connection between grotesques and the irrational is conveyed clearly in the 

use of the word fantasie to describe grotesques, a term that, in classical thought, referred to 

images in the mind that had not been processed yet by rational thought.
529

 Similarly, in 

Antonfrancesco Doni’s Il Disegno (1549), he writes that grotesques originate “in the chaos of my 

mind,” again underscoring the style’s perception as irrational during the sixteenth century.
530

  

On the side of masculinity, reason, culture and war, Salviati’s clever deceptions, such as 

the illusion that the vessels on the lintel of the door to the Sala dei Gigli are in our space, are 

demonstrations of the artist’s rational manipulation of perspective and perception. Furthermore, 

Salviati’s paintings of Camillus are executed in what Marcia Hall calls the “relief-like style,” a 

mode characterized by flattened processional figures and a minimal background in imitation of 

imperial Roman relief sculpture.
531

 The ancient relief sculptures that Salviati mimicked were 

often dedicated to military themes, such as those on the Arch of Titus, the source of Salviati’s 

horses pulling Camillus’s chariot.
532

 Grotesques and the relief-like style are related to one another 

in that they both evoke imperial Rome and were developed by Raphael at Leo X’s papal court.
533

 

Still, each pictorial mode was judiciously chosen for the set of values it evoked.  

The bizarre hybrids and frequent representations of the impossible in grotesques give the 

impression of an imaginative and spontaneous artist at work, but grotesques are not actually 

constructed without planning and reason, evident particularly in the reoccuring patterns of motifs 

and symmetry as well as in their thematic unity. Indeed, it was the order imposed upon grotesques 

that Vasari ascribes to the success of modern grotesques, saying that they have been ordered or 

controlled (“furono poi regulate”), or in other words, subjected to a degree of reason. The result, 
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which he describes as graceful and beautiful, is the result of the equilibrium of the rational and 

the irrational. In his De Imaginatione, Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola discusses the same 

need for reason to control the imagination. When the imagination is unbridled, he asserts, it 

“dooms” man, but when it is guided by reason, it “beatifies” him.
534

  

Therefore, we can say that an overall balance of the masculine/rational and 

feminine/irrational is achieved, each set of qualities occupying half the space on the walls, but the 

dichotomy is not absolute. Neither side is “pure” in its relationship to gender or rationality. Nor in 

regards to nature and culture. As noted above, in Salviati’s section, birds like those in the 

tapestries perch on fictive urns, and he uses fecund festoons that are ripe with fruit to frame his 

images. In Bachiacca’s tapestries, ornate incense burners, that is, objects of art, hang between the 

animals, and a couple of the central images, such as the peacock and its background, are 

represented in such a way as to appear like a small tapestry within the larger tapestry. Above all, 

of course, the “nature” on the bottom half of the walls is constituted in artfully crafted tapestry—

not really nature at all. In these ways, and more, the room represents the Renaissance ideal of 

balance within the realms of gender, reason, nature, and culture. 

 Some of these dichotomies would be represented again in the early 1560s in Eleonora’s 

apartments. In the Room of the Sabines, the central painting on the ceiling shows a moment from 

the story of the Romans and the Sabines recorded in Plutarch’s Lives (Fig. 6.46). After the 

Romans had abducted the Sabine women and made them their wives, the Sabine men sought to 

avenge the betrayal and wage war against their Roman enemies. The women, however, charged 

the battle field, pleading with both parties for a peaceful resolution, and the Sabine women 

succeeded in a securing a truce.
535

 By choosing this moment of the story, Vasari and Stradano 

represented a gendered dichotomy that associates men with war and strife, and women with peace 
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and mediation. The women’s positions as mediators and peacemakers were rooted in their roles 

as wives and child-bearers; as in Bachiacca’s tapestries, a fecund realm is a peaceful realm. The 

manner of conveying this idea changed from decorative and evocative to a more direct narrative 

mode, but the central ideas were still important to the ducal couple in the early 1560s. So was the 

appreciation of nature, in all its diversity and fecundity. After Cosimo abdicated in 1564, having 

already lost Eleonora to malaria in 1562, the duke moved away from the city and chose to reside 

at the Villa Castello with its botanical variety and art that celebrated the natural fecundity of 

Florence.
536

 

 

Francesco’s Studiolo 

Cosimo’s son Francesco, who shared his father’s interest in natural philosophy, continued 

to reside in the Palazzo Vecchio after 1564, and we find the same gendered dichotomies in his 

Studiolo, another space ornamented with grotesques. Francesco kept his collection of natural and 

artistic wonders, which consisted of both material objects and texts, in this wunderkammer that he 

commissioned from Vasari (Fig. 6.47).
537

 Vincenzo Borghini devised the iconographic program 

for Vasari, and each door was painted with an image that alluded to the class of objects kept 

inside that cupboard, as well as fourteen other panels above these cabinets, with niches in each 

corner for the display of bronze statuettes of the classical gods. On the ceiling are paintings with 

allegorical figures of the four elements (Air, Fire, Earth and Water) as well as the conditions that 

result from the union of these four elements, (Dry, Humid, Hot, and Cold) and the four humours 

of man (Sanguine, Melancholic, Choleric, and Phlegmatic), representing the building blocks of 

nature and emphasizing the relationship that exists between nature and humanity.
538
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At the centre of the barrel-vaulted ceiling, the dichotomy of female/nature versus 

male/civilization exhibited in the art of the Sala delle Udienze is visualized in Francesco 

Morandini’s painting of Nature Giving Prometheus the Philosopher’s Stone (Fig. 6.48). Nature is 

represented on the left side of the image as a four-breasted woman with a unicorn, a snake, a 

rabbit and a human child suckling her breasts against a backdrop of other animals and birds. 

Some of these birds perch on the entrance of the cave that occupies the right half of the image, in 

which sits Prometheus with his legs spread widely to emphasize his manhood. He holds the fire 

that in mythology marks the beginning of man’s manipulation of nature, and hence technology 

and civilization.
539

 Using the gifts bestowed upon him by Nature, in this instance a stone that 

Luciano Berti identifies as a quartz, Prometheus creates new marvels and technologies, 

represented by the precious stones and the wheel by his feet.
540

 

Prometheus conducts his work in a dark grotto, much like the dim barrel-vaulted studiolo 

itself, which is illuminated by only one hidden window.
541

 The grotto-like quality of the space is 

enhanced by the etymological and cultural associations of the grotesques on the ceiling that 

occupy the space around Morandini’s painting of Nature and Prometheus and between the other 

allegories on the ceiling. Like Prometheus, Francesco worked and studied in his own man-made 

grotto/studiolo on the transformation of natural objects, transformations evoked by the 

metamorphosing forms in the grotesques. Some of the figures hold out jewels and trophies on 

strings, perhaps referencing the crafted objects hidden away below (Fig. 6.49). Golden circles that 

possibly represent coins may have the same function (Fig. 6.50).  

The grotesque imagery is full of playful inversions, incongruities, and ambiguities. In one 

band of grotesques, figures occupy the opposite spatial positions that one would expect, with a 
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winged hermaphrodite sitting solidly on the ground, while wingless figures are stacked above her, 

with the top one’s foot tied into a swath of drapery to keep him afloat (Fig. 6.51). This inversion 

is highlighted by the butterfly that flutters at the top of the stack of figures, a winged creature 

flying as it should. Other details play with the viewer’s expectations and perceptions: above the 

image of Melancholy, a mask, upon first glance, appears to have a long white mustache, but upon 

closer inspection, the two flowing white strands are in fact bands of drapery that loop back up 

behind its ears (Fig. 6.52). There is pleasure in discovering these absurdities within the minute 

imagery of the grotesques. They serve as a refreshing contrast to the painstakingly complex 

arrangement of the rest of the imagery into a well-ordered microcosm.  

More than just a series of visual jokes, these inversions and incongruities suggest a 

certain amount of room for the unexpected and the playful within the categories of nature and 

science. Paula Findlen sheds light on the importance of play in the Early Modern period, 

explaining that nature was understood to be an animated and dynamic force that played by 

transforming and mimicking herself in unexpected ways.
 542

 By classifying these “playful” natural 

objects as jokes, naturalists had a way to define things that otherwise defied categorization.
543

 

Coral was one such item that eluded easy classification, as it was thought to be a plant that took 

on the properties of stone. Its mythical origin story from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which says that 

it came to be when Medusa’s severed head made contact with seaweed, was painted by Vasari on 

one of Francesco’s cabinets in the studiolo (Fig. 6.53).
544

 Presumably, this is the cabinet listed as 

number eleven in the 1574 inventory of the room by Giovambattista da Cerreto, which contained 

more than forty pieces of coral, as well as other mysterious items that Giovambattista sometimes 

could not identify.
545

 Naturalists such as Francesco could also mimic nature’s metamorphoses by 
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reshaping natural objects, including some of the specimens of coral, and creating their own jokes 

through deception and illusion.
 546

  

In addition to the playfulness of the grotesques, an overriding sense of unity characterizes 

them as well. Between the images along the centre of the vault, groups of four figures are united 

by holding a single wreath, perhaps alluding to the unity of the four elements, four conditions, 

and four temperaments represented nearby (Fig. 6.54). Hermaphrodites and lovers represent a 

union between the sexes as well, which is, in contrast, represented in a more dichotomous fashion 

through the portraits of Francesco’s parents at either end of the room, with each representing the 

gendered division of the elements.
547

 The hermaphroditic figure in Fig. 6.51 also has goat’s 

hooves like a bawdy satyr as well as wings like a celestial being, combining symbols of the most 

bestial and the most spiritual in a single creature. Consistently, the marginal imagery in the 

grotesques expresses unity between opposing elements, unlike the distinct and separate categories 

represented in the main imagery of the room. 

These depictions of united figures and elements may relate back to the ideas about the 

grotto developed by naturalists and elaborated upon by alchemists. According to Malgorzata 

Szafranska’s study “The Philosophy of Nature and the Grotto in the Renaissance Garden,” for the 

alchemist, “nature is one” and the grotto is a space characterized by “the interchangeability of 

forms (animal – plant – stone – mineral).”
548

 This idea has its root in the understanding that the 

grotto was the realm of the nurturing earth, being literally a space within a mountain or 

underground, which was associated with the generation of all forms. Life-giving water abounded 

here, enabling seeds to germinate, stones to “grow” and animals to thrive.
549
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 In the art that Bachiacca created for Cosimo, grotesques were used predominantly to 

represent one side of a set of dichotomies: the style suggested the feminine, passive, and natural, 

due the irrational appearance of grotesques with their imaginative forms and dream-like 

relationships of objects to one another. The grotesques in Francesco’s studiolo, on the other hand, 

are placed outside of the matrix of dichotomies and categories that are illustrated on the barrel-

vaulted ceiling. They occupy the liminal space between the clearly demarcated paintings of the 

elements and humours that make up the well-ordered cosmos. The aesthetic properties of 

grotesques are well-suited to this purpose too. Their metamorphosing forms, unclear boundaries 

between objects, and playful imagery stand for the objects in the collections that defy such 

straightforward categorization. If the grotesques together with the dim and cavernous space of the 

studiolo were intended to evoke Prometheus’s cave, simultaneously the realm of man and 

technology as well as the nurturing Mother Earth, the aesthetic of the grotto with all of its liminal 

qualities was well-suited to imply the transmutation of forms that was the goal of alchemy. The 

imagery that appears most marginal in the studiolo may in fact be most central to the room’s 

purpose, the study and celebration of oddities, of hidden knowledge, and of transformation that 

men may pursue. 
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Images 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Marco da Faenza. Satyr with an erection. Detail of the grotesques on the ceiling of the 

staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Marco da Faenza. Pergola with Vines, Birds, and Putti. Above the bottom landing of 

the staircase between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 6.3. Marco da Faenza. Latticework with Vines and Birds. Vault above the staircase 

between the Sala di Leone X and the Sala degli Elementi. 1556-1558. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Giusto Utens. Latticework constructions covered in greenery. Detail of The Villa di 

Castello. 1599.  
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Figure 6.5. Giusto Utens. Barrel-vaulted pergolas. Detail of The Villa della Petraia. 1599.  

 

 

Figure 6.6. Cristofano Gherardi. Sacrifice to Cybele. Sala degli Elementi. 1555-1557. 
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Figure 6.7. Modern replica by Bruno Bearzi of Andrea del Verrocchio’s Putto Squeezing a 

Dolphin, 1959. Original sculpture by Verrocchio from ca. 1470. Fountain base executed by 

Francesco Ferrucci (called “Il Tadda”), Raffaello di Domenico di Polo and Andrea di Domenico 

according to the design of Giorgio Vasari and Bartolomeo Ammannati. Courtyard of Michelozzo. 

1555-1557. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 6.8. Bartolomeo Ammannati. Neptune Fountain. Piazza della Signoria, Florence. Ca. 

1560-1575. Photo: Una Roman D’Elia.  
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Figure 6.9. Niccolò Tribolo, base of the Fountain of Florence, 1545 and Giambologna, based on a 

model by Niccolò Tribolo, Florence, ca. 1560. Originally made for the Villa di Castello, but 

moved to the nearby Villa della Petraia in the 18
th
 century. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 6.10. Bachiacca. Various plants and a ray-finned fish. Scrittoio al Mezzanino. Ca. 1545.  
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Figure 6.11. Bachiacca. A Boar Hunting. Scrittoio al Mezzanino. Ca. 1545.  

 

 

Figure 6.12. Bachiacca. Himantoglossum adriaticum. Scrittoio al Mezzanino. Ca. 1545. Photo: 

ARTstor. 
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Figure 6.13. Bachiacca. A stag and another animal beneath a pair of wrestling putti. Detail of the 

grotesques in the Scrittoio al Mezzanino. Ca.1545.  

 

 

Figure 6.14. Bachiacca. Cucumbers. Scrittoio al Mezzanino. Ca. 1545. 
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Figure 6.15. The Creation with the Four Elements. From Sebastian Münster’s Cosmographia, 

1598.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.16. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Grotesque head. Detail of Grotesque 

Spalliera with a Fish. 1546-1550. 
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Figure 6.17. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Allegory of Charity and a sphinx. 

Detail of Grotesque Spalliera with a Figure of Charity. 1545-1546.  

 

 

Figure 6.18. Giulio Romano. Turkey. Detail of the ceiling of the Sala di Giulio Romano. Villa 

Madama, Rome. 1521-1523. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 6.19. Stefano Bonsignori. The Magellan Strait. Sala delle Carte Geografiche. 1565-1581.  

 

 

Figure 6.20. Niccolò Tribolo, Giorgio Vasari, and Antonio di Gino Lorenzo. Central niche of the 

Grotto of the Animals. Villa Medici, Castello. 1538; 1565-1572. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 6.21. Niccolò Tribolo, Giorgio Vasari, and Antonio di Gino Lorenzo. Left niche of the 

Grotto of the Animals. Villa Medici, Castello. 1538; 1565-1572. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 6.22. Giorgio Vasari and Marco da Faenza. Lorenzo il Magnifico Receiving Homage from 

the Ambassadors. Sala di Lorenzo il Magnifico. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 6.23. Andrea del Sarto. Tribute to Caesar. 1521. Villa Medici of Poggio a Caiano. Later 

additions by Alessandro Allori, 1582. 

 

 

Figure 6.24. Bachiacca. Grotesques with a giraffe. Grotticina di Madama, Boboli Gardens, 

Florence. Ca. 1555.  
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Figure 6.25. Anonymous Florentine engraver. Lorenzo il Magnifico’s Giraffe. 1490s.  

 

 

Figure 6.26. Bachiacca. The Gathering of Manna. Ca. 1540.   
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Figure 6.27. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. A grouper and a vulture. Detail of 

Grotesque Spalliera with a Fish. 1546-1550.  

 

 

Figure 6.28. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Grotesque Spalliera with the 

Threshing of Grain at the Centre. 1546-1550.  
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Figure 6.29. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. A parrot. Detail of Grotesque 

Spalliera with a Fish. 1546-1550. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.30. Cast by Antonio Susini after a model by Giambologna. Lion Attacking a Horse. 

Model from 1580-1589. Cast 1600/20. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 6.31. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. A goat and a jumping dog. Detail of 

Grotesque Spalliera with a Figure of Charity. 1545-1546. 

 

 

Figure 6.32. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Nicolas Karcher. Grotesque Spalliera with a 

Bust of a Woman. 1546-1550.  
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Figure 6.33. Francesco Salviati. Peace Burning Arms. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545. Photo: 

Author. 

 

 

Figure 6.34. Agnolo Bronzino. Portrait of Cosimo I as Orpheus. Ca. 1537-1539.  
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Figure 6.35. Albrecht Dürer. Adam and Eve. 1504.  

 

 

Figure 6.36. Reconstruction of A Personification of Rome Sitting on a Pile of Arms. Ara Pacis. 

13-9 BCE. Photo: ARTstor. 
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Figure 6.37. Panel of Tellus. East façade of the Ara Pacis. 13-9 BCE. Photo: ARTstor.  

 

 

Figure 6.38. Attributed to Agostino Veneziano. Ornamental print based on a dado panel of the 

Ara Pacis. Ca. 1536.  
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Figure 6.39. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Detail of a figure of Dovizia. 

Grotesque Spalliera with a Peacock. 1546-1550.  

 

 

Figure 6.40. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Jan Rost. Grotesque Spalliera with Two Putti 

under a Baldachin. 1546-1550. 
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Figure 6.41. Bronzino. Spring. 1545-1546. Photo: ARTstor. 

 

 

Figure 6.42. Designed by Bachiacca and woven by Nicolas Karcher. Two seated female figures, 

one with a basket of fruit beside her and the other with a child. Detail of Grotesque Spalliera with 

an Eel in a Globe of Water. Ca. 1546-1553.  
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Figure 6.43. Giovanni Stradano. Penelope Weaving. Sala di Penelope. 1561-1562.  

 

 

Figure 6.44. Francesco Salviati. Putto with a Medici-Toledo Stemma. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-

1545. 
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Figure 6.45. Francesco Salviati. Statue of Juno. Detail of Camillus’s Triumph over Veio. Sala 

delle Udienze. 1543-1545.  

 

Figure 6.46. Giovanni Stradano according to the design of Giorgio Vasari. The Sabine Women 

Bringing Peace between the Roman and Sabine Men. Sala delle Sabine. 1561-1562.  
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Figure 6.47. Giorgio Vasari and collaborators. Studiolo of Francesco I. 1570-1575. Photo: 

Author. 
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Figure 6.48. Francesco Morandini. Nature Giving Prometheus the Philosopher’s Stone. Studiolo 

of Francesco I. 1570-1575. 
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Figure 6.49. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Woman dangling a jewel. Studiolo of Francesco I. 

1570-1575.  

 

 

Figure 6.50. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Gold Coin? Studiolo of Francesco I. 1570-1575.  
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Figure 6.51. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Winged hermaphrodite at the bottom of a stack of 

figures. Studiolo of Francesco I. 1570-1575. 
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Figure 6.52. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Mask with a mustache of drapery. Studiolo of 

Francesco I. 1570-1575. 

 

 

Figure 6.53. Giorgio Vasari. Perseus and Andromeda. Studiolo of Francesco I. 1570-1575.  
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Figure 6.54. Workshop of Giorgio Vasari. Four figures holding onto a single wreath. Studiolo of 

Francesco I. 1570-1575.  
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Chapter 7 

Beyond the Laws of this World: Grotesques and the Sacred 

Out of the three chapels in the Palazzo Vecchio, two of them, the Cappella dei Priori and 

the Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X, are heavily decorated with grotesques. The decoration of 

the Cappella dei Priori was commissioned in 1514 by Lorenzo di Piero de’ Medici, who gave 

Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio the task of covering the walls with “many beautiful ornaments” in the 

form of gilded and grisaille panels of grotesques and candelabra (Fig. 4.34).
550

 Narrow vertical 

panels like the ones on the walls were typical of early Renaissance grotesques, where marginal 

pilasters or frames were frequently ornamented with such designs. However, in the Cappella dei 

Priori, much like the decoration on the fictive walls of the room in Domenico Ghirlandaio’s 

painting The Birth of the Virgin in Santa Maria Novella (Fig. 1.1), the grotesques are no longer 

relegated to the margins or the background. Grotesques are now the central motif, with nearly 

uninterrupted panels covering the entire surface of the chapel walls, as well as many panels of 

grotesques on the ceiling. 

Although the Cappella dei Priori was executed prior to the Medici duchy, it warrants an 

analysis within the context of this study. During the renovations to the palace, Cosimo and 

Eleonora preserved the decoration of this chapel, suggesting that it complemented the public 

image that they were trying to create and that it likely appealed to the ducal couple on a 

devotional level as well. The Cappella dei Priori also acts as a vital precedent and foil for 

understanding the decoration of a small chapel that the duke did commission. In the Cappella del 

Quartiere di Leone X, the pilasters, pendentives, lunettes and several wall panels likewise are 

ornamented with grotesques, but the overall effect could not be more different (Fig. 7.1). Instead 
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of a dark and shimmering space, this chapel is lively, bright and colourful. These qualities are 

typical of the style of Marco da Faenza, who painted these grotesques under Vasari’s supervision 

between 1557 and 1558.
551

  

In spite of the fact that churches and chapels were among the earliest places ornamented 

with grotesques after the rediscovery of the Domus Aurea, the conspicuous use of grotesques in 

sacred spaces was not discussed directly until 1582 in Cardinal Gabriele Paleotti’s Discourse on 

Sacred and Profane Images. Far from being laudatory, Paleotti’s text devotes no less than six 

chapters to condemning grotesques for their unnatural and irrational monsters, decrying them as 

repugnant “things of dreams and falsehood.”
552

 He argues that the name “grotesque” resonated so 

well with these designs not only because of the initial misunderstanding about the Domus Aurea, 

but because they actually had their origin in ancient, subterranean caves dedicated to infernal 

gods, where pagan worshippers made blood sacrifices. The fact that these infernal grotesques 

were being used regularly to decorate Christian churches and sacred objects was in his view 

absolutely subversive.
553

 He cautions the reader, “with regard to the decorum and reverence that 

one must have in sacred buildings, we who have the light of true religion should not let the 

architects and painters who lived in the shadows of false religion triumph over us.”
554

 Paleotti 

favoured a perspectival style of art instead, one that could ultimately be judged by its faithfulness 

to the natural world; artists were welcome to use their powers of invention, but the things that 

they depicted had to at least be something that actually exists in nature.
555

 Because Paleotti 

equated verisimilitude with truth and monsters with the devil, the fantastic imagery of grotesques 

failed on a moral and spiritual level for him. 
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By the time Paleotti wrote his treatise on art, the artistic and religious environment in 

Italy had drastically changed since the rediscovery of the Domus Aurea a hundred years earlier. 

The Council of Trent, which took place between 1545 and 1563, had mandated that art should be 

clear, realistic, and free from distracting embellishments so that it could better inspire devotion 

and instruct the faithful.
556

 These artistic ideals are in opposition to the fundamental qualities of 

grotesques. Far from being easily intelligible, grotesque compositions are full of minute details, 

and one form morphs into another, creating ambiguous monsters. Sometimes, as we have seen, 

plants or animals are represented with naturalistic precision, but overall the Counter Reformation 

ideal of realism is also antithetical to grotesques, in which the very foundation of the style is the 

fantasy of the artist. These ornaments serve to delight the viewer with playful and witty 

embellishments, exactly the type of “distraction” that reformers rebuked in the self-consciously 

artful work produced earlier in the century.  

Paleotti’s opinions about grotesques make sense within the context of these Counter 

Reformation views, which is not surprising considering he was a counselor to the papal legates at 

the close of the Council of Trent.
557

 Earlier in the century, though, artists enthusiastically used 

grotesques in sacred spaces. Before the polarization of fantasy and religion attempted by Counter 

Reformation thinkers, grotesques contributed to the decorative programs of sacred spaces by 

evoking holy places, sacred mysteries, divine revelation, and a syncretic understanding of truth. 

Often, it is precisely the incongruity and lack of naturalism in grotesques, the very qualities to 

which Paleotti later objected, that made them ideal ornaments for devotional spaces. 
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The Cappella dei Priori and the Holy Sepulchre 

Some of Paleotti’s negative opinions about grotesques provide clues about their 

longstanding cultural associations. In his discussion of the origins of grotesques, Paleotti explains 

that the term “crypt” or “grotto” is applicable to any underground structure, including graves.
558

 

The catacombs housing the graves of the apostles and martyrs were commonly referred to as 

“grotte,” and even the sepulchre of Christ, he says, is often referred to as a crypt.
559

 Indeed, the 

grottoes of the newly excavated Domus Aurea that gave grotesques their name were initially 

believed to be burial chambers, creating a close association between this style and the macabre, 

sometimes resulting in the use of funerary imagery in their designs. A print by Hieronymous 

Hopfer from the 1520s, for example, includes four skulls, votive candles, and a plaque that says 

INRI, an abbreviation for Jesus of Nazareth King of the Jews that is a reference to the sign that 

Pontius Pilate ordered to be placed above Christ when he was crucified (Fig. 7.2).
560

  

With this in mind, the decorative program of the Cappella dei Priori, and the use of 

grotesques in particular, may have been inspired by the architectural limitations of the space. 

Beginning in 1511, under the supervision of the capomaestro Baccio d’Agnolo, service rooms 

connecting the Apartments of the Priors and the Sala delle Udienze were renovated and the space 

was transformed into the chapel.
 561

 Even though the chapel is on the piano secondo (third floor) 

of the palace, the result was a cavernous room, illuminated only by a few tiny windows and a bit 

of light from the adjoining rooms. Originally, another window was in the apse, but in order to 

accommodate the altar and the altarpiece, it was filled.
562

 The small and dimly lit space of the 

chapel, therefore, resembles a dark grotto. Many of the phytomorphs in the grotesques of the 
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Cappella dei Priori even hold torches, as if to provide light for a chamber buried beneath the earth 

(Fig. 7.3).  

The resemblance between this chapel and a grotto is even more evident when we 

compare it to the Grotticina di Madama, a small grotto in the nearby Boboli Gardens that has the 

same barrel vault as the Cappella dei Priori and even an apse-like space at one end with a single 

small step elevating the area and a basin in place of an altar (Fig. 7.4). It has a very similar 

arrangement of compartments across its ceiling, which contain putti and grotesques by Bachiacca 

(Fig. 5.23). Moreover, the grotto is ornamented with tall vertical niches and compartments along 

the walls that mimic the rows of vertical panels of candelabra in the chapel (Fig. 7.5). The 

materials have been changed from rich to rustic, and the subject from Christian to pastoral, but 

the architecture of the space and the decorations are remarkably similar. This grotto, which was 

commissioned by Eleonora in the early 1550s, was obviously not a source of inspiration for the 

earlier chapel.
563

 However, it is possible that the chapel was the model for the grotto, suggesting 

that the grotto itself may have been viewed as a kind of sacred space. 

Considering the connection between the grotesque style, grottoes and tombs, including 

the sepulchre of Christ, it is not surprising that in the Cappella dei Priori four octagonal 

compartments on the ceiling each contain four winged putti holding the various instruments and 

relics of the Passion of Christ, including the sudarium, the cross, the nails, the lance and the 

sponge soaked in vinegar (Fig. 7.6). Angelic phytomorphs also hold a cross prominently in the 

centre of the apsidal arch (Fig. 7.7), another reference to the suffering and death of Christ. The 

grotesques help to create a funerary atmosphere that matched the Passion imagery of the 

chapel.
564
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Together with the sacred imagery embedded in the grotesques, the pervasive use of 

gilding in the Cappella dei Priori functions to Christianize the ornamentation. On the ceiling, the 

grotesques and other images are depicted against a gilt background made to look like a mosaic, 

with the exception of the compartment with the Holy Spirit, which has a solid gold background. 

The panels of grotesques on the walls are likewise composed of grisaille designs against a fake 

gold mosaic background, and the slimmer panels of candelabra are depicted in the reverse, with a 

gold design against a dark background (Fig. 7.8). Gilding can be found on the frames, 

inscriptions, and other embellishments of the room as well, so that the entire space shimmers.  

The Domus Aurea was itself luxuriously decorated with gold, as the name of the building 

indicates, but contemporary descriptions of the ruins emphasized the vibrant colours more than 

the gilding.
565

 Ridolfo himself painted the nearby Camera Verde with grotesques later in his 

career with a bright polychrome palette. Therefore, it is much more likely that Ridolfo used so 

much gold in the chapel to make the ornamentation appear precious and sacred, as it recalls the 

traditional use of gold leaf for the background or details of Byzantine icons and mosaics, a 

practice that persisted in Italian art into the early Renaissance. Indeed, there was no shortage of 

sacred images like these in the churches of Florence, such as the miraculous picture of the 

Madonna and Child in Orsanmichele by Bernardo Daddi (ca. 1346) (Fig. 7.9) or the mosaics on 

the ceiling of the city’s Baptistery (Fig. 7.10).
566

 The most relevant example of shimmering gold 

ornamentation, though, can be found in Eusebius’s description of the basilica that enclosed and 

enshrined the Holy Sepulchre itself by Constantine. Eusebius refers to the sepulchre as “the 
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sacred cave... where once an angel, radiant with light, proclaimed to all the good news of the 

rebirth demonstrated by the Saviour,” which the first Christian Roman Emperor therefore 

honoured by decorating it with extensive ornamentation and erecting a church around it that 

glittered with gold.
567

 Although Constantine’s edifice was destroyed in 1009 by Fatmid Caliph al-

Hakim of Egypt and was rebuilt between the eleventh and twelfth centuries, Eusebius’ text was 

popular among Renaissance humanists and would have been familiar to learned viewers.
568

 The 

grotesques served to heighten the impression of a tomb, and they were gilded to make it a sacred 

one: they shimmered mysteriously in the dark like the Holy Sepulchre itself, complete with the 

body of the Saviour on the altar during Mass.  

 

Metamorphosis, Grottoes and Divine Revelation 

The hybrid monsters in grotesques can be read as beings in the process of 

metamorphosis, something difficult to illustrate in a static medium such as painting. Michel 

Jeanneret notes that Ovid lingers on the moments of transformation rather than the outcome in his 

Metamorphoses, the point in each story when the character in question is a hybrid being. For the 

most part, artists have followed suit, opting to depict a hybrid figure when they illustrate one of 

his stories.
 569

 Any number of examples could be given, though Alessandro Allori’s illustration of 

Daphne changing into a laurel tree is particularly apt because it is a part of a larger composition 

of grotesques with similar hybrid imagery (Fig. 7.11). The hybrid monsters in grotesques can be 

read in an analogous way, as unstable creatures undergoing such a transformation. 
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Perhaps contributing to the popularity of grotesques in sixteenth-century sacred spaces, 

ancient Roman sources link caves and metamorphosis with divine revelation. The classical figure 

of Proteus, an embodiment of the idea of metamorphosis, was known for prophesying from his 

grotto. According to Virgil, Proteus “has knowledge of all things – what ever was, what is, and all 

that is to come.”
570

 His oracular powers and mutable nature are narrated in Virgil’s Georgics, 

where we find the story of the shepherd Aristaeus, who seeks out Proteus to find out why his 

entire colony of bees died. His mother, Cyrene, instructs Aristaeus not to plead or pray, but 

instead to capture Proteus while he is sleeping in his cave and to restrain the god, regardless of 

how he transforms himself, in order to persuade him to answer Aristaeus’s question.
571

 He 

dutifully takes this advice, and once Proteus is subdued and his form has stabilized, he explains to 

the god that he has come seeking an oracle.
 572

 Proteus provides the answers that he needs, telling 

Aristaeus that he lost his bees as divine punishment for his pursuit of Eurydice, which resulted in 

her stepping on a deadly poisonous snake. After hearing this explanation, Cyrene advises 

Aristaeus to offer blood sacrifices in reparation for his crime, and from the carcass of these 

sacrificed bulls, a new colony of bees is miraculously born, and divine favour is restored.
573

 

Through his cunning and mastery over Proteus’s transformations, Aristaeus gains knowledge 

about the motivations and workings of the gods and is able to transform dead bulls into live bees.  

In another story in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Proteus is similarly described as a shape-

shifting seer who reveals the secret to subduing the nymph Thetis. These ancient accounts were 

popular in the Renaissance, and therefore the role of Proteus as a source of knowledge and truth 

was reiterated. In the fifteenth century, Marsilio Ficino recounted the Orphic view that “prime 

nature imparted all things to Proteus” and later in the sixteenth century, a print by Giulio 
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Buonasone that was published in Achille Bocchi’s Symbolicae quaestiones in 1555 expresses the 

same idea (Fig. 7.12).
 574

 It shows Proteus wrestling with Aristaeus in a grotto surrounded by 

Neptune’s monstrous sea-calves and the accompanying poem identifies Proteus as the source of 

oracles and says, “For what else is Proteus but the image of Truth itself / Turning itself into all the 

wonders of things?”
575

  

Descriptions of Proteus read as descriptions of grotesques. In Andrea Alciati’s emblem 

called, “Whatever is most ancient is imaginary,” Proteus is shown in the water as a hybrid, with 

the upper body of a man and the lower body of a sea creature holding a trident (Fig. 7.13), but the 

accompanying description explains that he is continuously in a state of metamorphosis: 

‘Old man from Pallenia, oh Proteus, you have as many shapes as an actor has roles. Why 

are your members sometimes that of a man, and sometimes that of an animal? Come on, 

tell me, what can be the reason for you to change into all manner of shapes, and yet you 

have no fixed figure of your own?’ ‘I reveal the signs belonging to the most remote ages, 

ancient and prehistoric, and each man imagines them according to his whimsy.’
576

 

 

Not only are the unstable forms of the god reminiscent of the hybrids in grotesques, but the 

emphasis in this passage on imagination and whimsy is like many sixteenth-century descriptions 

of grotesques, such as that of Vasari. Notably, all of these qualities are tied to the idea of 

revelation: through metamorphosis and the imagination, ancient signs are revealed. These 

“ancient signs” described by Alciati for the first time in 1531 are reminiscent of the mysterious 

symbols and Egyptian hieroglyphs to which grotesques are compared later in the century by Pirro 

Ligorio and Giovan Paolo Lomazzo, as discussed in Chapter One.  

This association between grotesques and revelation sheds more light on why grotesques 

are so prominent in the decoration of the Cappella dei Priori. The paintings beneath the two 

arches of the barrel vault both portray scenes of divine revelation. The one on the back wall 

shows the angel Gabriel appearing to Mary in the Annunciation, revealing that God’s plan for her 
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is to become the mother of God incarnate (Fig. 7.14). On the other side of the chapel is a painting 

of the miraculous apparition of the Virgin, accompanied by two angels, to San Bernardino (Fig. 

7.15).
577

 The Holy Spirit, who, the Bible says, knows and reveals the hidden wisdom of God, is 

shown prominently in the form of a dove in its own central compartment on the vault, 

highlighting its role in the revelation of divine mysteries.
578

 The associations between grotesques 

and divine revelation make the style particularly appropriate for framing these Christian subjects. 

 

Sacred Inventiveness 

The association between grotesques and divine revelation is not limited to ancient 

sources. As discussed in the second chapter, the way in which Vasari describes Giovanni da 

Udine and Marco da Faenza suggests that grotesques were tied in a special way to artistic furor, 

the inspired creativity of the artist. Vasari highlights divine inspiration and the artist’s consequent 

revelatory role in the Cappella di San Luca in Santissima Annunziata. In Vasari’s central painting 

of St. Luke Painting the Virgin (1562), St. Luke is shown at his easel painting an icon of the 

Christ child and his mother, who appear on a cloud before him in his studio (Fig. 7.16). Mary 

guides the artist by pointing, and Jesus mirrors her gesture; in other words, these holy figures are 

actively engaged in the work of the artist.
579

 In this painting, divine guidance and inspiration 

result in a work that is not purely imitative, but rather is inventive; the picture on the easel, in 

which the figures face forward without their pointing gestures, is not identical to what the artist 

sees.
580

 As St. Luke was also one of the Evangelists, there is an implicit comparison between the 

inspired work of artists and the biblical writers of the Gospels: just as St. Luke’s text was written 
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under divine guidance and inspiration, so was his painting.
581

 The implication is that Vasari’s 

paintings were also divinely inspired, as it is his face on the figure of St. Luke, and by extension, 

also those of the members of the Accademia del Disegno to which the chapel belonged. 

Vasari’s painting of St. Luke conveys that the inventiveness of the artist, a virtue at the 

core of executing grotesques, reveals the divine. In fact, we find slim panels of grotesques around 

the room, suggesting the importance of the ornamental style within the theme of divinely-inspired 

invention, design, and creation (Fig. 7.17). A similar moment of divinely inspired art appears in 

the grotesques in the Great Cloister of the Abbazia di Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Fig. 7.18). A 

panel of grotesques by Sodoma to the left of the entrance includes a monk painting a holy icon of 

the Virgin and Child, perhaps himself swept up in the furor of divine inspiration and invention 

and revealing the sacred through his art.  

To put it another way, inventive (rather than laboured and mimetic) artists have a share in 

the divine creativity of God, thereby revealing something of God’s power and majesty in their 

own work. In Vasari’s writings, he is perfectly explicit on this point: 

The first image of man was a lump of clay, and not without reason, seeing that the Divine 

Architect of time and of nature, being Himself most perfect, wished to show in the 

imperfection of the material the way to add and to take away; in the same manner 

wherein the good sculptors and painters are wont to work, who, adding and taking away 

in their models, bring their imperfect sketches to that final perfection which they 

desire.
582

 

 

In this passage, he compares the creative process of God to that of an artist, thereby implying that 

an artist’s creative methodology is the same as that of God himself. As Liana Cheney explains, 

“artists claimed that they worked like God; they did not just imitate nature, but they created a new 

nature (they surpassed nature) and a new beauty through inspired contact with God.”
583

 It was 

therefore in painting grotesques, the most inventive form of art, that artists became divine 

creators. 
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Holy Monsters 

Returning our attention to the hybrid beings in grotesques, they can be read not only as 

creatures undergoing a metamorphosis, but also as stable monstrous beings. In fact, out of all the 

imagery in grotesques, Renaissance writers singled out monsters as their most prominent feature. 

Benvenuto Cellini even wrote that he found the term “monsters” more fitting to the style than the 

word “grotesques.”
 584

 Far from diminishing the style’s association with revelation that viewing 

the hybrids as metamorphosing creatures afforded, reading grotesque hybrids as monsters 

reinforces it.  

The Early Modern discourse about monsters is varied and complex, but the connection 

between monsters and divine revelation is clear from the numerous accounts of monstrous births 

that circulated throughout Europe in diaries, drawings, paintings, printed pamphlets and 

broadsides. In March of 1512, for example, a monster was born in Ravenna, and news of its 

bizarre and portentous body spread quickly. Not all of the accounts or illustrations portrayed this 

monster in exactly the same way, but most of them explained that the unfortunate child was born 

with a horn on its head, bat wings in place of its arms, a scaly leg that ended in an eagle’s claw 

with an eye at its knee, and other strange parts (Fig. 7.19). When Ravenna was sacked by French 

and Spanish troops merely eighteen days later, everyone agreed that the monster had been an 

omen of the catastrophe, a sign from God of his wrath and a warning of the imminent attack.
585

 

The Florentine apothecary Luca Landucci, who had previously recorded a detailed description of 

the child, wrote in his diary on March 29th:  
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It was evident what evil the monster had meant for them! It seems as if some great 

misfortune always befalls the city where such things are born; the same thing happened at 

Volterra, which was sacked a short time after a similar monster was born there.
586

  

 

Furthermore, each monstrous limb was interpreted by some as a sign of a particular sin, such as 

the horn for pride, the hermaphroditic genitalia for sodomy, and the eye on the knee for looking 

to worldly instead of heavenly things.
587

 

The role of monsters as portents, as creatures that revealed messages from God, is central 

to how they were perceived. These children rarely survived more than a couple of hours after 

birth, and this fact was interpreted as evidence that they had fulfilled their purpose once their 

message had been delivered.
588

 Authoritative texts such as St. Augustine’s City of God reinforced 

this point; the fourth-century Church Father wrote that marvels are called monsters because they 

signify something – as the Latin word “monstrare” means “to show” - and at other times are 

called portents because they portend something.
589

 As the monster of Ravenna makes clear, 

monstrous births were consistently interpreted in the Renaissance as signs of sin and God’s 

consequent wrath, but it should be noted that for Augustine, monsters were also, more positively, 

evidence of God’s limitless creative power.
 590

  

The monsters that are depicted in the grotesques of Renaissance chapels are varied, as are 

the descriptions and images of portentous monsters, but there are often similarities between the 

two. The monster of Ravenna, to use the same example, has a lot in common with the hybrids that 

ornament the stained glass windows of the chapel in the Villa Farnese in Caprarola (Fig. 7.20). 

From both of their torsos, wings extend in place of arms, and objects emerge from the tops of 
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their heads, in one case a horn and in the other a basket. Their lower bodies also morph into 

unusual appendages, one with its single scaly leg and the other into a stalk of tendrils and 

bountiful cornucopia. By making this comparison, I am not suggesting that each monster in the 

grotesques of these chapels was meant to be interpreted deformity by deformity in order to 

discern a specific message from God, but I am suggesting that they may have been a way to 

inspire the viewer to contemplate divine mysteries and messages. Perhaps they would have also 

encouraged the viewer to look for or ponder signs they might have experienced in their own lives. 

The way the hybrid monster in the Farnese stained glass window is beautified by using 

tendrils and cornucopia is not unusual in grotesques in general, but it is especially common in 

those used in sacred spaces. If the scales and horns of notorious portents signified vice, then 

perhaps the appendages of baskets and tendrils were interpreted by viewers as signs of God’s 

favour and blessings instead. In the grotesques of the chapels of the Palazzo Vecchio in 

particular, many of the monstrous hybrids closely resemble angels, themselves typically depicted 

as winged hybrids. Like monsters that functioned as signs, messages, and portents, the Latin word 

angelus itself means “messenger,” the sacred role of these spirits in the Bible. The most famous 

instance of this is in the story of the Annunciation depicted in the Cappella dei Priori, in which 

the archangel Gabriel appears to Mary in order to convey her role in God’s Incarnation, revealing 

to her one of the most sacred of all Christian divine mysteries.  

 The angelic monsters in these grotesques, then, evoke and combine two different types of 

beings whose role in the cosmos was specifically to deliver messages from God, and the sanctity 

of the angels mitigates the negative connotations of the monsters. In their role as mediator or 

messenger, some of these sanctified monsters are depicted presenting a sacred object or 

miraculous relic to the viewer. We have already seen that the Chapel of Priors has angelic 

monsters on the apsidal arch, where together they present a cross to the viewer. Notably, the cross 

does not transform into tendrils or other objects, which makes it stand out from the rest of the 
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imagery as something intact and uncorrupted. The cross, the ultimate symbol of Christianity, is 

kept distinct from the pagan imagery. More than that, this distinction creates a kind of syntax 

within the grotesques: the angelic monsters reveal and the cross is the timeless relic that is 

revealed. Eleonora’s Camera Verde, though not a sacred space, has similar angelic phytomorphs 

flanking the Christological images of the pelican and the phoenix, each of which is also closed off 

within its own compartment (Fig. 5.13). These angelic monsters hold up libations rather than 

sacred symbols, but their station on either side of the symbolic birds serves to demarcate the 

sacred symbolism within an otherwise secular program. 

These observations are consistent with angelic monsters found in the grotesques of other 

Renaissance churches and chapels. In the Strozzi Chapel in Santa Maria Novella in Florence from 

circa 1500, Filippino Lippi painted two winged phytomorphs holding up the sudarium, the cloth 

that Veronica used to wipe Christ’s face on the road to Calvary that miraculously imprinted His 

image upon it (Fig. 7.21). Later in the century in the chapel of the Villa d’Este in Tivoli, more 

angelic phytomorphs hold up rosaries, which in the Renaissance were sometimes straight strings 

of beads, unlike the circular ones used today (Fig. 7.22).
591

 The monsters that hold sacred objects 

are not angelic in every case. In Pinturicchio’s grotesques in the Cathedral in Siena, objects that 

resemble the sudarium (which here look a bit monstrous themselves as the faces seem to slide 

right off the cloths) and rosaries are encircled by much more bizarre creatures (Fig. 7.23). Yet 

even in these cases, monsters are depicted mediating between the sacred objects and the viewer, 

holding up signs, relics, and miracles of the divine. 

 

The Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X 

Angels and angelic monsters are also present in the grotesques of the colourful Cappella 

del Quartiere di Leone X. Some of these angels are not monstrous at all except insofar as angels 
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are almost always shown as winged humans, and correspond to traditional depictions of angels 

playing musical instruments (Fig. 7.24 and 7.25). At the bottom of the four grotesque panels with 

the evangelists are baby-faced winged beings that resemble traditional depictions of six-winged 

seraphim such as the ones depicted in Perugino’s Assumption of the Virgin in the nearby church 

of Santissima Annunziata (Fig. 7.26 and 7.27). A second glance, however, reveals that the 

horizontal wings of these celestial beings look remarkably like the absurdly large ears on the 

masks in the pendentives of the chapel (Fig. 7.28). Here, the seraphim are made monstrous in a 

subtle, even humorous, way. 

Two more angelic phytomorphs in the predella of the altarpiece are clearly represented as 

holy monsters, likely the holiest in the room. They are the only grotesques in the chapel painted 

gold (apart from the ones that are gilded as part of the frames), suggestive of their importance and 

sacredness, and they frame a tondo of Christ’s dead body being lifted up by a pair of angels (Fig. 

7.29). The angels within the tondo are more directly involved with showing Christ’s body to the 

viewer, but a strong visual parallel is created between the angels in the tondo and the winged 

phytomorphs in the frame. The angelic monsters, instead, appear to direct our attention through 

their own bodies: the torsos of the two sacred creatures mirror that of Christ. Conventional 

Christian iconography is seamlessly merged with the ancient pagan style of art. 

Yet not all of the imagery in these grotesques is Christian. The blood sacrifices that 

Paleotti would so disapprovingly list among the horrors of ancient grottoes, and the depiction of 

which he deemed “a thing unworthy of Christian piety and prudence,” are also illustrated in the 

four lunettes of this chapel.
592

 One scene shows the sacrificial animal (perhaps a goat?) already 

dead on the ground, with a young man cutting it open (Fig. 7.30), while another shows a rather 

muscular nude boy lifting a hammer above his head, ready to strike the bull at his side for his 

sacrificial offering (Fig. 7.31). The third lunette includes a strong, mature nude figure who is 
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grasping a live goat, about to lift it onto the altar (Fig. 7.32). In the last image, a soldier hands a 

small object to the priest across the flames (Fig. 7.33). 

At least one of these is definitely a pagan sacrifice, which is indicated by the Roman 

costume of the soldier and his amorphous object that resembles classical representations of a 

thighbone wrapped in fat (Fig. 7.34), a sacrificial offering described by ancient authors such as 

Hesiod, Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Aristophanes.
593

 However, animal sacrifices were 

also an important part of the ancient Jewish tradition and were often depicted in the same way, as 

we can see in the painting the Sacrifice of Noah in the Vatican Logge (ca. 1518-9) (Fig. 

7.35).
594

 Therefore, it seems likely that these sacrifices would have called to mind not only pagan 

examples but also ancient Hebrew ones.  

Ancient sacrifices like these would have been understood as prefigurations of the ultimate 

sacrifice of Christ, who died for the sins of humanity.
595

 In his explanation of the relationship 

between the Jewish and Christian Bibles in Contra Faustum, St. Augustine explains that, “while 

we consider it no longer a duty to offer sacrifices, we recognize sacrifices as part of 

the mysteries of Revelation, by which the things prophesied were foreshadowed. For they were 

our examples, and in many and various ways they all pointed to the one sacrifice which we now 

commemorate.”
596

 Therefore, these sacrifices of goats, a bull, and a fat-covered thighbone would 

have evoked Christ’s sacrifice, the sacrifice that rendered all other sacrifices like these no longer 

necessary.
597

 Moreover, the form of these sacrifices is transformed once again on the ceiling, 
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where four scenes of martyrdom illustrate personal sacrifices of torture and death for the sake of 

faith and the love of God (Fig. 7.36).  

Animal sacrifices were often shared as part of a communal meal, creating a close link not 

only with Christ’s death on the cross, but also with the consumption of his sacrificed body in the 

form of the consecrated host.
598

 The words of the mass would have strengthened this connection 

to the sacrament of the Eucharist, which was instituted at the Last Supper, itself depicted on one 

of the walls (Fig. 7.1). Indeed, the Eucharist is a secondary theme in the small chapel, alluded to 

by an illustration of The Gathering of Manna (Fig. 7.37), the miraculous story from the Hebrew 

Bible in which God sends food from heaven for the starving Israelites as Moses told them He 

would. This episode is recalled later in the Gospel of John when Jesus proclaims: 

Very truly I tell you, it is not Moses who has given you the bread from 

heaven, but it is my Father who gives you the true bread from heaven…. 

I am the living bread that came down from heaven. Whoever eats this 

bread will live forever. This bread is my flesh, which I will give for the 

life of the world.
599

  

 

The small image of angels lifting the dead body of Christ out of his tomb in the predella mirrors 

the priest holding up the communion wafer during the mass too. 

The connection between the Eucharist and ancient sacrifices is reinforced by the presence 

of ciboria, Christian liturgical objects made to hold the consecrated hosts, in the red grotesque 

frames around the lunettes.
600

 The choice of the grotesque style for Eucharistic imagery is 

particularly apt. Just as the objects and figures in the grotesques seem to fluidly morph into new 

objects or beings, the pinnacle of the mass is the transubstantiation of the bread and wine into the 

body and blood of Christ. The miracle of the mass is thereby referenced both in the integrated 
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symbols and objects as well as through the style itself, a style that is nearly always described as 

full of representations of the unnatural.  

The integration of Christian and pagan styles and imagery in the Cappella del Quartiere 

di Leone X suggests that the relationship between these traditions is not necessarily of one 

superseding another, but instead of fluidity between the two. Marco da Faenza integrated 

Christian allegories and angels into a type of ornamentation not only ancient in origin but also 

closely associated with pagan religion in contemporary Renaissance thought. As a counterpoise to 

this, the Christian narrative scenes in the chapel include pagan imagery in their compositions, 

such as in The Baptism of Christ (Fig. 7.38), where the Jordan River is represented through a 

classical personification of the river in the foreground in the form of two bearded men reclining 

next to a cornucopia while pouring water from overturned vessels. 

Certainly, the integration of pagan imagery and styles with Christian art is far from 

unusual in the Renaissance, but it is appropriately expressive of the syncretic attitudes and beliefs 

communicated through the imagery in the room discussed above. The central painting on the 

ceiling by Vasari also implies this understanding of truth and religion. An image of God the 

Father is supported by a throng of putti beside a book with the letters Alpha and Omega inscribed 

on its open pages (Fig. 7.39). This imagery is taken from the first chapter in the Book of 

Revelation: “‘I am the Alpha and the Omega,’ says the Lord God, ‘who is, and who was, and who 

is to come, the Almighty.’”
601

 The eternal reality of God conveyed by the symbols of the Alpha 

and the Omega has its spatial counterpart in the globe on the other side of God in the painting. 

The message is that across both time and space, God is constant and sovereign, even when he is 

worshipped in different forms by different peoples. The substance is eternal, even when rituals 

change forms, blurring the boundaries between historical periods and cultures.  
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This idea of an underlying eternal reality in the face of outward transformations in belief 

and practice is also communicated in the Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X by the images of 

pagan sibyls and Hebrew prophets that surround the central image, whom theologians believed 

foretold the coming of the Messiah. The compositional unity of the four images visually bridges 

the classical and Jewish traditions of prophecy, creating a diverse but united image of the ancient 

messengers of God. Moreover, in their vocations as prophets and seers, their role in sacred history 

itself creates temporal bridges between the pre-Christian and the Christian eras.  

St. Augustine articulates this understanding of divine history clearly in his 

Retractationes, in which he wrote, “what is now called the Christian religion existed even among 

the ancients and was not lacking from the beginning of the human race until ‘Christ came in the 

flesh.’ From that time, true religion, which had already existed, began to be called Christian.”
602

 

This belief has its roots in the Bible. In the Acts of the Apostles, Luke records that Paul 

proclaimed to the Athenians:  

Men of Athens! I see that in every way you are very religious. For as I 

walked around and looked carefully at your objects of worship, I even 

found an altar with this inscription: to an unknown god. Now what you 

worship as something unknown I am going to proclaim to you.… From 

one man he made every nation of men, that they should inhabit the whole 

earth; and he determined the times set for them and the exact places 

where they should live. God did this so that men would seek him and 

perhaps reach out for him and find him, though he is not far from each 

one of us. 'For in him we live and move and have our being.' As some of 

your own poets have said, 'We are his offspring.'
603

  

 

In this passage, Paul equates the “Unknown God” of the Greeks to the God worshipped by 

Christians and claims that their own poets had spoken about Him. Although throughout history 

many Christians have distanced themselves rhetorically from other religions, both pagan and 

Jewish, there is also this tradition of seeing religious continuity between cultures. 
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The Neoplatonic writers of the fifteenth century, who had a particularly strong following 

in Florence, made the multiformity of religion central to their philosophy. Edgar Wind explains 

that in spite of the differences in doctrine, Pico della Mirandola saw deep connections between 

the pagan, Hebrew and Christian religions. It was through the esoteric strands of each religion, 

namely Orphic Platonism, the Cabbala, and Pauline secrets purportedly disclosed to his disciple 

Dionysius the Areopagite, that they could be reconciled and he came to believe that they “differed 

not at all in substance but only in name.”
604

 The program of the chapel seems to express this same 

concordance between religions through the use of imagery from traditions and periods across 

time and cultures. 

Just as the grotesque style is ideal for Eucharistic imagery, it is also apt for the 

ornamentation of a space dedicated to the multiformity of religion, as its unclear boundaries and 

aesthetic of transformation match the changing outward rituals and symbols of eternal truths, 

thereby blurring the boundaries between individual traditions. In the Pucci Chapel in Trintà dei 

Monti in Rome, grotesques were also used for this purpose. Bordering an Annunciation scene, a 

chalice tops a menorah, which in turn emerges out of the Sudarium (Fig. 7.40), literally obscuring 

the boundaries, physical and symbolic, between icons of the Jewish and Christian religions. 

Although the objects are not touching like those of the Pucci Chapel, in the Cappella del 

Quartiere di Leone X, the red swirls along the upper borders of the scenes of blood sacrifices blur 

the boundaries between the space of the ancient rituals and the space with the Christian ciboria.  

 

Sacred Imagery Outside of the Chapels 

In a small number of cases, similar imagery can be found in the grotesques outside of the 

chapels. In the Sala delle Udienze, above the doorway leading to the Cappella dei Priori, more 

burning altars are illustrated in the grotesque panels by Domenico Romano bracketing the image 
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of the Sacrifice of Isaac by Francesco Salviati (Fig. 3.11). In the lower portion of these 

grotesques, two small circular shrines or temples contain a flaming altar in each (Fig. 7.41), and 

directly above each one is an arch of grape vines with bunches of fruit hanging from them. Since 

Early Christianity, grapes have been a standard reference to the wine that is transformed into the 

blood of Jesus during the mass and the little lion heads in the centre of the vines could be a 

reference to the “Lion of Judah,” a name for Christ from the Book of Revelation. The altars with 

their burning oblations are, again, a typological reference to Christ’s sacrifice of himself, 

commemorated in the Eucharist, which was celebrated on the other side of the doorway.
605

  

The altar in the scene of The Sacrifice of Isaac is itself covered in grotesques composed 

of garlands and dancing figures, including a child in the centre. This fecund imagery seems 

incongruous on an altar where the young Isaac would have been killed had not an angel 

intervened. Yet it was through Abraham’s obedience that God promised to bless and multiply his 

descendants,
606

 and through the subtle grotesque imagery, Salviati is able to communicate this 

message. Like the scenes of sacrifice in general, the story of Abraham and Isaac was particularly 

closely tied to Christ’s own sacrifice. Although ultimately Isaac is spared from immolation 

whereas Christ is crucified, both biblical figures submit themselves to be sacrificed according to a 

divine command or plan. Moreover, Isaac is the son on whom the fate of Israel depends, the son 

who will go on to father as many descendants as stars in the heavens; likewise, the salvation of 

Israel, and humanity as a whole, depends on Christ.
607

 The life-giving sacrifice of Christ is 

evoked through the Jewish story as well as through the fecund imagery in the grotesques that 

ornament the altar. 
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The image of a pelican feeding her chicks with her own blood above the entrance to 

Eleonora’s chapel is another traditional Eucharistic symbol that points to the sacred space beyond 

the doorway, as discussed in Chapter 5.
 608

 Unlike Salviati’s Christological imagery above the 

Cappella dei Priori, Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio’s pelican is not involved in the kind of 

metamorphosing aesthetic of the rest of the grotesques, sectioned off as it is. Nonetheless, it is 

important because as a somewhat less common and very specific symbol, it shows that 

interpreting other, more polyvalent images, like grapes, in terms of the Eucharist when they 

appear in similar locations (i.e. above chapel doors) is a valid reading. No one would argue that 

grapes are not a Eucharistic symbol, but given the context of an antique style, and in a room that 

itself is not dedicated to a religious function, it could be argued that the grapes and wheat are 

symbols of the harvest, Bacchus and Ceres instead. Yet, this ambiguity could be advantageous, 

with the various readings valued in turn. The pelican, with its strong tradition of a single 

interpretation, however, demonstrates clearly that religious symbolism was used in grotesques in 

unconsecrated rooms to mark the passage into a sacred space.  

In all of these spaces, sacred iconography works in grotesques, and grotesques are 

appropriate in sacred spaces, because grotesques represent a vision that is otherworldly: earthly 

laws do not apply to the objects or inhabitants depicted. In the same way that a different set of 

rules apply to holy miracles or heavenly realms, grotesques operate according to an otherworldly 

sense of order. This, combined with the enigmatic and ambiguous qualities that would make them 

suspect by the end of the century, made them perfect for expressing the hermetic and syncretic 

religious ideals of earlier patrons. It is in grotesques that the Renaissance viewer could encounter 

the sacred in an otherworldly realm that evoked prophecy, divine mysteries, veiled truths and 

God’s marvelous creative power. 
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Whatever divine secrets the monstrous and fluid forms of grotesques revealed to 

sixteenth-century worshippers, the chapels of the Palazzo Vecchio show the modern viewer the 

range of meanings that grotesques conveyed. The style could evoke the secular power of ancient 

Rome in one context and then the Passion of Christ or divine revelation in another. These 

connotative meanings were enhanced by the imagery incorporated into the ornamentation, which 

proved equally malleable to the context. The language of grotesques could be religious or secular, 

serious or playful, elevated or base. In the case of the Palazzo Vecchio, the Medici ducal family 

exploited the rich cultural associations of grotesques and the depth of the artist’s imagination to 

fulfill their propagandistic, intellectual, and devotional needs. 
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Images 

 

Figure 7.1. Marco da Faenza. Grotesques with images of The Last Supper and the Evangelists. 

Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Hieronymous Hopfer. Macabre candelabrum. Ca. 1520-30. 
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Figure 7.3. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Winged phytomorphs with torches. Cappella dei Priori. 1514.  

 

 

Figure 7.4. Giovanni Fancelli. Goats and Putti. 

Grotticina di Madama. Boboli Gardens, 

Florence. 1554. Photo: Author. 

 

Figure 7.5. Wall niches and panels in the 

Grotticina di Madama. Boboli Gardens, 

Florence. 1554. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 7.6. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. The Trinity, Putti Holding Instruments of Christ’s Passion, 

and The Evangelists. Cappella dei Priori. 1514. 
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Figure 7.7. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Phytomorphs holding Torches and a Cross. Top of the 

apsidal arch. Cappella dei Priori. 1514. 

 

 

Figure 7.8. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Panels of grotesque candelabra in the Cappella dei Priori. 

1514. 
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Figure 7.9. Bernardo Daddi. Madonna and Child. Orsanmichele, Florence. Ca. 1346.  

  

 

Figure 7.10. Christ in Judgment. Vault of the Baptistry of San Giovanni, Florence. Ca. 1260-

1275.  
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Figure 7.11. Alessandro Allori. Apollo and Daphne. Detail of a panel with grotesques and 

mythological scenes. Ca. 1560.  

 

 

Figure 7.12. Giulio Buonasone. Aristaeus binding Proteus. From Achille Bocchi’s Symbolicae 

quaestiones, 1555. 
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Figure 7.13. Emblem 182: “Whatever is most ancient is imaginary.” From Andrea Alciati’s 

Emblematum liber. 1549 edition.  

 

 

Figure 7.14. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Annunciation. Cappella dei Priori. 1514. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 7.15. Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio. Apparition to San Bernardino. Cappella dei Priori. 1514. 

Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 7.16. Giorgio Vasari. St. Luke Painting the Virgin. Cappella di San Luca, Santissima 

Annunziata. Ca. 1565.  
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Figure 7.17. Grotesques in the Cappella di San Luca. Santissima Annunziata, Florence. Photo: 

Author. 

 

 

Figure 7.18. Sodoma. Monk painting a picture of the Virgin and Child. Detail of the grotesques in 

the large cloister of the Abbazia di Monte Oliveto Maggiore. Ca. 1505-1508. 
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Figure 7.19. The Monster of Ravenna. From Ulisse Aldrovandi’s Monstrorum Historia, 1642.  

 

 

Figure 7.20. Detail of the grotesques in the stained glass window with St. Andrew in the centre. 

Chapel of the Villa Farnese, Caprarola. Ca. 1566. 
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Figure 7.21. Filippino Lippi. Angelic monsters holding the sudarium above St. Philip Driving the 

Dragon from the Temple. Strozzi Chapel, Santa Maria Novella, Florence. Ca. 1497-1500. 

 

 

Figure 7.22. Angelic Phytomorphs Holding  Rosaries. Chapel in the Villa d’Este, Tivoli. 1572. 

Photo: Una Roman D’Elia.  
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Figure 7.23. Bernardino Pinturicchio. Monsters with strings of beads, and a bearded face in front 

of a cloth backdrop. Detail of the grotesques on the ceiling of the Piccolomini Library in the 

Siena Cathedral. Ca. 1502-1508.  
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Figure 7.24. Marco da Faenza. Two angels playing music. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 

1557-1558. 

 

 

Figure 7.25. Luca Signorelli. Detail of angels playing music in The Crowning of the Elect. San 

Brizio Chapel, Orvieto Cathedral. 1499-1504. 
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Figure 7.26. Marco da Faenza. St. Matthew with a baby-faced seraphim in the surrounding 

grotesques. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558.  

 

 

Figure 7.27. Pietro Perugino. Detail of baby-faced seraphim. The Assumption of the Virgin. 

Santissima Annunziata, Florence. Ca. 1503.  
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Figure 7.28. Marco da Faenza. Charity. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. Photo: 

Author. 

 

 

Figure 7.29. Marco da Faenza. Angels Holding up the Dead Body of Jesus in his Tomb. Cappella 

del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. 
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Figure 7.30. Marco da Faenza. A Man Cutting Open a Dead Animal for a Sacrifice. Cappella del 

Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.31. Marco da Faenza. Sacrifice of a Bull by a Young Boy. Cappella del Quartiere di 

Leone X. 1557-1558. 
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Figure 7.32. Marco da Faenza. Sacrifice of a Live Goat. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-

1558. 

 

 

Figure 7.33. Marco da Faenza. Roman Soldier Offering a Sacrifice. Cappella del Quartiere di 

Leone X. 1557-1558. 
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Figure 7.34. A sacrifice of a thighbone wrapped in fat. Attic red-figured bell-krater. Ca. 425 BCE. 

 

 

Figure 7.35. Workshop of Raphael. Sacrifice of Noah. Loggia of Raphael, Vatican Palace. Ca. 

1517-19.  
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Figure 7.36. Marco da Faenza. A Martyrdom. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558.  

 

 

Figure 7.37. Marco da Faenza. Gathering of Manna. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-

1558. 
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Figure 7.38. Marco da Faenza. Baptism of Christ. Cappella del Quartiere di Leone X. 1557-1558. 

 

 

Figure 7.39. Giorgio Vasari and Marco da Faenza. Ceiling of the Cappella del Quartiere di Leone 

X. 1557-1558. Photo: Author. 
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Figure 7.40. Grotesque panel with chalice, menorah, and sudarium. Pucci Chapel. Trintà dei 

Monti, Rome. 16th century. Photo: ARTstor. 

 

 

Figure 7.41. Domenico Romano. Flaming altar in a tempietto supported by phytomorphs. Detail 

of the grotesques above the doorway to the Cappella dei Priori. Sala delle Udienze. 1543-1545.  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion: A Rhetoric of Freedom 

Along with connotations of imperial power, dynastic continuity, courtly wit, and even 

divine revelation, the idea of artistic license remained at the heart of how grotesques were 

understood throughout the sixteenth century. Whether discussed in positive or negative terms, the 

freedom of the artist to paint his whims and fantasies was reiterated in numerous sources, as early 

as Pinturicchio’s contract for the Piccolomini library in 1502, followed by Serlio, Vasari, and 

others in the middle of the century, and finally repeated by Paleotti in 1582 and Armenini in 

1587. As these sources explain, this artistic license resulted in ornamentation full of figures, 

animals, and objects that were themselves free from the laws of nature and the constraints of the 

real world.  

The experience of viewing grotesques was, and still is, characterized by this sense of 

freedom and playfulness. Identifying with the represented figures, we respond empathetically to 

the nymphs, satyrs and other characters effortlessly balancing on the petals of flowers in an airy 

and depthless world, where temples can be supported by delicate tendrils, and forms are able to 

transform into different beings. The masks are inventive and entertaining, and the putti embody 

health, youth, and play. This imaginative escape from the real world is further enhanced by the 

pleasure of constant discovery: due to their complexity of composition, new things and witty 

variations are found in grotesques upon successive visits and viewings.  

Such light-hearted imagery does not diminish the messages of power and authority 

conveyed by grotesques; instead, it builds upon them. In the public spaces of the Palazzo 

Vecchio, the gaiety and freedom of the style suggests that the legitimate rule of the Medici, 

emphasized through the imperial and dynastic connotations of the style as well as by the personal 

and family devices encoded in it, is liberating rather than oppressive in nature. Like the fecund 
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imagery in the grotesques that evokes a bountiful and harmonious land flourishing under Medici 

rule, the freedom of the artists and unconstrained forms imply that an analogous atmosphere of 

freedom results from Medici government.  

Put another way, the grotesques in the Palazzo Vecchio, through their aesthetic of 

freedom, convey that the Medici offer a light yoke to their subjects. This is the same message 

that, according to Paolo Giovio, was at the heart of Pope Leo X’s impresa, which consists of an 

oxen yoke accompanied by the word “SUAVE” (meaning “gentle”). In his Dialogo dell’ imprese, 

he explains that the device was adopted after Giovanni de’ Medici had returned to Florence after 

his eighteen-year exile and was meant “to signify that he had not returned wishing to be Tyrant of 

the Fatherland” but rather that “his reign would be clement and gentle.”
609

 This symbol of the 

gentle yoke is based on Matthew 11:30, in which Jesus says, "For my yoke is easy and my burden 

is light.”
610

 As Giovio points out, a biblical reference was appropriate for a cleric such as 

Giovanni.
611

 

It is tempting to see these parallel messages as another way of Cosimo mirroring his 

illustrious ancestor in order to create the appearance of a stronger dynastic lineage. However, as 

Claudia Rousseau has demonstrated, Giovio’s history of the device is not entirely accurate. She 

explains that the impresa did not in fact emerge after his return from exile as a message to the 

Florentines, but only after Giovanni’s elevation to the papacy, making its first appearance, not in 

Florence, but in the pope’s Lateran possesso.
612

 Rousseau argues that the Christological theme of 

the yoke was more likely employed to suggest that Leo’s election to the papacy and his gentle 

rule were divinely ordained as demonstrated by his natal horoscope.
613

 Giovio’s interpretation of 

Leo’s impresa, then, has more to do with the politics of mid-sixteenth-century Florence, the 
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context in which he wrote his dialogue, than with the true origins of the yoke device.
614

 In other 

words, Giovio’s explanation is more likely evidence of Cosimo’s construction of the idea that the 

Medici, both past and present, are rulers who refrain from imposing heavy burdens on their 

subjects and instead rule gently over their realm.  

The grotesques of the Palazzo Vecchio therefore serve to nuance the other imagery in the 

building. Narrative images unambiguously represent the power of the Medici, such as in Cosimo 

I’s Victory at Montemurlo in the Sala di Cosimo I, which showcases the duke’s military might 

and subjugation of rebellious exiles, who crouch below his imperial figure, captured and bound 

(Fig. 8.1). Even the bird’s-eye city views in the Courtyard of Michelozzo suggest omniscience, 

surveillance and control (Fig. 8.2). In these cases and many others, the adjacent grotesques 

provide welcome respite from the severe tone of the portraits, narrative images and city views. 

Even more importantly, the juxtaposition of the two types of images implies a causal relationship 

between uncompromising Medici rule and a realm of freedom, delight, and abundance.  

 Between these two messages, one of uncompromising power and the other of delightful 

freedom, the former was closer to the experience of his subjects. Cosimo’s rule over Tuscany was 

authoritarian. He unilaterally formed his council known as the Pratica Segreta in 1547, and even 

then he often dealt with minor decisions himself.
615

 In 1548, he instituted the Legge Polverina, 

which inflicted severe penalties on anyone who opposed Medici power.
616

 To find these traitors, 

he surveyed the population and gathered information through a costly network of spies who 

“were everywhere, it was believed – in every household, in every church” and people were sent to 

“secret prisons from which news never issued.”
617

 Vincenzo Fedeli, a Venetian ambassador, 
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described Cosimo as a feared and severe absolute ruler, as did the Florentine historian Benedetto 

Varchi, who stated that “Cosimo alone governed everything.”
618

  

Cosimo’s control extended to the cultural sphere. As Michel Plaisance notes, the carnival 

programs in Florence were rigidly controlled by the duke, whose personal authorization of the 

masquerade proposals was required.
619

 From 1550, members of the Accademia Fiorentina were 

restricted to lecturing only on the work of Dante, Petrarch and authors on a list prepared by Lelio 

Torelli, Cosimo’s secretary.
620

 Above all, grotesques emblematize the freedom of the artist, and in 

the realm of the visual arts, the duke likewise exercised a significant degree of control. Within the 

Compagnia ed Accademia del Disegno, Cosimo was called the Principe e Signior Nostro e capo 

di tutti and reserved the power to choose the institution’s membership himself.
621

 When six artists 

challenged his choices and named people they thought deserved inclusion, the artists named by 

the dissenters quickly voiced their submission to the duke and his ordinances in fear of 

repercussions for the discord.
622

 Discussion and debate were not universally muzzled by Cosimo, 

but there is no doubt that he vigilantly monitored the cultural affairs and institutions of the state 

and would not abide any dissent.
623

 

Kurt W. Forster also explains that Cosimo monopolized the patronage of Florentine 

artists, who were required to work “within a fairly narrow range of possibilities and under 
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increasing institutional control.”
624

 Echoing Varchi, Vasari wrote in his Ragionamenti about 

Cosimo’s control over the Palazzo Vecchio, saying that the changes within the palace were 

dependent on the duke’s will alone.
625

 This is not just another assertion of the duke’s absolute 

power. It speaks to the personal experience of Vasari, who, being the capomaestro of the palace, 

would have been affected by the duke’s control the most.
626

 Cosimo’s level of involvement in his 

commissions is exemplified in a letter from the duke to Vasari, in which he insists on changing 

the artist’s composition for the painting Planning the War of Siena in the Sala Grande (Fig. 8.3). 

He tells Vasari that the councilors in the scene are unnecessary, because he was the one 

responsible for the planning, but that their figures may be replaced with Silence and other 

allegories of virtues.
627

 Indeed, looking at the finished work, the councilors are nowhere in sight, 

and Silence is represented in the lower right hand section of the painting in front of allegories of 

Prudence and Fortitude. Two more virtues, Vigilance and Patience, are represented in the upper 

left.
628

  

Stepping back from specific examples such as this one and looking at the artistic output 

at the Medici ducal court as a whole, there is a great deal of consistency, which suggests in turn a 

great deal of control. In certain areas of the Palazzo Vecchio, the individual hands of the artists 

are often indistinguishable from one another. Vasari valued the work of Michele Tosini so highly, 

for example, because of his ability to paint in the prevailing maniera, which he did so 

successfully that his work is impossible to isolate from the output of other artists who worked on 

the paintings in the Sala di Cosimo I and on the ceiling of the Sala Grande. As Heidi J. Hornik 

has pointed out, artistic unity, not license, was paramount in these projects.
629

 Cosimo’s patronage 
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is consistent thematically too, such as the nearly identical selection of historical scenes 

represented in Cosimo and Eleonora’s wedding apparatus from 1539 and the paintings executed 

in the Quartiere di Leone X in the Palazzo Vecchio more than fifteen years later.
630

 Karla 

Langedijk has also noted the remarkable uniformity in the duke’s official portraits, even as his 

physical appearance changed over the years.
631

 

By commissioning grotesques to adorn his palace, Cosimo presents himself as a patron 

who values artistic freedom, in turn making the glorification of the Medici and himself in other 

commissions look less forced. If artists are free to paint what, and in what manner, they wish, the 

consistency in their work appears more like an authentic consensus than a carefully crafted 

program. This appearance masks the reality of the tight control he exerted over their work. This is 

not to say that the artists who executed grotesques in the palace were as constrained as other 

artists. As discussed earlier, the artists may have had some thematic guidelines, and may have at 

times even been required to incorporate certain images that related to the broader decorative 

program, but they could depict their whims and fantasies within and around these restrictions. 

Nonetheless, the freedom that these artists experienced, enjoyed, and expressed served to obscure 

the control that Cosimo exerted in the rest of his patronage, and in the life of his subjects at large. 

For Cosimo, his reputation as a patron was as important as the actual products he 

commissioned. To reinforce this, he had Vasari and his workshop execute three paintings for the 

Quartiere di Leone X that celebrated the Medici’s role as patrons of the arts. In the rooms 

dedicated to each of them, Cosimo il Vecchio, Lorenzo il Magnifico and Cosimo I are shown 

surrounded by artists and scholars on the ceiling (Fig. 8.4, 8.5 and 4.18). As W. Chandler Kirwin 

has demonstrated, all of these images share a similar composition and are based on one of the 
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Aurelian reliefs from the Arch of Constantine, which represented the virtue of Liberalitas.
632

 The 

use and reuse of this ancient model suggest that Vasari strategically represented the Medici 

family in terms of ancient Roman munificence, a dynastic tradition that culminates in the 

generous artistic and scholarly patronage of Cosimo I.
633

 

I am not arguing that the message of these four paintings was intended to be the same as 

that of the grotesques; the former group of paintings convey an image of the Medici as patrons 

who are at the centre of the cultural life of Florence by stimulating, funding and directing the 

artistic production of the city, whereas the latter suggests a less involved patron who allows his 

artists to depict their whims in place of a predetermined ideological program. However, the 

paintings of the Medici benefactors reflect Cosimo’s deliberate effort to construct an image of 

himself as a great patron of the arts, thereby encouraging us to read the grotesques with similar 

interests in mind. As grotesques were more closely associated with artistic license than with 

anything else, they convey the message that Cosimo was a patron who encouraged artistic 

experimentation and freedom, even if this was largely in contradiction to the reality of his 

relationship with the artists he hired.  

 The use of the rhetoric of freedom by those in power is rarely, if ever, disinterested. 

Cosimo’s tight grip on Florentine culture and politics is evidence of his anxiety over the upset of 

power and the disorder that true freedom could bring. Yet, the perception of freedom was 

necessary to maintain authority in Florence, a city with a long history of overthrowing tyrannous 

rulers, including Cosimo’s predecessor Alessandro de’ Medici. Accordingly, the grotesques of the 

Palazzo Vecchio served to plant in the minds of viewers a vision of the world in which play 

abolishes fear, abundance takes the place of need, curiosity trumps dogmatism and where 

absolute freedom effaces laws, constraints, and coercion.  
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 Not only the Medici’s Tuscan subjects, but Cosimo’s successor Francesco craved 

freedom too, freedom from the public eye and the burden of political affairs. His preference for 

solitude led him to spend a great deal of time in his favorite villas, particularly Pratolino, and to 

construct private spaces in the city such as his secluded studiolo in the Palazzo Vecchio and the 

tribuna in the Uffizi. Even Vasari’s corridor linking the Palazzo Vecchio and the Pitti Palace 

provided a means of travelling unseen.
634

 When he did walk freely through the city, it was often 

at night, preferring to spend his days in his laboratories indulging his interests in alchemy, 

crystals, metallurgy, poisons, and other subjects.
635

 Access to the grand duke was difficult to 

achieve for his subjects and foreign delegates alike.
636

  

 Francesco was not an autocratic ruler like his father, and he did not commission 

grotesques with the same propagandistic motives. The grotesques that he and Bianca 

commissioned in the Palazzo Vecchio were instead for their most private spaces, Francesco’s 

Studiolo and Bianca’s Stanza da Lavoro. These grotesques are among the most personal and, in 

the case of Bianca’s room, push the limits of decorum the furthest. Perhaps the license of 

grotesques evoked for these patrons the personal freedom they experienced in these secluded 

spaces to pursue their interests and entertain their fantasies. 

Though grotesque imagery can appear to lack seriousness, the ideals it represents are 

rooted in the deepest of human desires, ones that Florentines in particular were known for holding 

dear. By complementing images of power and authority with a light-hearted aesthetic of freedom, 

Cosimo and Eleonora were able to convey the message that a golden age of liberty and gaiety can 

reign only beneath the strong hand of the Medici. Francesco and Bianca, on the other hand, 

commissioned grotesques for spaces in which they wished to experience a taste of freedom 

themselves. The license of the artist described by Vasari to paint his whims and fantasies 
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represents only one side of the experience of grotesques. The liberty of the artist and the control 

of the patron were not at odds with one another. The rhetoric and aesthetic of freedom of 

grotesques was central to the patrons’ own ends. 
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Images 

 

Figure 8.1. Giorgio Vasari and Giovanni Stradano. Cosimo I’s Victory at Montemurlo. Sala di 

Cosimo I. Ca. 1556-59.  
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Figure 8.2. Bastiano Veronese, Giovanni Lombardi, Cesare Baglioni, and Turino da Piemonte. 

View of Innsbruck. Courtyard of Michelozzo. 1565. Photo: Author. 

 

 

Figure 8.3. Giorgio Vasari and Giovanni Stradano. Cosimo I Planning the War of Siena. Sala 

Grande. 1563-1565. 
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Figure 8.4. Marco da Faenza, based on Giorgio Vasari’s design. Cosimo il Vecchio Surrounded 

by Artists and Scholars. Sala di Cosimo il Vecchio. 1556-1558. 
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Figure 8.5. Giorgio Vasari. Lorenzo il Magnifico Surrounded by Scholars. Sala di Lorenzo il 

Magnifico. 1556-1558. Photo: Author. 
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